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Chapisode I:  

Sconnie 
 

 
You took a trip and climbed a tree at Robert Sledge’s party 

And there you stayed, until morning came,  
And you were not the same after that 

-Ben Folds, Not the Same 
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Great Auditorium in Gardner Hall 
7:40AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

The freshman sat in the back row of the lecture hall by himself and smiled.  Most 
students would have seen a thunderstorm on the first day of class as a bad sign, but this was no 
ordinary freshman. 

This storm was a long time coming, the first rain since the freshman had been a senior in 
high school.  Not one drop of precipitation had hit Wisconsin soil in over three months.  June's 
drought became July's wildfires, became August's rolling blackouts.  For almost three hours now, 
winds swept the waters over the campus.   It was a midwestern mess, and that's the way the 
freshman liked it. 

The first of his future classmates walked in, a timid-looking girl with unkempt bangs and 
a ponytail.  Her rain-water slick shoes squeaked a harsh reminder at the freshman.  Probably one 
of those types that was habitually early to everything, not like the freshman.  The freshman liked 
to show up exactly when he wanted to—early, late, sometimes even on time.  It was another one 
of the prophecy perks—an easily accessed internal clock.  He always knew what time it was, 
down to the second. 

 The girl sat uncomfortably close to him considering they were the only two in the entire 
building at the moment.  He could feel the smack of her gum through his entire body.  Most 
people wouldn't have a problem with this, but then again most people weren’t synestheses. 

Worried, he looked down to his hands, but they weren't glowing.  So he shrugged, 
reached into his backpack under his chair, and grabbed a tiny case containing two clear custom-
fit ear plugs.  Like most people, the freshman loved the sound of thunderstorms, of running 
water.  Unlike most people, he needed it for his sanity. 

The freshman's ipod had become a necessity during the drought.  It worked two-fold.  It 
evened out his senses, and it stopped people from talking to him all together.  There was little 
that the freshman disliked more than explaining how his senses worked, how he could hear taste 
and see sound.  ‘It’s like a freight train constantly running through my frontal lobe. Right now 
you’re the conductor.’  That usually answered any further questions.  This is why the freshman 
didn't tell people about all the crazy stuff that came along with his existence, being in accordance 
with a prophecy. 

The freshman tried to avoid the ear plugs for as long as possible, taking to focusing on 
the blank projection screen at the front of the lecture hall.  He ignored the incoming students as 
they began to populate the seats ahead of him.  He covered his nose with the hood of his 
sweatshirt and concentrated his ears past the rattle of the window panes. 

Deep whiffs of bergamot lit the fires of his olfactory; the freshman's freshman junior was 
damn near erect, before he remembered that he was wearing the senior's hoodie.  Oh god, the 
senior.  Just the thought of him made all the extraordinary run from his senses. 

A lanky body sat with a graceful thud next to him.  The freshman eyed up his roommate. 
'How you feelin', Bernie?' 

'I'm not.'  Bernard pushed his glasses into his sleep-shaped fro and pinched the bridge of 
his nose. 'I'm dead.'  He pulled out the collapsible desk and lied down; although, he was too tall, 
and it barely supported his neck.  'What happened last night?' 
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This was not the freshman's first time to the hangover rodeo.  He never understood why 
people asked that question; they never really wanted to know.  As soon as you mention their 
drunken fight, secret admission, or sexual advance, the inquirer plugs their ears and screams until 
you vow to never to repeat the story.  He was beginning to believe that memory blackouts had 
less to do with drinking than people just wanting to forget what they had done.  'What do you 
remember?' 

'I don't,' said Bernard. 'Did I do anything...bad?' 
The party.  The senior.  The fight.  Those eyes.  The freshman didn't know too much in 

the world, but he knew he would never see eyes like those again.  The hospital.  The other fight.  
The trespassing.  The escape.  Oh yeah and then there was the sex.  Scenes from the past twenty-
four hours skipped around in the freshman’s mind like a scratched DVD. If last night was the 
first night of the rest of the freshman's life, then the next four years were going to be epic. 

The professor came in from one of the doors at the front of the lecture hall.  Students 
came to the realization that there were far more of them than seats in the lecture hall.  The 
freshman put in his ear plugs; the world within him calmed in tandem. 

The professor stood behind the podium playing with the controls for the projector and the 
automated blinds.  He was an average man of moderate good looks and mediocre stature—all 
tweed and elbow patches.  Even with the rain, it was still way too hot for such an outfit, but the 
freshman admired the professor’s commitment to the role.  The minute hand hit the nine on the 
clock over the professor’s right shoulder; the professor began. 

'This is Biology 134:  Advanced Theories of Evolution. I am your professor, you will 
address me as such.'  The professor paused.  'I am your professor.  You will address me as such.' 

'Good morning, professor,' the class said in unprepared unison. 
'See to it that those are the only three unsolicited words you speak in this class.'  The 

professor left the podium and approached the edge of the stage.  'Attendance is obligatory.  And I 
assure that although I will not know your name, I will know your faces. 

‘That settled I would like to begin with a game.'  The class cheered like they were on a 
children's game show.  The freshman wasn't so easily fooled.  'How many of you are on the 
waiting list?'  A substantial amount of students, both in the aisles and seats raised their hands, if 
not a bit reluctantly. 

'Alright.  Now how many of you believe that evolution itself is a theory?'  A different set 
now raised their hands.  The freshman kept his hands in his hoodie pocket. 

'Excellent, now if all of you would stand please...there we go...now pick up your 
backpacks...that's it.  Now I want you to leave my classroom, before I waste perfectly good 
photographic memories on your simpleton faces.  I don't think so, face-pleats, stand back up.'  
The crowd, once more in upheaval, hid the professor from view.  ‘Wait-listers, if you are not in a 
seat by the time the bell rings, you are not in my class.  Careful...not too quickly...your skulls are 
most assuredly still soft.   That's it...don't forget your helmet.' 

'What’s with the duct tape?'  Bernard pointed at the make-shift bandage on the 
freshman’s forehead.    

The freshman smiled. 'Improvisation.' 
The door shut behind the last of the exiled; the freshman shifted his attention back to the 

professor. 
'And that, class, was your first lesson in social Darwinism. Any questions? I thought not.  

Now  today we are going to start with the easiest question of college.’  A few members of the 
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audience scoffed audibly at the presumption, the professor did not seem to take notice.  'What is 
the difference between a first year and a fourth year?’  

‘Three!’ a shout from the back right.  
‘I’d hoped you only looked stupid.’  The professor removed his spectacles.  ‘Though, that 

is the number of seconds you have to leave my classroom.’  
‘Seriously?’ 
‘Seriously.’  The professor did not move.  ‘Off you go.  Actually leave the world of 

academia altogether, while you’re at it.  Save your parents some beer money...’  The door behind 
the freshman rattled with the hurried exit.  ‘Now, class, the difference between a freshman and a 
senior?  You. Mono-dimple.’ 

'Forty grand?’ 
'If you have instate tuition and no social life, maybe.'  The professor grabbed chalk as he 

paced, tracing an uneven line along the chalkboard.  'Come on, these are all boring.  Give me a 
real answer.' 

‘You.’  The freshman froze.  ‘In the hill-billy band-aid. You look like you have a social 
life.’  The freshman tensed; he was under attack.   

‘What's your answer?' 
The freshman thought a moment and then spoke as if he hadn’t, 'A tolerance for alcohol, 

penicillin, and rhetorical questions.' 
The class erupted to the freshman's horror.  It wasn't his fault; he had gotten too much 

sleep the night before—two whole hours.  Why did he sleep so long? 
The professor waited for the room to quiet naturally before speaking. 'Tell me.  Why did 

you choose those words?' 
'Just reaction.' 
'Wit is not just reaction—it’s calculation, it's clairvoyance, it's borderline prophetic.’  

Why did the professor have to use that word?  Why did the sneer in his voice seem so familiar?  
‘Now tell me, why did you choose those words?' 

'Just trying to make the best of the situation.' 
'If your best is to insult the teacher, then why not take the crude route?' 
'My best is to win over the crowd.  You already singled me out.  So, it's either me and 

them vs you, or it's you and them vs me. So my best option was to earn their regard while losing 
as little of yours as possible.' 

'You can’t lose what you haven’t earned.’  The professor paused for some British 
melodrama and walked back to the podium; the freshman stayed standing.  ‘So, you’re saying 
you thought up all of that just now.' 

'Explanation takes longer than action; that's why it should happen afterwards.' 
'Tell me, freshman, what's your name?' 

 
 

Stuck on the Rear Balcony of Omega-Phi-Tau Fraternity 
10:15PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
  
 
 ‘It’s Huntar, with an A.’ 

'Nice to meet you, Huntar-with-an-A. I'm Sebastien-with-an-E.' 
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They were stuck.  Locked on the back of the balcony of a mansion, because super 
expensive electronic locks don’t work without electricity. 

Sebastien-with-an-E extended his hand.  Huntar-with-an-A tried unsuccessfully to look 
him in the eyes, though he was finally able to get a good look at the stranger’s face.  He sported a 
beard a month or two in the making, impossibly straight teeth, and a nose that could tell stories.  
Yet his eyes were obscured by the moonlight on his silver mask and the fact that they were in the 
middle of a blackout.  The party carried on with no music.  Huntar turned back to look out 
towards the lake; he knew better than to shake the hand of someone he's never looked in the eye.   

He squinted past the backyard’s lone tree, its saged silence broken by a foreboding wind.  
The air cried out for rain, for relief from the consuming nature of the heat; on the eastern horizon 
a cloud front rushed to obey.   The midwestern heat and humidity had been at an all-time high 
over the past week, the last week before the start of school—party week. 

He stood on the biggest balcony of the biggest frat at the biggest party of the year—no 
big deal.  The courtyard below them.  The lake before them.  They were five hundred feet away 
from frat row, but the scene would not betray that.  It wasn't the Franco-Swiss architectural 
influences or the fact that they had two saunas and a hot tub in the basement.  Huntar finally 
understood why they called it The Chalet—because every other house in madison was beneath it.   

'So, Huntar-with-an-A, what are you doing here?' 
'Trying to lose my innocence.'  Huntar didn't look back over his shoulder.  He didn't want 

to talk, but he felt compelled to continue the conversation.  'What about you?' 
'Trying to find mine.'  
Huntar figured out the lilt in Sebastien’s accent, French-Canadian, definitely.  Had he met 

Sebastien before?  He’d only been to Montreal once for one of his grandmother’s speaking 
engagements.  He didn’t remember the trip, but in the pictures it looked like Huntar enjoyed 
himself.  Huntar contemplated removing his masquerade mask and wiping his brow, but then 
thought better of himself.  

'So who's guest are you?'  Sebastien seemed to take Huntar's pause as an admission of 
ignorance.  'Your mask.  Black is for the brothers.  The white masks are for the guests.  The red 
means potential.' 

'Potential what?' asked Huntar. 
'Pledge.' 
'What's silver mean?  King of the fraterni-d-bags?' 
Sebastien turned back towards the lake. 'Not exactly.'   
'Sorry, I should be alone right now.' 
Sebastien did not pick up on the hint.  He widened his stance, leaned against the railing, 

and took a sip out of his red cup.  'So what classes are you taking?' 
'Really, dude?'  Huntar was so sick of talking about what classes he was taking; it's all 

anyone could talk about in the dorm.  'Why is it on the last night of summer, the first thing 
people want to talk about is school?' 

'Okay, we don't have to talk then.'  It was such an aggravating response that Huntar just 
had to say something. 

'Nah, I like talking to you.'  That was not what Huntar meant to say.  He winced at his 
own vulnerability.  Where did that come from?  Sebastien turned towards the moonlight and 
smiled.  His mask and teeth took on a sexy smurf glow. 

'Need a light?'  Sebastien offered up a silver zippo that shared his aire de lune. 
Huntar squinted at the question.  'I don't smoke cigarettes.' 
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'Me neither.'  Sebastien gestured to the black cylinder tucked behind Huntar's ear.  'So 
what's that?' 

'It's a clove; it's different.'  Huntar who lit the clove with the tossed lighter and took a 
drag while a made-for-TV Christmas special played in his mouth. 

 'I hear those things are bad for you.' 
'Me too.’ 
Sebastien breathed in deeply as Huntar exhaled another smokey aura; Sebastien reached 

for the extended clove.  Huntar played with the lighter—flicking it, tossing it, getting used to the 
weight in his palm.  Sebastien handed back the clove and brought out a small wooden box that 
held a smaller cigarette that looked burned a third of the way down.   

'I thought you said you don't smoke cigarettes.' 
'It's a one-hitter; it's different.' 
Sebastien handed it over to Huntar who studied it.  It was a small weed pipe disguised as 

a cigarette.  Huntar admired it; though he had never smoked weed, he did appreciate pot-head 
ingenuity.  'Nifty.' 

'Indeed.'   
Huntar offered the hitter back to its owner, and their fingers touched for the first time.  A 

rush of cooling numb ran up Huntar's arm and coursed down his spine.  They stared at one 
another for at least three moments too long. 

The power returned.  Cheers arose from within the depths of The Chalet, the click of the 
balcony door unlocking. 

Huntar broke the connection.  He had never felt anything like it, and this was coming 
from a guy had just emped so hard he’d knocked out the power on frat row and probably half of 
State Street.   

Huntar stared.  Sebastien stared.  Huntar looked away.  Then Sebastien said, 'I'm gonna 
go get another drink.' 

Huntar slammed what was left in his cup, taking the opportunity to make sure his mask 
was still fastened tight.  He held out the red cup upside-down and said his goodbye, 'Make mine 
a double.' 

'You got it.'  Sebastien’s sincerity was almost convincing.  Huntar watched Sebastien 
disappear into The Chalet, for what he assumed would be the last time.    

‘Shit.’  Huntar was beginning to worry that he spoke to himself too much.  The numb had 
spread through his entire body, but in Sebastien's absence the feeling was replaced with one that 
was much more familiar—imminent emping.  Shit. 

Every electron of his body seemed to share the excitement at meeting this strange new 
being—this Sebastien-with-an-E.  The hair on his forearms stood on end.  Huntar tried to control 
it, but the energy was building in his spine.  A handful of words and all Huntar wanted was a 
handful of Sebastien. 

Huntar looked down at his palms; tiny bolts of red energy coursed through his veins, 
turning his brown skin auburn.  Huntar leaned against the house, cooling his hands against the 
stone of The Chalet.  He tried to focus on suppressing the emp, but his mind kept flashing minute 
details of Sebastien's nature. 

Fingers twitched against the wall with the thought of messing with those curly tangles, of 
their noses meeting for the first time.  Pressure built in Huntar's tailbone with the contemplation 
of Sebastien's biceps.  Not even the wind roaring across the balcony could soothe the burn 
between Huntar's shoulder blades. 
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The angles of Sebastien's chest sent a wave down Huntar's arms.  Huntar's body hummed 
with energy, his palms aflame with the potential of the night.  Huntar's hands shook against The 
Chalet; he was on the edge of emping imagining the consuming pressure of Sebastien's body on 
top of his, the sweet and sour smell of earned sweat. 

And with that thought Huntar emped harder than he had ever emped before.  Red light 
erupted in the space between his hands and The Chalet, shooting him backwards through the air.  
His head missed the balcony railing by a matter of millimeters as he somersaulted through the air 
into the unwelcoming arms of the oak tree.  Twigs and branches snapped along the way.  He 
landed with a thud against the trunk, the wind knocked from his lungs, the clove from his mouth.  
He struggled to breathe in the crook of one of the sturdier branches of the tree.  He stared at The 
Chalet through the hole his body had just created in the foliage. 

No one was in the backyard to verify what didn't just happen.  Huntar's hands looked a 
raw shade of red and smelled of burned ions.  Then Huntar noticed something; all the lights on 
the block were still on.  That big of an emp and no blackout.  'Well, that's different.' 
 
 

Huntar and Bernard’s Sweet Dorm Room 
11:35AM 

The First Day of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

'Oh, come on, that’s what my mom says when she hates something.' 
Bernard took a step back to admire the half cork board/half whiteboard message center he 

had just mounted between their construction paper name tags on the door.  This semester's theme 
was Super Mario Brothers, Huntar's name centered on a yellow invincibility star, Bernard's on a 
fireball. 

'I guess I just don't see why we need one.’ 
'In case people want to leave us messages.' 
'It's called a cell phone.' 
'Not everyone has a cell phone.' 
'Yeah, only those worth talking to.' 
Bernard sat at his desk, opposite Huntar on the futon.  'So you wanna go grab lunch?' 
'Sure, Loo should be over soon.'  Huntar turned and grabbed a picture frame out of one of 

the boxes.  It was a black and white photo of the silhouettes of two boys suspended indefinitely, 
mid-jump over a lake—two sacrifices to the endless promise of summer .   

‘I love that picture.’ Bernard peeked over Huntar’s shoulder; Huntar turned to face him.  
‘Who are they?’ 

‘No idea.’  Huntar only knew three things about the photo: he was the silhouette frozen in 
mid-back flip arms out-stretched, he had no idea who the other boy was, and he hadn’t packed 
the picture.   

‘Well whoever they are, they look happy.’ 
‘Really? I kind of think they look...’ Huntar pretended to study the picture once again, 

‘grey.’ 
‘Yeah, that’s what I meant.’  Bernard grabbed the photo; they held it in tandem. ‘They 

look sad.’ Their finger tips touched.  Bernard’s skin was smooth and icy, refreshing in the 
swelter of their surroundings.  Bernard stole Huntar’s gaze; they stood motionless. 
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They were interrupted by a courtesy knock on the door.  'Greetings, citizens of the 
republic.'  Lukas stood, framed by the doorway, hair in his eyes, big smile on his face. 'Bernie, 
nice message center.' 

'Thank you.'  Bernard shot a look at Huntar; Huntar had already forgotten why. 
'You ready for lunch?'  Lukas entered the room. 
'Yeah just gotta run to the bathroom.'  Bernard exited the room.  Lukas shut the door after 

him.  Lukas took Bernard's place at his desk.  'I like what he's done with the place.'  Of course 
Lukas did, Bernard's half of the room was covered in comic book posters and memorabilia; 
Lukas shared that obsession.  Lukas looked back at Huntar; Huntar looked anywhere but at 
Lukas.  They were alone.  He knew what was coming. 

Huntar grabbed some clothes at random from his new, obscenely-tiny closet and began to 
try them on in Bernard's mirror that hung on the door. 

'I come bearing gifts.'  Huntar looked at his best friend in the mirror; Lukas held up a new 
energy-efficient bulb. 

'We already have light bulbs.' 
'These are better for the environment.' 
'Thanks, I guess.'  Huntar grabbed the bulb from the top and set it down on his desk.  

'Well, I have a better present.'  Huntar dropped his clothes and opened the tiny white refrigerator 
underneath the TV.  'Whiskey, rum, and a bottle of Fleischmann's that's two brita filters away 
from a bottle of Grey Goose.' 

'I'll be sure to thank Val and Fisch.'  Lukas pulled out his phone, most likely to text 
Huntar's parents.  Huntar's mom and step-dad were known to his friends as “the cool parents,” 
which always seemed a lot cooler to everyone else but him.  He supposed it was better than the 
alternative, but then again, it probably wasn't.  Sometimes Huntar didn't know why he bothered. 

'So, I think I found the perfect place for tonight.'  Lukas played with a wolverine figurine 
on Bernard's desk.  ‘We’re going to Mike’s.'  

Lukas meant St. Michael’s, the abandoned hospital off of the lakeshore path.  Once when 
they were ten, Huntar and Lukas had used it as a hideout, when they snuck out of the children's 
hospital.  It was full of tiny rooms, old medical equipment, and beds.  once the place where 
townies and students were treated for drugs and drunken injuries. it had become the place where 
students and townies alike came to take drugs and injure themselves drunkenly.  Huntar liked 
what Lukas was throwing down.  'That's the perfect place for a party!' 

'Practice, Huntar.  Not party.' 
'Practice like pregame?' 
'Like training montage.' 
'I don't need to workout,'  Huntar flexed shirtless in the mirror.  Lukas looked out the 

window at the courtyard below.  ‘Prophecy perk.’ 
'We talked about this, Hunt.'  Lukas took on that dad-voice Huntar hated so much.  'You 

need to learn to control this power—' 
'—prophecy perk. Remember?'  Huntar pulled a different shirt over his head.  'And I am 

managing my perk just fine.' 
'Are you sure you don't have two powers already?  Your ability to forget shit is 

superhuman.' 
Huntar thought about lying and saying that it was because of the funeral, but Lukas was right.  
Huntar had the uncanny ability to only remember what was convenient for him. He kept trying to 
change that but tended to forget. 
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 ‘Well, we should at least go skinny dipping.’ 
'Would you keep it down, Loo?  People can hear us.' 
'People are too busy listening to themselves to hear us.' 
'I remember us agreeing that we weren't going to talk about it.' 
'I never agreed to that.'  Loo had an inconvenient memory in that it was near flawless, and 

it was more inconvenient for Huntar than Lukas.  Lukas stood behind Huntar; Huntar braced for 
the offensive.  'You sure you don't want to take online classes this semester?' 

'Oh yeah, cause emping and electronics have been best friends so far.' 
'Well, what happens when it happens in a class full of laptops?' 
'A class trip to simpler times.' 
'Clearly the prophecy has started, Huntar.  Simpler times are over.' 
'No, that time is when I'm twenty-five.  That's why it's called the Quarterlife Prophecy, 

god.' 
'How do you know what it’s called?  Have you actually seen it?’ 
‘Yes.’ 
‘And what’s it say?’ 
‘Exactly what I’ve told you.’  Lukas did not look satisfied with Huntar’s answer.  Huntar 

went to the desk and grabbed the light bulb, holding it from the base for Lukas to see.  With a 
tiny push, the light bulb shone with a new power source—Huntar.   Lukas set his jaw; Huntar 
knew it was because Lukas had no reason to believe his best friend of eight years would lie to 
him.   A fact that Huntar hated exploiting, but there were some things that he couldn't even share 
with Lukas.   

Huntar opened the door and spun back around to finish his point.  'But today I'm going to 
get some grub, buy my books, and then get my drink on.  In fact, I’m going to start right now.’  
Huntar grabbed the brita from the mini-fridge and turned around just in time to see a lanky blond 
in a white hockey jersey and khaki shorts courtesy knock on the open door. 

Huntar stopped cold.  ‘Huntar Fischer. Lukas Ortez-Olsen.  How’re my two favorite 
residents?’ 

John Johnson, Resident Assistant, was beginning to become a pain in this resident’s ass.  
He had done nothing in particular, but Huntar still didn’t like him.  Lukas said it had less to do 
with John Johnson and more to do with Huntar’s issues with authority.   

John Johnson couldn’t be a day over twenty; yet, his hair was already receding away 
from his giant forehead, as if embarrassed to be seen with a guy who wore socks and sandals 
simultaneously.  He clutched a clipboard in his left hand; around his neck was a residence hall 
lanyard with a set of keys and a name tag that read John Johnson.  John Johnson, Resident Ass-
Munch, from Podunk, Wisconsin was standing in the doorway.  

‘Some what?'  John Johnson pointed to the brita in Huntar's hand. 
 'Oh, you mean water.' 
'That is your water isn’t it?’ 
'I like your jersey.  Who’s number eight?’ 
‘You haven’t heard of the Green Sea Bass?  He’s only the greatest hockey player 

Wisconsin has ever seen.’ 
‘That’s so interesting tell me more.’ 
‘Some other time, kinda in a rush.’ 
‘Oh, well then you should go.’ 
‘As soon as I get some water.’ 
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‘I thought you said you were in a rush.’ 
‘I am.  So it’d really save me a lot of time, yeah?’ 
'Yeah, no.' 
'No?' 
'No.' 
'Huntar just let the man have some water; he's thirsty.'  Huntar had almost forgotten that 

Lukas was watching this Norweigian standoff.  And now he was part of it, because Huntar was 
going to kill Lukas.  Why was Lukas throwing him under the bus?  There was no way he was 
going to be able to train, if he got kicked out of the dorms. 

'I am thirsty, Lukas Ortez-Olsen.  Thank you for noticing.  Now may I please have some 
water?' 

'We don't have any cups.' 
'I have my nalgene.'  John Johnson offered the plastic explosive over to Huntar.  Huntar 

refused it. 
'The bathroom is down the hall.' 
'The pitcher is right there, and that water is filtered.' 
'Thrice.'  Lukas was all grins.  ‘Isn’t that right, Hunt?’   
Huntar just shook his head and mouthed, ‘What the fuck?’ when John Johnson wasn’t 

looking. 
‘Fine, Huntar, I'll do it.  Sorry John, Huntar Fischer here has such bad manners 

sometimes.  I really find it quite shocking.'  Lukas stomped on Huntar's toe as he grabbed the 
pitcher.  'So did I hear you talking about an ultimate game earlier?'  Lukas grabbed the nalgene 
and took a step away from Huntar, taking John Johnson's attention with him. 

Tiny bolts of energy coursed through his hands; he focused, rubbed his itching palms 
together, and pushed outward. 

'I knew you'd love ultimate.  Tonight at—hey!'  Behind John Johnson, Huntar emped a 
tiny shockwave of light.  It took all he had not to vocalize the pain of the energy emanating 
laterally from him.  He tried to focus it as locally as possible, but it still took out every light and 
most likely every electric device on the floor. 

In the impending confusion, Huntar moved enough to warrant Lukas' over-acted spilling 
of the vodka, most of which ended up all over Huntar.  Bernard returned, revealing a panicked 
floor.  John Johnson sprang into action valiantly forgetting his clipboard, nalgene, and desire for 
Huntar's fire water. 

The birkenstocks had barely left their carpeting before the door was locked behind him.  
Huntar looked at Lukas, already setting what was left in the brita back in the fridge. 

‘What do you got there, Bernard?’ 
Bernard held up two masquerade masks.  Even in the dim light Huntar could see one was 

a metallic red the other an almost glowing white silk.  'There’s writing, on the inside...I think 
they are invitations.' 

'Who's Hef?'  Bernard held the red mask close to his face. 
Huntar Everest Fischer didn't say anything, just went to his closet and changed clothes for 

the third time that day.  ‘Whoever he is, he may be chosen, but we’ve got his invites.' 
'Chosen for what?' 

 
 

Up a Tree 
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10:45PM 
The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 

 
 

'I haven't climbed a tree since I was a kid,’ said Sebastien. 
Huntar tried to stay present but his mind was preoccupied with the effect this person had 

on him.  Huntar and Sebastien sat high in the old oak.  Huntar had been at a loss for words when 
Sebastien came back out looking for him and heard him catching his breath in the tree.  Sebastien 
had filled in the blanks about how Huntar must have gone downstairs and missed him.  Next 
thing Huntar was helping Sebastien bring their new drinks up into the tree. 

'I haven't worn a mask since I was a kid.'   
 Sebastien swung under a branch closer to Huntar.  Huntar waited for Sebastien to stop 

before he moved away.  Sebastien's presence overwhelmed, his voice intoxicated, and his touch 
seemed to diffuse any anxiety caused by the previous two.  But Huntar was wary, he couldn’t 
shake the feeling that he was about to fall.  Sebastien peaked around the trunk.  'What was your 
favorite Halloween costume?' 

'I was a pineapple once.  That was fun.' 
'Oh come on, you never went as a superhero? 
'Nope.' 
'Why not?' 
'Cause Halloween is the one weekend a year you get to be whoever you want to be.' 
'And who did you want to be?' 
'Not a superhero.'  Huntar let his hands go, hung upside down, and leaned into the swing.  

The blood pooled in his temples.  He decided he loved this tree, that it deserved a tree house or at 
the very least a tire swing. 

Sebastien let out a groan of ease and re-positioned his foot against the tree trunk.  'But if 
you had to choose...' 

'Gun to my head?' 
'Gun to your head.' 
'Spider-man.'  Huntar stopped himself on a lower branch and slowly oriented himself 

upright once more.  'Sarcastic and scarred.'  Huntar swung around to face Sebastien, daring 
himself to get as close as possible.  'Let me guess.  You're a superman guy.' 

'Is it that obvious?' 
'Yeah, it's that obvious.  But it's not that bad, or that good.  It's just that.'  Huntar suddenly 

wanted out of the tree.  'Don't you think we're being a bit anti-sosh?' 
'I made a new friend tonight.' 
'Friend,'  Huntar echoed, 'yeah.'   
There was another one of those awkwardly loaded moments.  Huntar climbed away from 

it and up to a spot with a clear view of the lake.  He leaned his head against the tree and did what 
he did every time he was at a loss for words, he sang someone else’s.   It was one of Huntar's 
favorite songs by one of his favorite musicians—Ben Folds. 

 
You took a trip and climbed a tree, at Robert Sledge's party. 

And there you stayed til morning came, and you were not the same after that. 
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Much to Huntar's surprise, he did not hum alone for long; a voice harmonized from 
below.  Huntar stopped before the chorus. 

'You're a Ben Folds fan?'  Sebastien seemed surprised.  Apparently he had 
underestimated Huntar; that made Huntar happy. 

'His music got me into music.'  Huntar stopped his legs cold, worried he might 
accidentally brain Sebastien with his sneaker.  His body begged to move.  Huntar settled on 
running his hand over his newly shorn hair.  'Just saw him again at summerfest.  Third row 
center.' 

It had been his fifth Ben fold’s concert.  At each one the piano man liked to tell the story 
of the song.  A hippie friend took acid, climbed a tree, and then in the morning climbed down a 
born again christian.  After the laughs would die down he'd get the audience to separate into 
three sections, each taking a note in the chord to drunk-slide during the bridge.  Huntar took a 
moment to enjoy the pleasant nostalgia that accompanied thoughts of Ben Folds—music 
reminiscent of lives Huntar would never live, but could remember all the same. 

'Huh, I was second row center.  I didn't see you.'  Sebastien looked at Huntar; Huntar 
looked at the ground. 

'Probably weren't looking.' 
'What's your favorite song?' 
'Annie Waits.'  Huntar answered so fast he wasn't even sure if that was his favorite song.  

'You?' 
'Brick.' 
'Lame.'  Huntar ducked and dodged branches on his way to the side of the tree that faced 

The Chalet.  'That's everyone's favorite. I mean come on, that's the All-American Abortion 
Anthem.' 

'It wasn't always my favorite.' 
'Oh yeah?'  Huntar swung in close to better tease his fellow tree climber.  'What 

happened?' 
'Life.' 
It was clear from the way Sebastien said it that life was exactly what didn't happen.  

Sebastien sat and picked at the tree bark.  Huntar picked his brain for a way out of this 
conversation.  'Well it doesn't count anyway.' 

'Why's that?'  Sebastien didn't look up, so Huntar sat down next to him.  The leaves 
applauded as their branch bowed lower. 

Sebastien's hand covered Huntar's mouth, and he instantly fell quiet—less for the gesture, 
but more for the comfortable numb.  Huntar followed Sebastien's eyes to the source of the shush.  
Cops. 

Or rather, cop.  There was only one of him.  He was standing outside opposite the water 
fountain from the tree seemingly just minding his own business.  Neither of the tree residents 
moved as the cop took a survey of the area.  He had a moustache and a bandage on his right 
hand.  The cop moved close enough so Huntar could read his name tag in the light.  Pierce.  
Huntar watched in detached horror as Officer Pierce looked up into the tree, straight at them. 

Huntar wanted to panic; Huntar wanted to feel his heart race, his breathing quicken or 
even stop altogether.  But with Sebastien's hand on him his body could neither fight nor take 
flight.  Officer Pierce took another step forward and— 
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A scream on the other side of the house startled the cop and Sebastien.  Huntar only 
noticed, because Sebastien tensed.  Officer Pierce raced back into the house and away from their 
tree of horrors. 

For a few moments they stayed there—silent, unmoving.  Huntar struggled to lower 
Sebastien's hand from his mouth.  Sebastien began his descent, but once the contact was broken, 
so was the silence.  The sound of the party.  The lake.  The wind.  Huntar fell backwards in such 
slow motion that somehow Sebastien was able to catch him, before he fell through the tree.  
Suddenly they were nose to nose.  Mask to mask.  It was the last night of summer, and Sebastien 
had caught him mid-fall. 

'Thanks,' Huntar spoke first, 'that was—‘ 
'Close.'  Sebastien’s supportive arms kept Huntar in the precarious mid-fall position, yet 

Sebastien didn't move.  Huntar didn't care. 
'So what do we do now?'  Huntar re-oriented himself and pushed back away from 

Sebastien with all of his might.  He didn't make it very far. 
'Now. We drink.'   
Huntar offered Sebastien what was left in his cup, only to realize he'd dumped it out at 

some point. 
‘No, I meant a real beer.  Before we go though...'  Sebastien held up the one-hitter to 

Huntar.  Huntar smiled at him and sat back down on the lowest branch.  'It's not acid, but it'll do.' 
 
 

Cafeteria 
12:05PM 

The First Day of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

'What are you high?' 
'You don't want to go to the biggest party of the biggest party week of our freshman year, 

Lou?' 
'I was talking about your trays, Huntar.' 
'What's wrong?' 
'There's two of them, Huntar. The freshman fifteen are coming.' 
‘Both the entrees looked really good.’ 
‘The grass will always be greener, Huntar.’ 
‘My ass will always be leaner, Louise.’ 
‘I’m just saying that the freshman fifteen is a clear and present danger.’ 
‘So’s my pimp hand.’  Huntar sat down next to Bernard and showcased his right hand to 

Louise.  ‘Sorry I don’t have the guile to survive on soy lattes and virgin blood like you.’ 
‘I will street-fight you, E. Honda.’ 
‘Bring it, Dhalsim.’ 
‘Kids, not at the dinner table.’  Lukas dad-voiced.  ‘You’re scaring the little one.’  All 

three of them looked over at Bernard, his eyes wide as if watching a slow-motion accident.  They 
smiled and with the tension of the moment released, began to enjoy their food.  The cafeteria was 
packed with groups of freshman and a few of the left-over parents, who hadn’t gotten the hint 
yet. 
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‘I’m Louise.’  Her chestnut eyes warm and inviting.  Her voice low and purposeful.  
‘Bernard, love, I need more coffee.’  Bernard didn’t understand, but this was his moment—she 
was testing him. 

‘Sure.’  Bernard grabbed the cup, smiling as he scooted out of the booth. 
‘Thank you.  Skinny tall mocha, extra hot, just like you.’  Bernard left to wait in the cafe 

line.   
‘Jesus, keep it in your pants.’  Huntar’s mouth already full of mac and cheese.  ‘I thought 

you were off men, Lou-two.’ 
‘Don’t call me that.’  She eyed down Huntar.  ‘Huntar, one of these days you’re going to 

learn the difference between friendly and flirting.  It’s harmless.’ 
‘Harmless is on the shortlist of qualities you don’t possess, Lou.’  Lukas was busy texting 

Helena what he was about to eat, no doubt. 
‘Yeah, and going through a dry spell is not the same as giving up men.’  Huntar dug in.  

He had no idea why he was so hungry, maybe it was the heat.  
‘Don’t worry.  I’m not going to sleep with him.  You are.’ 
‘What?  Bernard’s my roommate.  That’d be an awful idea.’ 
‘Precisely why it will happen.’  Louise gestured towards her new coffee bitch as he 

returned.  ‘Bernard’s clearly as queer as Huntar.’ 
‘Hey!’  Bernard sat down next to Huntar. 
‘No one is as queer as Huntar.’  Lukas’ phone beeped; he flipped it open. 
‘Hey!’  Huntar’s mouth full of macaroni, cheese, and indignation. 
Bernard looked around the cafeteria to make sure no one was listening.  ‘Um.  Is it that 

obvious?’ 
‘Huntar?—Yes. You?—I was just guessing.’ 
‘She’s kidding,’ Huntar reassured Bernard.  ‘The bitch has ridic gaydar.’ 
‘Huntar, that’s an awful word.’  She waved a chipped fingernail.  ‘Gay...’  Louise 

returned her attention to her tray of a plain burger, celery sticks, and a carton of skim, but 
Bernard didn’t relax.  Louise took notice. 

‘Oh, did I ruin your coming out moment?’  Underneath her sharpied on smirk, her tone 
was genuine.  ‘I tend to do that.  Well, whatever.  We’re here, we’re queer, where’s the beer?’ 

‘You’re a lesbian?’  Bernard was shocked at this revelation; Louise sipped her coffee. 
Louise was in a word—stunning.  She had the misfortune of being an outsider that 

everyone wanted to get inside of.  Cursed with porcelain skin, auburn waves, and a killer rack.  
Since Huntar had known her, she had shied away from the attention of boys but was rarely met 
with success.   

She was an accidental trendsetter.  A month after she dyed her hair black for the first time 
a Hot Topic opened at the local mall.  It was rumored that Jeniffer Aniston’s stylist copied the 
“Rachel” after seeing one of Louise’s elementary school pictures.  During high school she 
relented and seemed to conform; although, Huntar suspected that this was simply because no one 
expected her to.  Unfortunately for her, guys and girls alike couldn’t believe that she should have 
no long-term interest in boys.  Despite her best efforts, on paper she’d scored less than an 
alcoholic co-ed passed out at a pride parade.  ‘No, young Bernard, we’re queer.’ 

‘Oh, I mean, it’s just that you don’t look like—’ 
‘Who? KD Lang?  Melissa Etheridge?’  Louise sneered, ‘...Ellen?’  She had a long list of 

things she could not stand; Ellen Degeneres was number three. 
‘What’s wrong with Ellen?’ 
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‘She knows what she did.’  Louise reached across the table and grabbed the fruit cup 
from Huntar’s tray, who was too busy scarfing to protest.  ‘Just because we don’t look alike, 
doesn’t mean we aren’t.  All us queers are in the same fruit cup.  See, you’re a strawberry—’ 

‘I’m allergic to strawberries.’  Bernard shied from the out-stretched gift. 
Lukas was somehow able to eat his salad, text his girlfriend, and moderate the 

conversation at the same time.  ‘Strawberries are classified as a pseudo-fruit.’ 
‘Just like you.’  Louise tossed the strawberry to Lukas who happily masticated it.  

‘Bernard can be our cherry.’  She threw the cherry at Bernard.  He easily caught it in his mouth 
much to her apparent pleasure.  ‘And Huntar can be the grape.’ 

‘Racist.’ 
‘Hardly.’ Louise laughed at the insinuation.  ‘They are dark and round, like your future.’ 
‘Please.’  Huntar grabbed back what was left of his fruit cup.  ‘Everyone knows I’m a 

pineapple.’ 
‘Here.’  Huntar picked out a blueberry and tossed it at Louise.  ‘Matches your balls.’ 
‘Speaking of which, last night of summer, first night of college.  How are we getting laid 

tonight?’  She nudged Lukas. 
‘Include me out.’  Lukas’ phone beeped again. 
‘What about you, Hunt?  Ready to pop that cherry?’ 
‘Oh, are we back on the fruit cup already?’  Huntar popped a blueberry into his mouth.  

‘Good, cause I’m not done with your balls.’ 
‘If virginities are such a big deal, why the rush to get rid of ‘em?  Just do it already, 

Hunt.’ 
‘I don’t want to just do it already, Lou.’ 
‘You know what your problem is?’ 
‘I have friends who tell me what my problem is?’ 
‘No, Huntar, you want the other sex.’ 
‘I’m not you, Louise.  That is not my problem.’ 
Louise held up a fork and spoon for the table to see.  ‘There are two types of sex—’ 
‘—Male and female!’  Bernard had not learned that brown-nosing was frowned upon 

during Louise’s lectures—he would. 
‘I’m not talking about genitals, but what you do with them.’  Louise set the utensils down 

on opposing sides of her tray.  ‘And what you do with them falls into two categories:  good sex 
and other sex.’ 

‘So what’s good sex?’ 
‘Better than the other.’ 
‘And other sex?’ 
‘Not good.’ 
Huntar stood up.  ‘Well, Lou, this has been thoroughly endarkening...’ 
‘Good sex is free.’  Louise continued; Huntar found himself seated once more.  ‘Free of 

emotions, free of names, free of everything but the basic levels of respect—the way almighty 
Darwin intended it.’ 

‘So, what’s the other sex?’  It was story-time, and Bernard was eating goldfish crackers 
out of the palm of Louise’s hand.   

‘I don’t know, Bernard, and I don’t ever want to know.  But what I do know, is that you 
end up looking like that.’  Louise pointed to the texting Lukas, huddled away from others in the 
corner of the booth.   
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Lukas pointed to the ceiling with the middle finger of his non-texting hand.  ‘Don’t judge 
my relationship.’ 

‘It’s not a relationship; it’s a waste of anytime minutes.' 
Huntar and Louise disliked Helena, but Louise was the only one who voiced it regularly.  

Both Louise and Huntar had hoped they would have broken up when Helena left for 
Northwestern but no dice.  In order to stop the inevitable argument, Huntar informed Louise of 
the invites that had been on their doors for the First Night of the Rest of Your Life party.  

‘You know what I say about frats,’ said Louise. 
‘Frat parties suck?’ said Huntar. 
‘Frat boys blow?’ said Lukas. 
‘I’ve taught you boys well, Bernard, pay attention.’  Huntar was pretty sure that Louise 

kicked Bernard under the table.  Bernard looked more alert, and he was rubbing his shin a lot 
more than he had been only moments before.  ‘Since the only relations Lukas will be having 
tonight will be textual, I suggest a gay bar.  Huntar, didn’t you go to one last week?’ 

Huntar went silent and picked at his food, not because he didn’t want to share, but 
because he didn’t have anything to share.  Both Louise and Bernard stared at him intently; Lukas 
showed no concern.  But then again, why should he?  What little there was to know, he already 
knew.  Huntar had gone to a bar.  Blacked out.  And woke up eight hours later with no solid 
memory, a fully healed tattoo down his spine, and matching-glow-in-the-dark-hands.  For all 
Huntar knew, he had been slipped a radioactive roofie. 

‘Huntar!’  Louise snapped Huntar back into the conversation. 
Startled, Huntar knocked one of his trays to the ground amidst the humiliating applause 

of his fellow diners and the groans of the cleaning crew. 
‘The bar was that bad, huh?’  
His face red and his ears hot, Huntar bent down to pick up the empty containers and 

emptying milk carton, at least he didn’t spill any food.  ‘I’d rather not think about it.’ 
‘He’s bar-scarred,’ Lukas chimed-in, his texting uninterrupted. 
Louise looked down at Huntar and noticed his secret peaking out from beneath his collar.  

‘That’s one hell of a bar-scar.’  She turned to Huntar and Lukas.  ‘Huntar Everest Fischer, the 
boy who has trouble committing to pizza toppings, got a tattoo!’ 

‘That’s not true— 
‘Don’t change the subject.  So it's agreed.  We will attend the first night of the rest of our 

lives party tonight.' 
'How?  We only have two invites.' 
‘We will make it work, Bernard.’  Louise then turned back to her favorite target.  ‘You 

need an anonymous freshman with gross hair and a secret desire for same sex shenanigans.  A 
guy you'll see after and laugh at, not pine for.’ 

'What are we talking about?'  Seth, the six foot six ginger from down the hall towered 
over their table wearing a staff apron and one of those paper grill hats.  Huntar’s eyes darted to 
Louise.  Gingers were number two on her shit list. 

'I said pine, not redwood.’ 
'I couldn't help but overhear that you got an invite to the party.' 
'What party.'  
'What party?  The party.  The only party that any one is talking about.’  Seth leaned into 

Louise real close.  ‘So are you going?' 
'Are you going to be there?’  Louise batted her baby browns; Seth leaned in closer. 
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‘It just so happens that—’ 
‘—Seth, get back to work,’ said a very brutish looking woman with a visor and a hairnet 

on. 
‘Yes, sir.’  Seth left with a promise to stop by the room later.  Louise said goodbye with a 

promise to deadbolt the door. 
'I just want a guy that is real and grounded and calls out my bullshit.'  Huntar couldn't 

stop himself. The whiny wheel was in full motion. 
'Bullshit,' said Seth.  'If you wanted that, you wouldn’t be in college here.' 
'Huntar goes here, cause he didn’t get in anywhere else.'  

 
 

Union Terrace 
11:10PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

‘Bullshit.’ 
‘Honest.’ 
‘You’ve never done the Scandinavian shuffle?’ 
‘Nope.’ 
‘The midwestern mambo?’ 
‘Nope.’ 
‘You mean to tell me you’ve never danced the forbidden dance of the Far North?’ 
‘Still nope.’  Sebastien finished pouring a beer and handed the paper cup to Huntar.  

‘Though I do appreciate the alliteration.’  Sebastien nudged Huntar, slow and deliberate.  ‘Got 
any more?’ 

‘I’ll think of one.’  Huntar gulped the dark, heavy micro brew in his cup, turning away 
from Sebastien, however briefly, to hide his grimace.  They sat on the end of one of the piers that 
protruded in front of the student union.  Across the lake, clouds swirled around trapped lightning. 
Their toes broke the lake water’s warm plane.  ‘And here I thought you were a true Sconnie.’ 

‘I am a true Sconnie.’  Sebastien sat back.  ‘I was born here, just not raised ’  
When Sebastien’s dad finished grad school they moved to Montreal, where his brothers, 

Stephane and Sam, were born.  Sebastien’s voice was proud and kind when he spoke about his 
family, especially Sam.  ‘He looks just like me.’  Sebastien laughed at an unshared memory, 
while he played with his beard.  ‘Growing up he was my biggest fan.’  Sebastien glided his feet 
just above the surface of the water.  ‘Now I’m his.’  Huntar had always wanted siblings, but all 
he got were Val, Fischer, Loo, and Lou. 

‘You have a...’  Sebastien leaned in and grabbed something off of Huntar’s shoulder.  He 
opened his palm to show, ‘...firefly.’ 

The bug lit up but was quickly blown from Sebastien’s hand by Huntar.  ‘Fire-fucker.’ 
‘Wait, you mean to tell me you hate fireflies?’ 
‘Hate is a strong word.’  Huntar poured himself another beer.  ‘Loathe is stronger.’  

Sebastien’s eyes squinted in incredulity. 
The conversation died, and Huntar tried to think of a way to fend off the impending 

awkward silence.  Huntar slammed what was left of his beer, stood up, and held out his arms, but 
Sebastien stayed seated.   
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‘Come on.  I’m a very good teacher.’  Sebastien just looked backward at the people 
enjoying the terrace.  ‘I spent a summer as the social director for Parson’s Retirement 
Community.’ 

‘Seriously?’ 
‘Would I lie to you?’  By his count, Huntar had inadvertantly lied to Sebastien three 

times—and twice on purpose. 
‘What?’ Huntar slid his shoes to the side of the dock.  
Sebastien looked around before admitting, ‘I’m not a good dancer.’ 
‘You can’t be that bad.’ 
‘No, seriously.’  Sebastien’s voice was heavy with certainty.  ‘It gets weird.’ 
‘Tonight could not get any weirder.’  Huntar looked at his out-stretched hands.  Ever 

since they left the tree, they had felt normal.  Huntar couldn’t tell if it was the weed or the 
company, but the longer time went without touching Sebastien, the less he felt at ease.  At this 
point, the dance lesson would be more for his benefit than Sebastien’s.  ‘I promise.’ 

‘To be completely honest there’s a lot of flailing.’  Sebastien looked up at the expectant 
Huntar. ‘The last time I tried to dance I was called epileptic—’ 

‘—Oh, come on—’ 
‘—By my dad.’  Sebastien seemed serious; his voice took an ominous tone.  ‘It’s very 

likely that you’ll end up in the water.’ 
‘I can swim.’  Sebastien didn’t move, so Huntar began to dance around their shoes arms 

out expectantly keeping time with the accordian and the tuba.  ‘Come on, cave to the pier 
pressure.’ 

In the distance the Kenosha Kickers struck up a rousing version of “Roll Out the Barrel” 
that got everyone, including Sebastien, to their feet.  Huntar-with-an-A lead Sebastien-with-an-E, 
as they danced on the edge of the pier hidden away in the dark between the crowds and the 
clouds.   Soon their dancing brought the first rain of the summer.  Behind them people cheered, 
maybe for the Kickers’ encore, maybe for the end of the drought, or maybe, just maybe, they 
were cheering for two guys dancing on a dock. By the time they left the pier they were soaked 
wet.  Sebastien had improved greatly; although, if Huntar was completely honest, there was still 
a lot of flailing. 

‘See, I knew you could Sconnie samba.’ 
‘There it is.’  Sebastien laughed at the final alliteration.  They passed a girl taking shelter 

under an awning while eating a slice of pizza.  ‘You hungry?’ 
 

 
Huntar and Bernard’s Sweet Dorm Room (Again) 

8:00PM 
The First Evening of the Rest of Your Life 

 
 

‘No more drinking, please.’  Bernard tugged nervously on his sleeves.  
‘Lame!’  Huntar, Lukas, and Louise sang in three-part harmony, each taking a shot of the 

vodka from the filter. 
‘We’re not drinking; we’re celebrating.’  Louise put her arm around Bernard and 

presented their makeshift bar, as if they hadn’t been drinking for the past hour.  Louise was 
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rarely the one to cheer someone up, but apparently she had taken a liking to Bernard.  Huntar 
didn’t like it.  ‘Fine no more shots.’ 

‘Okay.’ 
‘Bring on the mixers!’ 
‘We’re here, we’re queer, where’s the beer, right?’  Bernard looked at Louise, his big 

eyes almost watering for validation. 
‘Thatta lady-boy.’  Louise patted Bernard on the back.  'If Huntar doesn't want any action 

then I guess it's up to us.  Now who do you think is cute on the floor Bernard.’ 
‘Seth is cute.’ 
‘I thought you said you were allergic to strawberries?’  Louise pushed Bernard away. 
‘So what do we do now?’  Huntar called from the closet. 
‘Now, we drink.  We dance.  We fuck.’ 

 
 

Quality Pizza Place 
11:45PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

‘That’s disgusting.’  Sebastien’s grimace was made even more boyish by the mask.  
‘Didn’t your parents teach you not to judge a book by its cover?’ 
‘They didn’t say anything about judging a pizza by its toppings.’  They were sitting at the 

corner table of a pizza joint opened by a former alumnus who had seen a market for drunk dining 
on campus.   

‘So what’s with this obsession with pineapple?’ 
‘I’m not obsessed.’  Huntar could barely understand himself with his mouth full.  He 

swallowed before continuing. ‘Okay I’m a little obsessed.  I don’t know, rough outside/sweet 
center.’ 

‘And just when you think you have it figured out, your tongue goes numb.’  Sebastien 
took another bite of his philly cheesesteak pizza.  ‘I always wondered why that happened.’ 

‘What?’ Huntar said between bites.  God, either drinking, smoking, or emping really 
made him hungry.  ‘That’s never happened to me.’ 

Sebastien stopped and looked at Huntar who shook his head.  ‘Hmm, well I wonder what 
makes you so special?’ 

‘Nothing.’  Huntar hated that word.  Special meant short bus.  They both chowed on their 
slices.  Huntar stopped after the BBQ-chicken-pineapple and eyed up his second paper plate with 
the piece of mac and cheese pizza.   

Two jock-types with backwards baseball hats and flip-flops walked by and yelled, ‘Kick 
his ass, Sea Bass!’ to the enjoyment of all the other drunk guys in flip flops around the 
restaurant. 

‘Wow, people really like dumb and dumber.’  Huntar rolled his eyes.  It was the third 
time that it had happened since they had arrived at the pizza place. 

‘Yeah.’  Sebastien had sunk into his chair.  ‘I think it’s gotten a little old.’  Sebastien 
stuffed the rest of his crust into his mouth.  ‘You ready?’  He got up and headed for the door 
without waiting for Huntar. 
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Huntar caught up to him outside in the alley by the building, he looked bothered but 
smiled all the same.  Huntar felt like he was missing something.  Sebastien began to walk a pace 
or two ahead of Huntar.  ‘So I told you all about my family, what about yours?’ Sebastien asked 
over his shoulder. 

‘Not much to tell.’  Huntar’s dad had died in the fire that took his memories.  He didn’t 
remember much about Brandt Franklin.  Aside from going to the same college, he had no idea if 
he was like him.  Huntar, instead, had grown up living with his mom Valerie and his step-dad 
Fischer.  Fischer owned a very successful construction company, and Valerie owned an 
indestructible liver.  They had married when Huntar was ten, and Fischer had even adopted 
Huntar as his own.  His parents decided that the best way to be a parent was to be a best friend. 

‘I think that’s why all these freshman go crazy.  It’s their first time in life without people 
telling them what to do.  My parents never did me that favor.’  Huntar pointed to a girl puking in 
the bushes to their right.  ‘I guarantee you her parents put their alcohol under lock and key.  Poor 
thing was never able to establish a tolerance, much less a pace.  Plus, look, no one to hold her 
hair back.’ 

‘Are you volunteering?’  Sebastien seemed genuinely interested in Huntar’s opinions.  No 
one was interested in Huntar’s opinions. 

‘Not at all.’  Huntar kept walking, jumping a pool of puke.  ‘Her parents never thought 
that those bad influences might be good teachers.’  They were on a dimly lit side street walking 
further from the dorms now.  They were not walking with a specific destination in mind, but 
neither seemed to notice or care.  ‘Then there’s this guy.’  

Up ahead there was a boy stumbling backwards wearing only his boxers, simultaneously 
draining a beer bottle and his bladder.  The drunkard threw the empty bottle.  It shattered against 
a mailbox.  Making him work so hard has clearly made him anti-establishment and anti-pants. 

‘Though, he is an excellent multi-tasker.’  Sebastien playfully nudged Huntar again.  
Huntar savored the skin to skin contact.  Up ahead he noticed a pair of feet east-witching out 
from under a bush.  The legs were covered in calf socks; the shoes were a bright red color. 
Huntar stopped.   

Sebastien didn’t.  ‘And then there’s this guy who’s—’ 
‘My roommate.’ 
‘No way!’ 
Huntar pulled Bernard out from beneath the bush.  His shirt was torn, and there was a 

burn mark on his right sleeve.  Huntar shook him a bit until he came to.  He looked at Huntar 
then slurred something into his ear.  Sebastien knelt down beside them. 

‘What’d he say?’ 
 
 

Great Auditorium in Gardner Hall 
7:47AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

‘Speak up or get out.  We haven’t got all bloody morning.’ 
‘Huntar,’ said the freshman.  ‘My name is Huntar Fischer.’   
The crowd laughed; the lights flickered.  The professor visibly racked his brains, ‘I-

haven't-seen-Huntar-with-an-A-since—‘ 
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The professor went silent, no doubt because he was remembering the last place he’d seen 
Huntar.  In Mitchard Scurville’s defense, at the time Huntar’s hair had been long, when they 
shook hands in front of the casket, and half of his face wasn’t covered in duct tape, when he gave 
the eulogy.   

‘Huntar-with-an-A?’ 
The class continued to laugh.  Huntar had had enough of the chuckles. 
‘Okay, guys, you can laugh all you want—’ 

 
 

Walking to the Omega-Phi Fraternity 
9:20PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

‘I’ve got my philosophy about invitation-only parties.’ 
‘What’s that, Seth?’ 
‘Only attend when not invited.’  Seth winked at Louise.  Louise made a hand/tongue 

gesture that mimicked cunnulingus.  Seth responded by pretending to fellate an obscenely large, 
yet invisible penis.  Huntar did not understand the mating rituals of breeders.   

The Omega-Phi-Taus, known as the Mega-Phis, were the elite frat, known for the best 
theme parties in the Greek system.  Not the Greek system in Wisco.  The entire Greek system. 

'So how do they choose these freshman?' 
‘Test scores, blood work, semen samples—your guess is as good as mine.’  Lukas 

prepared to jump the wall.  ‘I’ll be sure to ask them as they throw us out.’ 
‘Oh come on, trust me.  We’ll get in.’  Seth sat on the fence, then turned around.  ‘You’re 

coming with, right? They only have two invitations, sugar-tits.’   
‘I have a standing invitation, salty-balls.’  Louise pushed Seth over the wall, waited for 

the thud before lighting a clove, and calling out, ‘We’ll see you inside, Lukas.’ 
‘Invitations?’  Huntar, Bernard, and Louise stood in front of the two brutish, bouncers 

with bald heads and masks sitting sentinel at the door, like two gay gargoyles.   
‘Oh, the masks.’  Huntar held his hand out, and Bernard pulled the red and white masks 

from his pocket.  They each grabbed one, looking them over.  
‘Where’s hers?’  If these guys were his fellow students, he was really starting to question 

the admissions process. 
Louise stepped closer to the bouncers.  ‘Come on, boys.  I don’t need an invitation.’ 
‘It’s true, she doesn’t.’  A dimple cheeked brother in a tux, leaking entitlement from 

behind his redundant gold mask, bounded down the stairs, clearly captivated already by the force 
that is a charming Louise.  ‘Everyone needs a mask.  It’s a masquerade.’ 

‘You don’t know who I am?’  Louise tapped her chest in perfect celebutante indignation. 
‘Who are you?’  The host seemed genuinely intrigued.  She did look like somebody who 

was somebody.  Louise rocked the coquette putting herself in close and threw her arms around 
the host.  'I'm the girl all the other girls make out to get with you.'  With a flick of her left wrist 
she untied the host’s mask; it fell between them into her expectant right hand.  She stepped 
around the host and placed the gold mask around her eyes. 

‘What’s your name?’  Louise kept walking.  ‘You a Tri-Chi?’ 
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‘I’m a try-anything.’ She finished tying the mask before disappearing into the dark.  The 
door shut behind her.  Huntar noticed the standing invitation in their hosts’ pants. 

‘Hot,’ he said after her, before turning back to Huntar and Bernard.  ‘My name’s Porter, 
and I’m president of the fraternity.  Not so fast.  Which one of you is the pledge?’ 

‘—Porter.’  Another frat brother with bowl-cut blonde hair and a black mask came up 
looking agitated.  The messenger whispered into their host’s ear.  Huntar and Bernard tried to 
look distracted; Bernard handed Huntar the white mask.  Huntar was glad; the white went better 
with his outfit.  It was nice of Bernard to notice.  Maybe it would be nice having another gay 
around.  

‘Are you sure?  Fine, I’ll take care of it.’  The messenger disappeared back into the 
house.  Porter turned to them. ‘I’m sorry, gents.  You’ll excuse me.  Seems we have a situation to 
deal with.’ 
 
 

About Two-Three Blocks from Home 
11:57PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

'You sure you don't need any help? 
‘Nah.’  Huntar hoisted a slowly more animated Bernard.  ‘He’s lighter than he looks.  A 

buck forty-five, tops.  And about two-three blocks from home, no bigs.’  Huntar put Bernard’s 
arm around his shoulder and tried to ignore the fact that Bernard smelled like burning, even 
though his clothes were sopping wet. ‘Okay buddy time to go home.  Turn your head that way, 
you smell like welfare.’  

Huntar didn’t know how to say goodbye; so, he didn’t.  He simply smiled and started 
walking.  Every step was harder, and that had nothing to do with Bernard.  Don’t turn around.  
Just keep walking.  He’s just some guy.  Some really smart guy.  Some really funny, really cute 
guy. 

‘Bernard.  You’re choking me.’  Huntar struggled to keep up, when Bernard turned on 
him. 

‘All...your fault,’  he slurred into Huntar’s ear.  Drunk Bernard sounded different; his 
voice was lower, angrier.  ‘Broke...the seal.’  Bernard became really hot.  His dead weight 
dragged Huntar down with him. 

Huntar braced himself for impact, but as if by magic, Sebastien appeared on the faltering 
end of the invalid, pulling them out of their nosedive.  He must have been watching them stagger 
down the sidewalk.  Huntar was going to continue to protest, but Sebastien beat him to it. 

‘Think of it as me helping him.’  Sebastien smiled at Huntar who returned the favor.  
They locked arms underneath Bernard’s; he felt a familiar tingling where their arms touched.  
Suddenly the trip back to the dorm didn’t seem so far. 

‘So, who do we have here?’ 
‘This is Bernard.  Say hello, Bernard.’  Bernard did not say hello.  Bernard did not say 

anything recognizable as English.  He had reverted back to his Helen Keller state. 
‘What’s going on, Bernie?’ 
Bernard grunted. 
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‘Don’t call him that.’  Huntar tried to counter some of the weight by holding on to 
Bernard’s wrist; it was ice cold and a bit refreshing.  ‘He prefers Bernard.’ 

‘And who wouldn’t?  That’s a good, strong name.’  Sebastien said, as if standing over a 
bassinet. ‘My grandfather’s name was Bernard.’ 

They walked semi-upright for a few blocks, careful to avoid the main streets where they 
might run into more cops.   

‘So where is home exactly?’ 
Huntar didn’t want to admit that he was a freshman, but he didn’t have a choice now.  

‘Dorms, north tower, fourth floor.’ 
‘Really?’ Sebastien sounded shocked.  Huntar braced for the ridicule that had been 

promised by every college TV show ever, but Sebastien just asked, ‘Which room?’ 
‘420.’  People normally laughed Huntar and Bernard’s room number, but Sebastien 

seemed almost surprised. 
They arrived at the dorm and Huntar grabbed his lanyard from his pocket, opened the 

door, and got Bernard inside the elevator.  On the fourth floor they began to go right down the 
hallway towards the dorm room.  Shit. 

John Johnson, Resident Asshole, blocked the path, having words with an intoxicated 
floormate.  Huntar pulled Sebastien and Bernard to the left into the deserted floor lounge.  
Bernard sat on a chair, completely passed out once again. 

‘That’s our RA.’  Huntar peeked around the corner.  ‘There’s a zero-tolerance policy on 
over- intoxication.  I just got this roommate; I don’t want a new one.’ 

Sebastien peaked around the corner.  ‘The one in the jersey?’   
Huntar nodded. 
‘If he sees Bernard like this, he’s gonna call the ambulance.’  Huntar started pacing, 

trying to figure out how not to get Bernard’s stomach pumped.  He started to freak out, the 
pressure was building in his spine once again, and he worried that an interaction with John 
Johnson might lead to a completely different reason to call the ambulance—a hand-lighty reason. 

Sebastien grabbed Huntar by the shoulders, instantly diffusing him.  ‘Would you calm 
down?’  His command was made redundant by his touch.  How was he able to do that?  ‘I have 
an idea.’ 
 
 

Ballroom of The Chalet 
9:50PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

‘I’m not waiting in that line.’  Huntar said aloud to no one, because his friends had 
ditched him, leaving him to do their dirty work.  One guy, three cups—shitty.  He surveyed the 
line before noticing a breach in the queue about two-thirds of the way to the keg.  A blonde was 
turned around, visibly denying the advances of the guy wearing two polo shirts behind her.  
Huntar casually slipped in before she turned around. 

‘I like your style,’ said a bubbly voice from behind him.  Huntar turned around to see a 
girl with shoulder length blonde hair with pink tips and instantly made a new friend. 

‘You mean the three cups for beer, my outfit, or my budgitude?’ 
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‘Don’t make me choose.’  Big eyelashes winked at him.  Huntar smiled at her answer, 
admiring her outfit that showed off her curves without revealing too much.  Healthy and fit—a 
woman in a room full of scarecrows and cows.  The guy behind her, dressed in yellow polo with 
coordinating sneer, tapped Huntar on the shoulder to protest his budging, but his new friend the 
blonde diffused the situation by telling the douche that Huntar was with her.  That shut him up. 

‘Thanks.’  Huntar said once the douche had turned around again. 
‘I should be thanking you.’  The blonde with ridicu-pink was as lyrical as she was 

sincere.  ‘You saved me from having to keep talking to that guy.’ 
They talked, while the keg line slowly progressed.  Her name was Penelope, and she was 

a freshman in biology, living in the lakeshore dorms on the west side of campus.  He told her 
who owned each of the red cups in his hands and then asked about the owner of the second one 
in hers. 

‘This guy I met at orientation I don’t know.  He’s cute, but I can never understand what 
he’s saying.  You know what I mean?’ 

‘No, not really,’ Huntar replied, taking another step forward. 
‘Exactly!’  They reached the front of the keg queue.  ‘Here, you hold these.  I’ll pump.’   
She handed Huntar her red cups and proceeded to give the keg pump what was known in 

high school locker rooms as stealing second; it was as obscene as it was arousing.  Huntar swore 
he heard the record skip.  She insisted on pumping with both hands for all five of their combined 
cups. 

Around cup four people started to cheer her on—whoever her date was, he was a lucky 
guy. Huntar handed two cups back to her and grabbed his four.  ‘Oh wow, just the right amount 
of head.  Thanks!’   

Huntar couldn’t tell if she was serious, but at least she was sincere.  ‘Let’s go for a run 
sometime, when we aren’t drinking!’ 

Huntar found Louise in a corner of the ballroom, scamming on one of the four Ambers 
that lived on their dorm floor.  She must have seen the look of wonder on his face.  ‘You’re 
thinking about rushing.’ 

‘No, not really.’  Actually the thought had been there, however briefly, during the tour 
that Porter had given him and Bernard.  The chalet was amazing, totally remodeled with the 
latest in sound, security, and amenities—electronic doors and even rooms with automatic blinds.  
The place should have been called The Bunker.  A cafe, a study lounge, and the restaurant-sized 
kitchen down below had real waiters using the dumbwaiters every breakfast, lunch, and dinner.   

Huntar liked the house, but Bernard loved it, going around asking questions about 
everything.  Bernard loved everything Porter had to say, which the president seemed to love.   By 
the end of it, it felt like President Porter was more interested in Bernard than Huntar or even 
Louise.  Right now they were probably trying out the paddle collection, becoming besties with a 
paddle-promise.  Maybe that’s why he was thinking about rushing now.  Could he be that 
shallow? 

‘You’re not shallow enough to waste these years as a fraterni-d-bag,’ said Louise. 
‘That Porter-guy seemed nice.  Well, what about the gay gargoyle twins?  They’re fun.’  

Huntar and Louise stood at the top of the staircase looking down into the ballroom.  The chalet 
had a frickin’ ballroom.  Huntar kept looking for Bernard; Louise was clearly looking for a 
conquest.   For a moment he thought he saw Lukas, but the guy was wearing a tux, holding a 
bottle of tequila, and leading a girl.  ‘You wanted us to come here.’ 
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‘For libations, not the lobotomies.’  Louise pounded the beer that Penelope just hand-
cranked.  ‘Let’s just grab a bottle from the bar and find Lukas.’ 

‘So we’re just using them.’  Huntar wasn’t sure why he was defending them, but then 
again, they had been nothing but nice, despite reputations.  ‘And after Porter let you in without 
an invite.’ 

‘Yeah, cause I'm the girl the other girls make out with.’ 
‘You said that, Louise, not him.’   
‘And it worked.’  Louise adjusted Huntar’s mask, in a motherly way that felt forced from 

all involved.  ‘Face it, you’re not one of these guys, Huntar.’ 
The words stung harder than they should have; Huntar felt his palms pre-emping.  ‘You 

have no idea what I am.’  How could she when he wasn’t even sure? 
‘Grow up, Huntar.’  Louise lead them over to the bar, where they had a good vantage 

point of Porter talking to Amber B. from the dorms.  They looked close.  Huntar saw the flash in 
Louise’s eyes; she’d acquired the target.  As if from nowhere, Louise pulled out a long, thin 
cigarette holder from which she produced a lone clove.  ‘Your friend Porter is a big boy, and this 
is college—it’s fuck, or be fucked.’ 

‘Fuck that.’  Huntar grabbed the clove from Louise’s mouth, turned around, and exited 
the ballroom as fast as he could.  He made his way for the main stairway, intent to find Bernard 
and Porter and ready to make whatever blood pact needed to make sure that he would be living 
in this house next year.  Huntar focused on his feet as he stomped up the stairs, past couples 
making out.  Huntar looked out over the party.  The lights.  The music.  Huntar’s senses were 
suddenly overwhelmed.  He closed his eyes and held on to the banister.  Shit.  He was going to 
emp and there was no way around it.  Light began pouring from Huntar’s hands.  He held on to 
the beer cups tighter. 

‘Sorry.’  Huntar reached the top of the stairs and nearly tackled someone.  ‘Have another 
one, buddy.’  He couldn’t see who bumped into him, but he did see the beer splash from their 
cup and all over his pants.  That was all he needed.  Huntar made it into the first open room and 
set down the beer just in time to cry out as his hands filled the room with light, taking all the 
lights in The Chalet with it. 

 
 
 

Fourth Floor of North Dorms 
12:15AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

‘Okay, buddy, I need you to be sober enough to run.’  Once again Huntar straightened the 
mask on Bernard’s face; Sebastien looked on over Huntar’s shoulder. 

Bernard made to stand on his own, over-corrected and slammed into the wall.   
‘Just try not to make that much noise.’  Sebastien patted Bernie on the head and made his 

way to the lounge.  Huntar wasn’t sure what he was going to say to John Johnson, especially 
considering he didn’t look like a freshman, so he tried to listen in close.   

Sebastien began to speak when Bernard did too, ‘Huntar?’  
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Huntar turned back around to look at himself in the lop-sided mask over Bernard’s eyes.  
‘Yeah Bernie...err, buddy.’  Huntar shushed Bernard as he looked over his shoulder.  Sebastien 
had grabbed the attention of John Johnson—it was time to move. 

‘Are we home?’ Bernard whispered from beyond the grave. 
‘Real close.  Let’s get up and go.’  They stumbled down the hall knocking the name-stars 

off the doors. 
‘I’m really glad you’re my dormmate.’  Bernard leaned into Huntar putting both arms 

around his neck, the move making him more uncomfortable than unbalanced. 
‘Me too, buddy. Me too.’  Huntar coughed.  Now he was more uncomfortable.  They 

stumble-toed behind John Johnson, completely enthralled in whatever Sebastien was talking 
about. 

Huntar bent over in front of the door to unlock it.  Stupid lanyard.  Huntar peaked over 
their shoulders, and Sebastien was visibly signaling the end of the conversation.  Huntar pushed 
open the door, only to have Bernard and gravity’s conspiring push him into the room.  Huntar 
maneuvered Bernard onto the futon.  He straightened his back and rubbed his neck, feeling a bit 
choked. 

‘No, but I’m like...really glad you’re my dormmate.’  The admission was as unexpected 
as it was flattering.  Huntar went from feeling choked to a little choked up. 

Sebastien appeared in the doorway and shut the door behind him, careful not to interrupt 
the lifetime moment currently in progress.  ‘I really, really like you.’   

And just like that shit got ambiguous and weird.  Huntar hadn’t really thought about 
Bernard in that way at all.  Bernard seemed a great guy, cute and kind, but he was just his 
roommate.  Huntar looked away, not sure what to say, and found himself staring back at 
Sebastien.  Why did Sebastien have to be there? 

And then Sebastien did the most helpful thing he’d done all night, he provided an escape 
route from that converastion.  ‘So where’s that ipod?’  

Huntar got up, showed him the controls of the little device, and then handed it to him.  ‘I 
usually just put it on random and let it decide what I need to hear.’   

They sat on the floor, and Huntar let him play around with his newest toy.  Sebastien put 
both ear buds in and pressed shuffle.  Huntar went into shuffle shock.  There were loads of 
embarrassing songs on his ipod.  This could go horribly awry.  Sebastien’s instant smile made 
Huntar question, ‘Which song?’ 

Instead of offering the device, Sebastien offered one of the ear buds.  Huntar scooted in 
closer to Sebastien, put the ear bud in, and then joined Sebastien in his laughter. 
 

And there you stayed til morning came 
And you were not the same after that 

 
They listened to the song in silence.  Flirtive glances.  Secret admiration.  Even in the 

harsh fluorescent lighting of the dorm room, Sebastien’s face fared well.  Huntar was wrong 
about the beard.  It suited Sebastien’s face well.  He could see many more of the facets of the 
beard; it was much more than the drab brown he’d assumed.  The melody of the facial hair was 
brown but hidden inside were crescendos of blonde at the corners of his mouth.  Red hairs 
staccatoed around the hollow of his cheeks and then the few gray hairs at the magical bridge 
where the coarse beard hair faded into the soft curls on his temples that Huntar so longed to 
touch.  His unkempt hair hid his left eye from view, but Huntar was fine just studying the one.  
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Huntar’s hands yearned to reach up and brush the rogue hairs away from the handsome face they 
were so set on obscuring; his palms prickled at the thought.  The next song on shuffle was 
Marvin Gaye’s Let’s Get It On. 

Sebastien stood up, knocking Huntar over.  Huntar, who hadn’t realized just how close 
they had been until Sebastien, elbowed Huntar’s nose with his shoulder.  Sebastien did not seem 
concerned.  ‘I have to go to the bathroom.’ 
 
 

Rear Balcony of The Chalet 
10:10PM 

The First Night of the Rest of Your Life 
 
 

This isn’t the bathroom. 
Huntar inadvertently kicked an empty beer can.  It skidded off the balcony and onto the 

ground a few stories later.  He walked to the edge of the balcony; the door softly clicked shut 
behind Huntar.  He took a sip from one of the two cups in his hands.  At least emping hadn’t 
warmed the beer.  Inside, the panic of the newest blackout had died down, and people were back 
to enjoying themselves.  From the sounds of the moaning, some were enjoying themselves and 
others. 

Huntar shouldn’t have come to the party.  ‘What am I doing here?’ 
‘I was just wondering that myself,’ said a low voice from behind.  Startled, Huntar 

whipped around, a red cup hit the ground one story below with a plastic thud.  A guy stepped 
from the shadows into the moonlight. He was tall dark and masked in silver.  ‘Sorry,’  the 
stranger laughed.  ‘I didn’t mean to—’ 

‘You didn’t.’  Huntar was just happy he hadn’t just emped again.  He was gonna get 
caught one of these days.  ‘Didn’t want that one anyway.’ 

The stranger joined him in leaning against the railing.  ‘Glad I could help.’  The 
stranger’s slight foreign cadence sent a tingle of confusing familiarity down Huntar’s back, 
where it camped at the base of his spine.  ‘Do you need to go to the bathroom?’ 

‘No, why?’   
The stranger nodded towards Huntar’s pants.  ‘Oh, um...I didn’t—’  Huntar didn’t know 

how to finish the statement. 
‘Oh.’  The guy smiled.  ‘Sure you didn’t,’ the guy said with a wink. 
‘No, seriously.’ 
‘Seriously.’  Another wink from the guy, and the boy gave up.  What did he care if some 

upperclassman on a balcony thought he’d pissed himself?  He didn’t know him from Adam. 
‘What time is it?’ 
The boy shrugged.  ‘You don’t have a watch?’ 
‘No watch.’ 
‘No phone?’ 
‘No phone.’ 
‘No time then.’ 
‘Sounds like.’  The guy just stared. 
Huntar begrudgingly reached into his pocket and checked his phone, only to find that it 

no longer worked.  ‘Shit,’ he said under his breath.  With an audible pout, he tossed his useless 
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new phone into the next yard.  It was more of a full-on throw than just a toss.  The Chalet had a 
huge backyard.  The guy continued to stare; a hint of amusement flashed across his face.  

Huntar side-stepped the stranger and went for the door.   
‘It’s locked,’ the stranger said behind him. 
Huntar pulled the handle harder, shaking it.  ‘What the fuck my life.’ 
The stranger came and leaned against The Chalet while Huntar continued to pull in a very 

futile-like manner.  ‘It’s electronic.  It’ll unlock when the power comes on’ 
‘Why didn’t you tell me you were locked out here? 
‘I wasn’t,’  the stranger sure did like to leave pauses, ‘you kicked my can.’ 
‘We’re even.’ 
‘You might say that.  What’s your name?’ 
 

 
 
 

Back at Huntar and Bernard’s Sweet Dorm Room 
12:35AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

‘You’re back.’   
‘I am.’ 
Huntar got up from his place on the ground, rolling Bernard’s body.  Sebastien had been 

gone for a bit.  Huntar looked down, a piece of toilet paper dragging off Sebastien’s white shoes. 
Sebastien looked noticed and did a little jig to kick the tissue off.  ‘Oh, I didn’t.’   
‘You didn’t?’  Huntar was so amazed that Sebastien had actually come back that he 

almost forgot to be sarcastic. ‘Oh, sure you didn’t.’  That was close. 
‘No, seriously.’ 
‘Seriously.’  Huntar winked again.   
‘Is it hot in here, or is it just me?’ said Sebastien. 
Both. But all he said was, ‘Air conditioner’s broken.’ 
Sebastien passed by Huntar in the center of the room, almost contorting in order to not 

touch Huntar.  Huntar rolled his eyes.  
Sebastien reached his hand underneath.  ‘You just have to toggle the cord a little bit, but 

be careful.’  The lights flickered, and there was a faint zapping noise.  Sebastien pulled his hand 
back, sticking his finger in his mouth.  ‘It will shock you.’   

The air conditioner hummed to life and began circulating air.  Huntar shut the window.  
When he turned around, Sebastien was running his uninjured hand along the oak stained desk, 
his fingers hovering over the hearts and initials—epitaphs from the previous inhabitants.  His 
hand stopped next to an upside-down picture frame on Huntar’s desk.   

Huntar set the new wastebasket next to Bernard’s head, checking to make sure he was 
still breathing.  Sebastien just stared at the picture.  ‘They look—’ 

‘—Happy?’  Huntar finished his thought 
‘Grey,’ said Sebastien. 
Huntar tried to say something back, but his body replied where his voice failed.  He 

grabbed Sebastien by the neck and pulled their mouths together.  Huntar slowed in the moment, 
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before their lips touched ever so slightly to savor the whiskeyed heat of Sebastien’s breath.  He 
kept his eyes open long enough to see their ineffable magnetism close what little space was left 
between them. 

The world around them faded.  There was no dorm room.  No passed out roommate.  No 
pictures from his youth.  Only the two of them—suspended.  Day and night blurred.  Summer 
became fall became winter then spring.  Years flew by, but still they remained floating, 
connected.  Huntar brought his other hand up to Sebastien’s scruff; Sebastien responded with a 
sound of deep wanting. 

Sebastien’s kiss was delibrate and consuming; it overwhelmed the senses.  Huntar could 
hear the hair of Sebastien’s beard against his own bare chin, could taste their jaws moving in 
tandem.  He could smell the softness of the lips, see the dissonance in their low moans. 

Huntar peeked from behind closed eyelids; Sebastien did the same, but these were not the 
serene grey that had been there moments before. 

Sebastien’s eyes seemed a summer thunderstorm—whirling, swirling, shaking shutters 
and falling trees.  Alive with lightning and thunder that echoed in the hollows of your chest; they 
were a thunderstorm that sirened you from under your blanket to dance in its downpour.   

There was a moment of recognition in his eyes, and the serenity gave way to confusion.  
With a careless, reflexive strength, Sebastien pushed Huntar backwards into the door.  
Sebastien’s realisation broke their connection.  Huntar’s head cracked the mirror. 

With a blink, Sebastien’s tempestual eyes returned to normal; Huntar retreated further 
into the door with the cracked mirror voicing its opposition.  Huntar caught his breath and balled 
his fists in anticipation.  Of what? He wasn’t sure; he just stared at the formidable-looking man 
in front of him.   

Outside the room students ran through the hall shouting and banging doors, but not a 
word was spoken in Room 420.  Huntar stared at Sebastien and contemplated what was scarier—
the sudden violence or the kiss that initiated it.   

What was he thinking?  How could he have been so stupid?  Had he made it all up in his 
head?  There was a difference between friendly and flirting, and Huntar got it all wrong.   

Sebastien opened those grey, grey eyes, as if seeing Huntar for the first time.  Sebastien 
moved. Huntar braced. And then Sebastien smiled. 

‘So, what do we do now?’ 
 

 
Great Auditorium in Gardner Hall 

7:50AM 
The First Day of Class 

 
 

‘Who cares?’ someone in the class voiced the collective confusion. 
‘Every single one of you does.’  The evolution professor wiped his face with his 

handkerchief and with it whatever evidence of humanity had been there just moments before.  
‘Dr. Lorelai Blackhawk—world reknowned geneticist, the original author of your textbook, and 
my former partner.’  Huntar kept his hands in the pouch.  The thunder rattled the windows; lights 
flickered with every muscle tensing in Huntar's body.  There was no way this could possibly get 
worse.  ‘It seems that—’ 
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Huntar felt it before it happened—that uh-oh feeling down in his taint.  It was too late to 
do anything, so he just stared at the the door opposite the podium at the front of the hall opened 
and in walked Huntar’s hero, unmasked.  ‘Ah, fuck.’ 

'Ah, Sebastien, glad you could join us.'  The class erupted with hollers and cheers, guys 
yelling, ‘Kick his ass, Sea Bass,’ and girls audibly swooning.  What the fuck was going on?  Did 
Sebastien sleep with all of them last night too?  

'Sorry, professor.'  Sebastien headed for the front row, dropped off his things, and headed 
up towards the podium. 

‘I hope you have a good excuse.’ 
‘Would you believe, I was at the hospital?’ 
‘Great night, then.’ 
‘Won't happen again, professor.'  The ways in which Sebastien didn’t even know. 
'See that it doesn't.'  The professor resumed his place at the podium and acknowledged 

the buzz and excitement.  'Ah yes, the fabled Sea Bass, the reason why many of you are in this 
class.  Well, I hate to disappoint, but you will find no one by that name here.  As this is a 
classroom and not a locker room, my teaching assistant will be known as Sebastien.  To those of 
you who are seeing this as a sign of leniency on punctuality just know that one less of him means 
more work for me, while one less of you...'  The professor let the class fill in the blank; Huntar 
tried to develop the power to disappear.   

'Now, where were we?  Ah, yes.  Mr. Fischer.’  The levity in the professor’s voice 
seemed unnatural and downright foreboding.  ‘Sebastien Greene, meet your charge, Huntar 
Fischer.’  The cute look of relief on Sebastien’s face turned into the cutest look of complete and 
total shock.  Huntar’s palms agreed.  

‘Sebastien, you’ll be pleasantly surprised to learn you aren't the only celebrity in here. 
No, don’t sit down yet, Huntar.  I think it’s time we had our introductions. 

‘Everyone, meet Huntar Fischer.  The prodigal grandson of Lorelai Blackhawk.’ Huntar 
knew what the professor was doing, just like the professor knew there was nothing Huntar could 
do to stop it.  ‘Class, you might recognize Huntar as your competition, the rule by which you will 
be measured in this class.  Oh, and, Sebastien, Huntar Fischer is your responsibility.’  
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Chapisode 2: 

Walk of Shame 
 
 

These violent delights have violent ends 
And in their triumph die, like fire and powder, 

Which as they kiss consume. 
--Romeo and Juliet 

-  
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Dorm Courtyard 
7:00AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 Huntar took his time crossing the dorm courtyard.  He smiled at his fellow residents.  He 
smiled at a splash of fresh vomit by a trash can.  He even smiled at John Johnson.  Huntar smiled 
because he felt like garbage; he was only happy when it rains.  Huntar smiled because he felt 
energized, revitalized, devirginized.  Huntar felt indestructible. 
 Before opening the door to the cafeteria, Huntar caught a glimpse of his reflection in the 
glass, the duct tape bandage still on his forehead.  It had stopped hurting a while ago, but taking 
it off was going to make it start again.  Plus, he didn't have any bandages in the dorm room.  
Bernard probably had some, but he was too busy to return the favor of playing nurse. 
 Huntar made his first pass through the food line, keeping an eye out for Lukas or Louise.  
They all had A.M. lectures, part of the freshman misfortune that Huntar had been hearing about.  
Not this freshman.  This freshman just got real lucky.  Sure, he wanted to hear about their nights, 
but mostly he wanted to tell them about his—long-form style.  Huntar was okay starting college 
without his virginity.  He was even okay with starting college with prophecy perks.  However, 
Huntar was not okay with starting college with no means of contacting his friends to update them 
on the status of his virginity and prophecy perks.  Lukas really needed to figure out how to keep 
their electronics working, otherwise he was going to have to emp to heat up ramen-water. 
 After the surly, curly lunch lady swiped his student ID, Huntar sought out his friends at 
their table from the day before.  It was occupied by the set up to a joke:  a nerdy Asian; one cool, 
nerdy Asian; a stoner; and a stoider are all eating breakfast when…  Huntar tried to come up 
with a punch line, but he was too content to be comedic; he was content with this conclusion.  
Huntar chose a table near their booth and enjoyed the time alone with his thoughts.  Well, time 
alone with three plain bagels, a waffle, scrambled eggs, French toast sticks, milk, orange juice, 
and his thoughts.  It was there in that moment, where he had never felt closer to fine, that he 
allowed himself to think about the prophecy. 
 Find the fifteen freshman, peep their perks, yadda-yadda-yadda save the world.  It was 
pretty straight forward as prophecies go, not that Huntar knew of anyone else with a real-life 
prophecy—or a prophecy perk.  Though, he supposed it would just be a perk, if they didn't have 
a prophecy.   
 Huntar knew there had to be something more to the prophecy.  He wasn't stupid;  
however, he was blackout drunk, when he learned all of this.  Not only did he black out part of 
the conversation, but apparently he'd blacked out meeting the first frosh—either that or emping 
came free with purchase. 
 A group of pre-sorority girls from one of the center tables went to clear their untouched 
plates.  Huntar noticed Lukas sitting alone at a small table opposite him.  Loo was writing 
fervently in his terribly contrived leather bound notebook.  Huntar gagged a little knowing that it 
had once been Loo's dad's.  Lukas' dad was dead, too.  Most people assumed that was what 
Huntar and Lukas bonded over in their youth.  But in reality, Leonidas was killed in action when 
Lukas was a baby, and Huntar had no memories of Brandt, only pictures.  They bonded over 
trivial pursuit and Super Mario Kart instead.  Huntar got up and headed for his friend, feeling 
like an invincibility star. 
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 Huntar watched Lukas' hand dart between the notebook pages like a red shell, seemingly 
at random but Huntar knew better.  Lukas had long ago come up with his own means of 
documentation and transcription; he was using Omega Code.   
 Years previous, Huntar had figured out Alpha Code by accident, and from then on it 
became a game for them.  Lukas would come up with a new code; Huntar would break it.  By the 
end of high school, Lukas had come up with what was now known as Omega Code.  Huntar 
finally had to enlist a Sunday cross-worder and sudoku sensei—his stepdad, Fischer.  Valerie 
supplied white noise and shots. 
 Next to the journal, Lukas' high school copy of Romeo and Juliet was open, lying 
effortlessly flat, held open by the repeated abuse of its spine over time.  Huntar didn't understand 
why Lukas was taking this acting class.  Loo hated being on stage more than he hated being 
behind a podium.  Oh, and god help anyone around Lukas when there's a podium on a stage.  
Huntar would never forget the valedictorian incident.  So much screaming.   
 The guy could talk Shakespeare all day, couplets and sonnets at the ready.  But put him 
on the stage, and suddenly he was shakesknees.  And that coffee next to the play wouldn't help 
either.  No food—just paper, ink, and coffee.  That could only mean one thing: Lukas was 
hungover, and Huntar was just the cure. 
 'Loo, how you feeling?' 
 Lukas looked up from his journal with bloodshot eyes.  They appeared to be three-too-
many-espressos eyes, not I'm-seriously-not-crying-it's-just-my-allergies-guys-seriously eyes.  
 'Rough night?'  Huntar set his tray on the small table, pushing the mug into Romeo and 
Juliet and Romeo and Juliet to the edge.  Still no response, Huntar recommenced the 
consumption of his breakfast, hot items first.  'So, how's Helena?' 
 Lukas took a long sip of his coffee, mug in his left hand, pen still writing in his right.  
'What do you want, Huntar?' 
 Wow.  Huntar hadn't seen Lukas this hungover since the morning after the night when 
Fischer and Huntar broke the Sigma Code, and Lukas cheated on Helena with a fish tank. 
Sometimes, if you mixed up your words, the apparent wordplay would be enough to lighten his 
mood.  'Want I to know how Helena is?'  This was not one of those times.   

'You hate Helena.' 
 'Let's just say I love that you love her.' 
 'What do you want, Huntar?' 
 'I don't want.'  Huntar shook his head.  This was going to be tough. 
 Lukas stared for a moment longer, then went back into his brain.  When Lukas had his 
hair tied back like he did then, Huntar could swear he could see the surgery scars along his 
temples pulsing beneath his pale brown mane.  Once he'd even thought he saw them glow but it 
was a trick of the fish tank's black light.   
 'Okay, fine.  I want.  But first I want you to tell me what happened last night?' 
 'Nothing.'  Lukas put down his pen and picked up Romeo and Juliet.  Huntar had stopped 
taking offense to such actions early in their friendship.  Huntar liked to think that Lukas' brain 
worked twice as fast as everyone else's; that's why he was constantly multi-tasking.  Multi-
tasking came so naturally for the guy, that it actually seemed to him to not be doing two things at 
once.  Reading and writing.  Eating and pooping.  The only thing that Lukas liked to do by itself 
was Helena.   
 'Yeah, so I ran into Seth earlier—‘ 
 'Huntar, there is duct tape on your forehead.' 
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 'Yeah.' 
 'Huntar, why is there duct tape on your forehead?' 
 'Improvisation.  I had my first—‘ 
 'Battle?'  Lukas piqued his own interest. 
 'Not exactly.' 
 Lukas flipped back at least six pages in his journal.  He must've had an epic night, too.  
Either that or he had more theories about the prophecy and/or the perks.  'Why did you emp out 
the lights last night at four minutes past ten?' 
 'I didn't—' Huntar began to lie but he didn't want to risk losing Lukas, before he could tell 
him the news.  '—Mean to.  I got a little worked up.' 
 Lukas was back to scribbling in his journal, eyes down, stopping only to turn the page in 
Romeo and Juliet.  'Who was he?' 
 'My first.' 
 Lukas smiled for the first time in their conversation.  'My dearest Huntar, thou hast most 
kindly hit it!'  His voice was suddenly boisterous and old-timey.  Shit.  
 'Hit it a few times, not sure if it was that kindly though.'  Huntar tried to keep talking.  
'And Loo, I've never felt anything like it.  There was something about him, so comfortable, so 
familiar.' 
 'Such comfort as do lusty young me feel.'  Well, that sealed it.  The coffee must have 
kicked in because Lukas was now set to quote mode.  The guy could have entire conversations 
where not one original phrase was uttered.  Huntar knew this only too well, as he'd been privy to 
most of them.  It was usually just best to leave him on his own until it figured itself out.  But 
Huntar needed his best friend right now, and this was the only best friend he was going to get. 
 'Good morning, lusty gentlemen.'  Seth's face appeared over Huntar, looking more red 
than usual, probably because of the red hoodie over his shoulder. 
 'Don't tell me you are Shakespeare-ing, too.' 
 'You don't?  I've already done it twice this morning,' Seth said with a knowing wink.  He 
grabbed a chair from a nearby table, despite the protest of the diners.  'So how was last night, 
Lukas?' 
 'Huntar had sex.' 
 'One of us!  One of us!'  When he couldn't get Lukas to join, Seth tried to get a passing 
girl with a mouth guard and pajama pants to chant with him.  She was not having it.  'So what's 
your new buttfriend's name?  Buttfriend—it's what you guys call it, right?' 
 'Sebastien.' 
 'That's a hot dude name, right?  Like the crab or that kid from Neverending Story.'  
Huntar had always liked the name Bastian.  'Or hey, like Sea-Bass Greene.'  Huntar had no idea 
what that last one was.  It didn't help that the already mumbly-voiced Seth was eating off 
Huntar's tray.  'So how'd it go?' 
 'Well, it kinda—' 
 'Don’t you have class?' 
 'I didn't say anything yet!' 
 'You're going to be late to be early for your first class.' 
 'Oh damn.  Good looking out.  Can I just say that this is already one of the greatest days 
of my life.  I had a great night.  I'm not hungover.  I'm about to go learn theories of evolution, 
and I'm not a virgin.  College is going to be epic.' 
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 'Knock on wood!'  Seth thrust his pelvis towards Huntar.  Huntar passed on the 
opportunity.  'Oh hey, thanks for—uhhh—you know.’  Seth handed Huntar the hoodie. 
 'No prob.'  Huntar was about to ask if Seth's wood had knocked on Huntar's hoodie but 
decided the fear of not knowing was better than the horror of confirmation.   
 

 
Back at Huntar and Bernard's Sweet Dorm Room 

12:45AM 
The First Day of Class 

 
 

'So what do we do now?' 
 Huntar did his best to amp up his coquettitude by tucking some of his copper ringlets 
behind his ear, only to recall that he no longer had his copper ringlets.  So his finger traced the 
edge of the mask across his unblemished forehead.  Luckily for Huntar, constantly clear skin was 
a prophecy perk.  Sebastien smiled back, looking too timid to move.  Huntar could've 
figuratively puked the moment was so loaded with cuteness. 
 And then Bernard literally puked, loaded with something very red.  He literally puked on 
himself.  He literally puked on the floor and the futon.  And he literally puked red punch all over 
Sebastien's white shoes. 
 'Ah, merde.'   

Huntar wanted to help out but he was too busy enjoying the sight of Sebastien standing 
straight up, arms akimbo and slightly waving, neck stretched and nose crinkled yet high in the 
air.  Sebastien looked like a snooty emperor penguin—that is, if that penguin had just been 
vomited on by Bernard.  'The toilet paper, I have need of it.' 
 'Jesus, B.  Third rule of frat parties: never end the night with wop.'  Huntar began to clean 
up CSI: Bernard very slowly—he didn't want to get puke on his pants, and it was still really 
funny.' 
 'It's not funny, Huntar.  Puke is not pleasing to me,' Sebastien said between dry heaves.  
That was when Huntar learned that when Sebastien gets upset, the first thing to go was his 
English grammar.  This was very pleasing to Huntar.  Huntar once again picked up the pace.  
One frat party had turned their room into a sorority bathroom. 
 'This isn't a good color on me.'  Huntar held up his hands to Sebastien who stood barefoot 
in the corner of the room next to the re-opened window.   
 'Red?' 
 'Care-giving.' 
 'But you're giving care right now.'  Sebastien gestured towards a damp sock Huntar had 
laid across Bernard's forehead.   
 'This is maintenance.  I'm no healer, but if you want me to hotwire a snow mobile in a 
thunderstorm, I'm your guy.  But people?  Nope.'  Huntar ceased his care of Bernard, he lied on 
his stomach, mouth and nose hanging off the sofa.  Bernard let out a contented snore to confirm 
what Huntar suspected—he was going to be fine. 
 Huntar went into the closet, but the only shoes that were big enough for Sebastien were a 
pair of Bernard's flip-flops.  'I can't take those.' 
 'Please.'  Huntar pushed them into Sebastien's hands.  'It's the least he can do.' 
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 Sebastien sat next to his new shoe patron on the futon.  'So can you really hotwire a 
snowmobile?' 
 'Only in a thunderstorm.'  Huntar leaned against the loft.  Arms up, making sure his shirt 
exposed the low rise of his waist.  
 'How about a moped?' 
 Ten minutes later they were standing behind the basketball arena looking at beat-up, red 
moped.   

'So you think you can do the job?'  
 Huntar hadn't figured Sebastien to be a moped-type; in Huntar's mind they were reserved 
for lazy jerseys and the girls that chased them.  Huntar cocked his brow to shade his 
disappointment, though behind the mask that was probably unnecessary.  But if Huntar was 
going to commit grand theft moped, he might as well look like a thief.  'You think you can keep 
a look out?'  Huntar gestured towards the street lamp thirty-odd yards away.  Sebastien did as he 
was told. 
 Huntar hadn't been lying.  He really did know his way around engines and electric 
systems, and that's precisely why he didn't want Sebastien to see him anywhere near an exposed 
wire.  When he was sure Sebastien was far enough away, Huntar pulled open the panel behind 
the steering column.  No sooner did he touch the blue wire than the moped roared to life.  Well, 
that was easy. 
 Huntar straddled the moped, rocking it off its kickstand.  He gripped the brake and hit the 
ignition button.  The moped roared to life; the familiar vibration of 50CCs between his legs made 
Huntar happy he wasn't riding behind Sebastien. 
 'No helmets,' Sebastien warned. 
 'No need,' said Huntar, 'I'm in control.' 
 Sebastien seemed to take a certain satisfaction in Huntar's confidence, and he climbed on 
behind Huntar, pressing in close to fit two grown men on a moped built for one.  Huntar's eyes 
closed to the instant serenity of Sebastien's touch.  He tried to ignore Sebastien's heart, pounding 
on the back of his rib cage, ignore the way that his breath moved the short hairs on Huntar's 
neck, ignore the pressure of Sebastien's legs pressing in on the outside of his own.  He shook his 
head and tried to focus, it was going to be rough riding under Sebastien's influence.  'Alright, 
navigator, where to?' 
 'I don't know, but we're taking the back streets.' 
  
 

 
 
 

Outside the Great Auditorium in Gardner Hall 
8:59AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 Oh god.  Sebastien was probably behind him.  Three paces out of the auditorium, the bell 
rang, startling Huntar who tripped on a stair, bashed open his toe, and slid across the floor, 
accidentally crushing what was left of his ego.  The first out of the classroom, he was saved the 
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additional embarrassment of the hardly-concerned-gasps and thinly-guised-laughs of his 
classmates.  Or were they his competition? 
 Huntar got to his feet, straightened his backpack, and booked it through the building's 
exit.  Huntar pretended not to hear the voice calling after him or see the tiny trail of blood he left 
in his wake.  Huntar squinted in the daylight, slid on his sunglasses, and didn't stop running until 
he reached the dorm elevator.   

Huntar wondered what potential grew in the pressure mounting between his lungs and 
heart.  Tears?  Laughter?  A very long walk off a very short pier?  Huntar repeatedly pressed the 
button for the elevator, unable to remain still.  He just needed to get to Lukas.  Lukas would 
make this better.  Huntar entered the elevator and pressed four.  He wasn't sure how, but that was 
why he had a Loo—to know what to do when shit gets bad.  But then again shit had never gotten 
this bad. 
 Huntar burst through the door to Lukas's dorm without knocking.  In one fluid movement 
Huntar pulled off his sunglasses, knocked the book from Lukas' hands, collapsed on the futon, 
laid his head on Lukas's lap, and wailed, 'I am fortune's fool!' 
 'We make our own fortune.  You're only fooling yourself.'  Lukas placed a comforting 
hand over the crown of Huntar's head.  'When I last saw you dear cuz, you were on top of the 
world.  Now why so low?' 
 'I can't talk about it.' 
 'Okay.'  Lukas picked his book back up.  Huntar loved Lukas Ortez-Olsen like the brother 
never really wanted but appreciated anyway.  They were each other's first friends.  Huntar and 
Loo shared everything growing up, from their room in the children's unit at the hospital, to comic 
books and chewing gum.  They had even shared their first kiss—Professor Loo hijacking 
Huntar's first kiss to verify his own assumed heterosexuality.  The kiss had been so bad, it had 
made Huntar question his own assumed homosexuality.   
 The medical bills for Lukas's cancer had done a number on his moms' finances, but 
Huntar's family always had more than enough for both Huntar and Lukas.  Fischer had even 
offered to help with the bills, but the moms wouldn't hear of it.  Instead Lukas had an open 
invitation with them whether they were going to the mall or on vacation.  Val and Fischer loved 
it, because, even though they were the same age, Lukas could hang with Huntar,while they went 
out and drank.  Huntar loved it, because then he and Lukas got paid to stay in and drink.  Ever 
the multi-tasker, Lukas was as good a bestie as he was a babysitter.  They would stay up late and 
talk, and in their ceaseless ramblings Lukas and Huntar had shared almost everything. 
 Huntar had never told Lukas about the visitor that had appeared each night before his 
sleep to tell him the story of the Sixth Son.  Huntar supposed it wasn't important anymore; the 
visitor visited no longer.  On her last visit, she shared with him a few drinks and the Quarterlife 
Prophecy.  Though he could not remember their parting, he knew that he would never see her 
again.  Huntar looked up.  Somewhere in the tome that Lukas held about his head was a flip-
animation of a stick figure accidentally killing himself during auto-erotic asphyxiation.  Huntar 
knocked Romeo and Juliet from Lukas' hands in a pout.   

'Hey! That's my homework.'  
 'You already have drama homework? 
 'You already have drama?' 
 'Fair enough, Loo.' 
 Lukas went back into Shakespeare's drama.  Huntar looked around Lukas' room in an 
effort to avoid his own.  Lukas' dorm was supposed to be the same as his, but the shape somehow 
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made it see smaller.  Or maybe it was the fish tank.  On the wall hung a poster of Coltrane next to 
the ubiquitous Belushi college portrait.  A trumpet case rested on a trombone case on an old 
trunk that used to sit on the floor of Lukas' childhood bedroom.  Lukas' knapsack lied on the 
lofted bed, his journal peeking out as if to say, 'I know almost every thing about you too, liar.'  
 Huntar stared up at Lukas till Loo caved and made eye contact.  'What?' 
 'This is more important than that.' 
 'I have a monologue to prepare in an hour.' 

'You've read that play more times than there are editions, and you have a photographic 
memory.' 
 'Fair enough, Hunt.'  Lukas sat Huntar up, propped him between a pillow and the back of 
the futon, then got up and crossed to his closet.  'Please, tell me what brings you to my dorm.' 
 'I slept with my T.A.' 
 'Wait, what?’  You're one class into college, already lost your virginity to the mysterious 
Sebastien, and slept with your teacher's assistant?  That has to be a new school record.  Epic.' 
 'Sebastien is my T.A.' 
 'So if you lost your virginity to Sebastien, and Sebastien is your T.A…' 
 'Then, by the transitive property of collegiate copulation I equals WTFML.' 
 'Twist!'  Lukas stood across the room, trying on one of this many fedoras in the mirror on 
the closet door, probably an attempt to hide the fact that he hadn't showered.  'Huntar, I knew you 
wanted to do well in college—' 
 'Loo, I didn't know at the time.' 
 'Less epic.  Still counts. 
 
 

St. Michael's Hospital 
1:15AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 The whirring of the motor was gradually replaced with the sound of rubber on gravel.  
Sebastien and Huntar hid the moped behind some shrubbery off the lakeshore path the bike path 
and walked up the overgrown lawn of the hospital.  
 Huntar had been here plenty of times.  It was a common party space for townies and 
students alike.  The chain-link fence had been put in recently, when the fact that it was a 
common party place came to the attention of the construction company who owned the land.  Its 
giant banner billowed, zip-tied to the fence.  
 Behind the fence was the hospital; behind the hospital was the lake.  Inside the hospital 
leaves from multiple autumns blown in with winter winds littered the janitor-less halls.  Most of 
the windows were broken; graffiti and stains covered its walls.  
 Huntar and Sebastien approached the chain-link fence that did nothing to keep out 
trespassing partiers, fornicators, and bums.  Huntar froze with the realization.  Not bums; 
anything but bums.  Huntar could handle snakes and spiders, but Huntar could not handle 
panhandlers.  Just the thought of bums made Huntar's skin crawl and his palms itch.   
 'Well, that's different.'  Sebastien eyed up the fence. 
 Huntar didn't respond.  He just walked over to the right and made sure the hole in the gate 
was still there behind the Fischer Construction sign.  The one with the giant F logo that Huntar 
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kept telling his stepfather was more tacky than iconic. Probably best that they leave their masks 
on. 
 'How'd you know that was there?' asked Sebastien. 
 Huntar answered by holding the banner back to allow Sebastien's entrance.  Fischer's 
company had bought the lot with the help of some hedge fund or another.  Huntar didn't really 
know, because he found the whole construction conversation to be so boring.  Huntar realized he 
was lucky not to have to think about money—so, he didn't. 
 Huntar avoided Sebastien's offered hand, as he nearly fell through the fence.  'So what are 
we doing here?' 
 Sebastien moved in really close to Huntar.  'I have three words for you.' 
 Every part of Huntar's body longed to know any word that would keep Sebastien this 
close to him.  'What would those words be?'  Huntar's eyes closed; his head tilted. 
 'Tag!'  Sebastien shoved Huntar just shy of too hard.  'You're it!' 
 'Whoa—wait—what?'  Sebastien's voice was already fading towards the hospital 
entrance, before Huntar opened his eyes.  Huntar called after him, 'You're gonna wake the snakes 
and spiders!' 
 'And the bums!' Sebastien called back.  The red bolts of energy coursed once more in his 
hands.  He focused that energy into catching Sebastien. 
  
 They ran through the hospital like two raccoons on a play date.  Jumping over chairs.  
Dodging hanging cords.  Huntar didn't need a flashlight; his eyes were prophecy perked to work 
surprisingly well in lowlight, but he was surprised Sebastien didn't need one either.  Most people 
would have been stumbling, hands outstretched in the lowlight but not Sebastien.  Huntar 
actually had to try to catch up with him.  He wasn't used to being the chaser. 
 They ran through the lower level of the hospital, past the front desk and the waiting room, 
through the Easter wing, past the chapel and the addition with the dried up swimming pool full of 
broken hospital gurneys.  Huntar saw Sebastien head up to the second floor, jumping the 
wheelchair at the bottom of the stairs. 
 Huntar rounded the corner but lost Sebastien.  Huntar stopped.  Huntar looked.  And then 
Huntar listened.  He could no longer hear footsteps; Sebastien was in hiding.  Huntar slowed his 
breathing and just listened.  He ignored the sounds of rodents and fowl and tried to listen for any 
sign of— 
 Sebastien busted out of the closet behind Huntar.  'You're it!'  Huntar grazed Sebastien's 
arm just long enough for Huntar to get what he wanted—two-fold.  But Sebastien's calm worked 
a bit too well.  Sebastien easily retagged Huntar and knocked over some metal racks and I.V. 
stands before jumping out the nearby broken window and onto the roof outside. 

Huntar tried to clear the colors and their clatter from his eyes.  'Whoa, whoa—wait—
what?' 
 Being that Huntar was it, he had no choice but to follow.  He followed Sebastien out on 
the rear roof.  They circumnavigated the tiny, ridiculously slanted roof over the edges of the 
courtyard.  Sebastien parkoured some trash cans down to the ground where he stayed. 
 Huntar caught up to him, the lid of one of the garbage cans spun on the ground behind 
him.  'Why'd you stop?' 
 Huntar was pleased to see Sebastien was as out of breath as he.  Sebastien didn't answer; 
he just stared out the rear gate at the lake, the rain clouds rolling overhead. 
 'You've been here before.'  Huntar wasn't sure if Sebastien was asking a question or not.   
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 'Yeah, I have.  Only reason you come out here is to drink or swim.'   
Sebastien turned back to smile at Huntar.  Huntar was okay with that.   
'We're fresh outta drink.'  Sebastien began a final dash towards the water.   

 Huntar loved swimming.  Everything was calmer in the water, plus, bonus, the water was 
the natural enemy of bums.  Huntar held his hand up and watched the lightning in his palm dance 
with the lightning on the other side of the lake.  Then Huntar remembered he held lightning in 
his hands, and he was about to go swimming. 
 'Whoa, whoa, whoa—wait—what?' 
 
 

 
 
 

Lukas' Dorm Room 
9:20AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 'Shall I hear more, or shall I speak at this?'  Lukas set down the book again.  Clearly this 
was the more exciting drama in the room. 
 'Be not so long to speak.  I long to die.'  Huntar collapsed once again upon the futon and 
studied the old rabbit ears on the old tv on the old snake cage that now housed Lukas' various 
video games.  Lukas' sheet music was strewn across his desk, while his roommate’s shit was 
strewn across the floor.  On the wall there was one of those old magic eyes.  Huntar always hated 
those posters; he had dirtied many a clean glass frame with nose grease attempting to see them.  
Lukas had no difficulty with them, often being able to see their secrets from across the room. 
 'Did you swim?' 
 'No.' 
 'You know, if you agreed to train, you could have, and this story would've just gotten a 
whole lot better.' 
 'I don't need a lecture about that right now.' 
 'Well, I do.'  Lukas began gathering his things, though Huntar didn't realize it until Lukas 
was jingling his keys. 
 'Wait, what?' 
 'Class, Huntar.'  Lukas adjusted his backpack, tucked the well-worn love story under his 
arm, and headed towards the door, tilting his hat in the mirror one more time on the way out. 
 'Whoa—wait—what?'  Huntar got off the futon, grabbed his bag and followed Lukas out 
into the hallway. 
 'You know, that thing we are here for?'  Lukas locked the door, stretching his lanyard 
over his fedora and onto his neck.  'Learning?' 
 'Whoa, wait.  What I'm telling you is far more interesting than anything you're gonna 
learn on the first day of class.'  They weaved around two floormates, Amber C. and Amber 
Double-D’s, chatting in front of the floor bulletin board. 
 'Does this story come with a syllabus?'  Lukas stopped in front of the elevator, but Huntar 
knocked his hand away from the button. 
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 'Why are you taking drama anyway?  I thought you vowed never to touch a stage again 
after it touched your—‘  Ding!  The elevator doors opened. 
 'There you are!'  Huntar turned to find himself staring eye-to-chin with his roommate.  
Bernard's eyes lit up like the elevator call.  Bernard stepped off the elevator trading places with 
Lukas and getting a bit too close to Huntar.  'Why'd you run off after class? I tried to catch up.  
You didn't hear me?' 
 'Whoa, whoa—wait—what?  I didn't run off.'  Huntar's voice sounded high and defensive.  
His heart raced, and he could feel his forehead sweating again.  Huntar's eyes darted from 
Bernard to the open elevator door.  There was the hollow click of plastic as Lukas pressed the 
button for the lobby.  Huntar's eyes darted from Bernard to the now closing door.  'I have to go.'  
Huntar slid between the closing elevator doors.  He waved as the metal curtains closed on 
Bernard's ever-confused face.   

'Whoa—wait—' 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Behind St. Michael’s 
1:45AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 'What's the problem?  Just jump in.' 
 Huntar stood on what at one point had been a beach, surrounded by driftwood, litter, and 
Sebastien's clothes—all of them. 
 'Nah, I'm enjoying the view.'   
 'You could still see it in the water.' 
 'I bet I could.'  Huntar just focused on the lightning on the far end of the lake.
 Sebastien followed Huntar's gaze.  'You're not going to get electrocuted.' 
 'I'm not worried about me.'  Huntar said without thinking. 
 'So what are you afraid of?' 
 'Bums, mostly.  Fire, a little bit.'  Huntar hoped he played those both off as jokes, he 
didn't want it getting around that he was borderline pyrophobic. 
 Huntar found it near impossible to be a gentleman and not look down at Sebastien's nude 
form.  So he looked.  And then he stared.  And then he looked away.  It was worse than Huntar 
had imagined: Sebastien's body was better than he had imagined.  Better than Huntar feared he 
could ever do justice in describing.  Sebastien didn't look like anything or anyone, he just—
looked.   
 Huntar noticed Sebastien's hair was curled tighter.  He couldn't blame it for wanting to be 
closer to that face.  It took everything Huntar had in him not to jump in hands first.  Oh shit.  His 
hands!  He didn't even notice how bright they were glowing; apparently neither did Sebastien.  
Huntar stuffed his hands in his pockets.  'I should go.' 
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 'Whoa—wait—what?' 
 'I have class.' 
 'And I don't?' 
 'Early day tomorrow.' 
 'But this is tonight.' 
 'Actually it's been tomorrow for an hour and forty-nine minutes.' 
 'I thought you didn't have a watch.' 
 Huntar froze, not because of the question, but because he heard people—a lot of them.  
They were close.  Huntar turned and watched as beams of light darted to and fro, as a people 
made their way through St. Michael’s, drawing closer.  Huntar heard the familiar splash of 
someone exiting a lake; he gave it a moment before turning around.  'Cops?' he asked. 
 'No, worse,' said Sebastien zipping up his pants.  His hair hung low on his face, a 
makeshift mask to replace the one on the ground near their feet.  'You were right.' 
 'Whoa—wait—what?' 
 'We should go.'  Sebastien grabbed Huntar's hand giving him no choice but to follow.  
They headed towards the moped, but they never made it past the hospital.  A mob of masked 
partygoers all rushed from the hospital towards the water—at least almost all of them.  A few 
from the group broke off and took an interest in Sebastien and Huntar's presence.  Both groups 
kept moving away from the lake, until the leader of the new pack called out.   

'Now, Seb, I know that you aren't running away again.'  Huntar almost didn't recognize 
the voice without the undertones of Bernard audibly swooning. 
 'We were just leaving, Porter.'  
 Porter had on a different mask this time.  Huntar looked around to see if anyone was 
wearing the gold mask.  Nope. 
 'I admit it.  When Braun told me you were back, I didn’t believe it.  But here you are back 
stabber.  It's okay, bro.  I forgive you.  You can stay.'  The group cheered on Porter Christ of 
Latter Day Douche Bags.   
 Sebastien just kept turning around for more.  'You don't own the lake.' 
 'Sure we do.'  Errant flashlights from the group around the area lit Porter's face like a 
strobe light ghost story.  'Just like we own you.' 
 'Fuck you, Porter.' 
 'Such manners, Sebastien.  And after I let you crash our party.' 
 'I have just as much right to be there as you.' 
 'Wrong, FNotRoYL is for brothers, friends, and potentials.  Of which you are none.' 
 'Come on.'  Sebastien turned to Huntar.  'We're leaving.' 
 'You sure?' Porter called after them.  'You sure you don't want to stick around for the 
sacrifice.'  The crowd around them cheered.  'You look like you could use a year of awesome.' 
 'You know the Hellenic Council forbids—'   
 'You know that's why we do it here.  Which begs the question, what are you doing here?'  
The question was for Sebastien, but the menace in Porter's voice was directed straight at Huntar.  
'Come to make a sacrifice of your own?' 
 Huntar remained calm.  Porter wasn't after him; he was baiting Sebastien.  As long as 
Porter didn't talk to him, he wouldn't talk to Porter. 
 Sebastien took another step towards confrontation.  'Leave him out of this.' 
 'Hey Curly, it's safer if you stay with us.  That guy's dangerous. 
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 'Hey Porter, every bully from every teen movie ever called, even they want you to tone it 
down.'  Huntar turned to head towards the moped and heard Sebastien.  It wasn't the funniest line 
he could have said, but it would have to do.  Huntar wasn't going to fight tonight.   
 'Bon voyage, froggy,' the group of bros laughed at Porter's last line.  Huntar could almost 
feel something inside of Sebastien snap.   
 'Whoa, whoa, whoa—wait—'  Huntar chased Sebastien back to the group, where he 
proceeded to get all up in Porter's face.   

'What did you say?' 
 'I said,' Porter looked like he was about to spit on Sebastien's face,  'ribbit.' 
 Sebastien was silent for a moment, looked at Porter, and said, 'Canadian.' 
 'What?'   The earlier rain may have cut the humidity, but suddenly the air was just as 
thick.   
 'I am not French,' Sebastien clarified through a clenched jaw.  Huntar suspected it had 
less to do with anger and more to do with stopping his French accent.  'I am Canadian.' 
 'French.  Canadian.  French-Canadian,' said Porter.  Everything around Sebastien—the 
ground, the air, even Huntar himself—tensed up.  'Gay.  Gay.  And really fucking gay.' 
 Sebastien replied with a fist to Porter’s face, knocking off his mask and starting the 
brawl.  Someone in the crowd yelled, ‘Fight!’  Over twenty naked bros, friends, and potentials 
rushed from the water and gathered around for the beat down.   
 By the time the first camera flash went off, Porter was back on his feet and back in 
Sebastien’s face.  They circled one another.  Porter delivered a series of well placed jabs to 
Sebastien’s core.  Huntar's palms wanted retribution.  A few other masked frat bros joined the 
fray—four against one. 
 Huntar didn’t want to fight, but he was going to enjoy it anyway.  He took a moment and 
let his body take over, thinking but no longer acting.  Something else was directing this fight 
scene starring the frog and the freak. 
 Detached, Huntar watched himself flip back onto his feet, and then use his own 
momentum to tackle two of the masked bros off Sebastien. The bros landed on their backs next 
to one another.  Huntar landed on his knees on their chests.  Huntar's right elbow in the guy's 
temple took out the first.  The second dude was already knocked out, but Huntar back-handed 
him anyway.   
 Sebastien and Porter, back to circling one another,  began dialoguing.  Porter's arm hung 
limp at his side.  
 'You know you can't win.  You aren't powerful enough.'  Porter spit out blood, wiping it 
off of his chin.  
 'Shut up and fight me.'  Sebastien snot rocketed some blood in kind then put up his dukes.  
God, he was hot.  There was no way Porter had a chance; Sebastien had the advantage.  Then 
Huntar saw it—the driftwood in Porter's left hand. 
 By the time he'd thought to warn Sebastien, Huntar was already moving to intercept.  
Huntar got his hand on Sebastien.  Porter swung.  The make-shift bat found Huntar's sweet spot 
in his lower spine.  Huntar emped without letting go of Sebastien. 
 It wasn't big.  He couldn't see it with all the lights around them, but he could feel it.   
Energy transferred instantaneously between the two.  Huntar spun toward the ground.  Sebastien 
caught him with one arm like a professional tango dancer, laying him gently on the ground.  
Huntar winced in pain, when he opened his eyes.  Sebastien was still bent over him.  Staring at 
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him.  His cool gray eyes so alive with energy they shimmered for just a moment.  They were 
beautiful. 
 Behind Sebastien, Huntar watched as Porter brought the log down on Sebastien's spine 
with a thud so hard Huntar could feel it in his own.  And just like that, time sped up again.  
Sebastien rolled to the side, using his momentum to roll Huntar out of harm’s way.  The 
driftwood hit the sand where they had been only moments before.  Porter swung again.  This 
time Sebastien caught the wood in his left hand and kicked with his right foot.  Porter flew to the 
ground opposite Huntar.  
 The log remained in Sebastienʼs hand long enough to be thrown into the ground at his 
feet where it stood and watched with everyone else as Sebastien kicked Porter repeatedly in the 
ribs. ʻNobody. Likes. Cheaters.ʼ 
 Porter rolled to his side and spat out blood.  Worried groans rippled through the masked 
observers. From the ground within the circle Huntar watched what his prophecy perk had done to 
Sebastien, what it was doing to Porter. 
 Sebastien looked up, his eyes flashed in the light like a raccoon in a disco.  Two Omega-
Phis distracted Sebastien so another could help Porter; all three were easily dispatched.  What 
was left of the circle ran off.  Some brotherhood. 

Huntar watched Sebastien. Sebastienʼs eyes returned to Porter. Porter made an attempt 
for the closest weapon, the piece of driftwood.  Huntar clenched his fists around another emp.  
Then he got an idea. Emping started this... 

 Huntar ran to intercept.  Porter reached for the weapon. Huntar reached maximum 
velocity.  Sebastien reached Porter first.  Huntar reached out.   

The emp surged into Sebastien, through Porter and back into Huntar.  But it was too late.  
Sebastien rewarded Huntar with a reactive punch to the face as they flew back in three directions 
from the point of contact.  Porter landed by the lake.  Sebastien towards the Hospital.  Huntar fell 
forehead first onto the driftwood. 
 Pain tore through Huntar's face.  His vision blurred.  Sebastien said something, but 
Huntar could only see his eyes—no longer white with energy.   Huntar smiled.  Then everything 
faded to black. 
 
 

Malthouse Auditorium 
10:15AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 The stage lights came on with that satisfactory metal thud of shutters.  ‘I hope you are all 
ready to dive into the exciting world of drama,’ the acting professor projected to the back of the 
auditorium.  She sat on the edge of the proscenium before the class of twenty—well, nineteen 
plus Huntar.  She was a lithe woman with pale skin and dark flowing clothes.  Her dark hair in an 
asymmetrical bob was almost balanced by the crooked glasses upon her tiny nose.   
 ‘For those of you who don’t know, my name is Lydia Payne.  I have taken time from my 
stage acting to help cultivate the new, and I would love for you all to join me on the stage.’  She 
looked down at the front row, consisting of a blond in buddy holly glasses, a girl with stage 
manager hair and a guy with pretty-potential.  The creaking of the auditorium seats covered 
Huntar’s telling of the story as they made their way to the stage.   
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 '…the emp was, like, big.' 
 'Was it big or like big?' 
 'Big.'   
 'And then he like carried me, until I could walk again.' 
 'Did he carry you or did he like carry you?' 
 'Carry.'  Huntar was getting impatient with Loo's mood.  'So, I come to around the time 
that Sebastien realizes that someone stole the moped.  So we have to walk back to Sebastien's 
apartment which was, like, the size of a dorm room.' 
 ‘Was it—’ 
 ‘Nobody likes a dad in college, Loo.’  Huntar took his place next to Lukas in the cross-
legged circle forming on the stage.  Lukas sucked on his water bottle looking angsty. 
 ‘My fellow thespians, I trust you have all come prepared to give your monologues today 
for casting?’ said the professor. 

The class murmured in agreement.  Huntar looked over and saw Maybe-Pretty staring a 
little too intently at Lydia Payne.  Maybe-Pretty (formerly of the front row) was definitely 
handsome with dark features that defied the stage lighting.  He looked a little old to be in a first 
year acting class, but then again he was big enough to have been in the National Guard or even 
the actual army.  Actually, he was pretty enough to be dumb enough to try modeling in New 
York, never get more than a serving gig at some degrading theme restaurant, and some tasteful 
nudes taken by a regular who really just wanted to play just-the-tip.  

Definitely-Handsome caught Huntar’s eyes.  Not because he didn’t like the eye-contact, 
but because he didn’t like the eyes.  A color so close to Sebastien-With-An-E’s but less lively, 
more gray-with-an-a.  Well that was fun while it lasted.  Sebastien had now ruined two classes, 
harmless glances and the color grey.  Sebastien was the shiv that kept on shivving.   
 ‘I have come up with an excellent idea for a retelling of Romeo and Juliet…’ the 
professor continued on about how she was planning on getting this year's freshmen excited about 
doing the same old retelling of Romeo and Juliet.  Huntar preferred his story. 
 ‘Sebastien gets really French when he’s upset.  He was all like: zat Por-tare, ee’iz sush a 
bag of—’  The room went silent at the clearing of the professor’s throat.   
 ‘Do you have something to contribute.' 
 ‘You’re talking about a Luhrman.’ 
 ‘Excuse me?’   
 ‘Where it’s all modern, but they still speak Shakespearean.’   
 ‘Well, no actually, quite the opposite.’   
 ‘Oh, my mistake.  You mean a reverse Luhrman.’  
 The blond buddy holly chimed in, ‘Isn’t that when a girl takes her leg and—’ 
 ‘No,’ interrupted Huntar, ‘I mean like Anthony Namrhul, my drama teacher who did it 
last year.  That’s just a coincidence.’  Huntar was just trying to help her out.  It had seriously 
been a disaster.  ‘Spoiler alert: it sucked.’ 
 ‘Well, I’m sure in the wrong hands.’  
 ‘We weren’t in the wrong hands.  Namrhul’s hands were perfect.  He gave a mean 
backrub.  Just ask Lukas.’ 
 ‘Leave me out of this.’ 
 ‘Look.  It didn’t suck, because we had a bad director; it sucked, because it’s a horrible 
idea.’  Huntar stood up.  ‘I’m not even sure why you want to do Romeo and Juliet, I mean the 
thing just does not translate well to modern day.’ 
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 ‘Now, don’t get me wrong.  I loves me some Ro-Jo, but the only thing saving it is the 
word play.  Without it, it’s just a whiny teenager killing herself over an even whinier teenager. 
The story just doesn’t hold up.  Love at first sight doesn’t exist.  Lust at first sight, sure.  But it 
isn’t love, and it isn’t worth killing yourself.  Sure, you can meet a guy at a party, hit it off, and 
get caught up in the moment.  But it’s not real, and it’s not even worth it.  Because at first things 
are great.  Then you get into a fight with a karate kid reject, and then you lose your virgini—’ 

Lukas cleared his throat; it was time to wrap it up. 
 ‘Look.  Love at first sight can’t exist when fourteen year-old boys are too busy playing 
Xbox and malforming their sex drives on tentacle porn to bathe properly, much less be seen 
places where there are girls.  But don’t blame Silicon Valley for the destruction of love, blame 
the Women’s Rights Movement.  That’s right, ladies.  You helped kill love too.  Assuming a 
man is remotely attractive or eligible, he no longer has to commit in order to cum.  Who would 
sign up for love, if they didn’t have to?’ 
 ‘Is that all?’  The drama teacher was clearly not pleased.   
 ‘In summation, the only place this story could take place anymore is online, where 
Romeo is some thirty-five year-old basement trolling sad sack with type II diabetes and his dead 
grandma’s Buick LeSabre and so is Juliet.‘  Huntar grabbed a water bottle from Lukas’s hand.  
‘Now, if that would be all, I’d really like to keep telling my friend about some actual drama. 

 
 

Sebastien’s Dorm-Sized Apartment 
2:15AM  

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 ‘Douche!’  
 It was the only word that could be understood from the torrent of French as Sebastien 
grumbled on the other side of the wall.  They were at Sebastien’s dorm-sized apartment off the 
end of frat row, on the opposite end from the Chalet.  Huntar alternated between sitting on the 
toilet and pacing, holding his head together in his blood soaked shirt.  Sebastien searched for a 
first-aid kit in all of his moving boxes.  Huntar had convinced Sebastien not to take him to the 
real hospital, but Sebastien had refused to let him go back to the dorms.  
 'Impossible.  You are concussed.  You can't be alone.'  
 'I won't be alone.  Bernard is there.' 
 'Bernard is not me.'  
 'No, Bernard is not you.  Bernard drinks too much and knocks himself out.' 
 ‘It is not funny.  I don’t even remember what happened.  I wasn’t in control, you know?’  
Huntar knew only too well. 
 ‘It’s not your fault.’ 
 ‘I know.  It was Porter’s.’  Sebastien was wrong; it was Huntar’s.  
 Sebastien had been looking through the boxes for ten minutes—still no luck on the 
bandage—but at least he had calmed down back to his midwestern accent.  Huntar paced the 
floor in the bathroom, his blood soaked shirt held to his forehead.  

The entire bathroom looked like it hadn't been touched since the forties.  The ornate light 
fixture above his head could have been frosted or just dusty; Huntar couldn't tell. 
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 Sebastien reappeared holding a roll of duct tape and some paper towel.  Muddy and 
bloody, but for the first time since the fight he was smiling. 
 The clawfoot bathtub with a brand new shower curtain stood out at least a foot from each 
wall.  The powder blue walls with ivory molding were more appropriate for a nursery than a 
bathroom, but they charmed all the same.  The faucet leaked a steady beat onto the discolored 
porcelain basin.  Huntar removed the shirt from his head, set his keys on the sink, and stared into 
the mirror.  The gash didn’t look as bad as before.  

Sebastien reappeared in the bathroom doorway holding up a roll of paper towel and duct 
tape.  ‘Now let’s see it.’    
 Sebastien knelt at Huntar’s side and attempted to pull the shirt away.  Huntar resisted, 
until Sebastien’s hand upon his shoulder forced a wave of complacency over him.  For the first 
time since he hit his head, Huntar’s forehead ached.  Sebastien removed the blood-stained shirt 
and stared at Huntar’s forehead.  ‘Huh…guess it wasn’t as bad as I thought.’  Sebastien 
rationalized so Huntar didn’t have to.   
 ‘I told you.’  Huntar closed his eyes as Sebastien cleaned the wound with a damp towel 
and fashioned Huntar his hill-billy bandage.  The wound now hidden, Huntar opened his eyes to 
Sebastien staring at him.  ‘Good as new?’  Huntar lost every worry in those eyes. 
 Sebastien had a concerned tone.  ‘Better.’  
 Huntar moved the short distance between their faces to kiss Sebastien again, but 
Sebastien shied from his approach.  He looked into Huntar’s eyes for a moment, patted Huntar’s 
leg as if he had just gotten a shot, and exited the bathroom.   
 Huntar watched as Sebastien rummaged through boxes, again, this time picking out 
clothes.  ‘Whoa—wait—what?  Where are you going?’ 
 ‘Porter needs to be taught a lesson.’  Every move Sebastien made had powerful purpose.  
The belt buckle jingled as he pulled on his jeans.  His breath was short and quick; his nostrils 
flared. 
 ‘I don’t know what fight you pay-per-viewed, but you already did that.  What are you 
gonna do?  Kill him?’ 
 Sebastien grabbed a red hoodie from his bed and shrugged.  ‘This isn’t just about you.’ 
 ‘No shit.’   
 Sebastien made his way to the door.  ‘I’ll be back.’   
 ‘I’ll be gone.’ 
 Sebastien paused.  He released the door handle.  He turned and looked at Huntar for the 
first time since they left the bathroom.  ‘You can’t be alone right now.’ 
 ‘And you can’t tell me what to do.  So please tell me, Sebastien, why am I here?’ 
 ‘So I could fix you.’ 
 ‘I’m not broken.’  Huntar, suddenly self-conscious of the duct tape on his forehead, 
covered it up with his hand.  He shivered.  ‘Why am I here?’ 
 ‘You’re cold.’ 
 ‘You’re deflecting.’ 
 Sebastien handed the sweatshirt to Huntar.  ‘Here, put this on.’ 
 ‘I don’t want your bull-shit sweatshirt, Sebastien.’  Huntar threw the hoodie as hard as he 
could; Sebastien caught it against the emerging bruise on his chest.  ‘I want an answer.’  
 Sebastien sat down on the piano bench, a leg at each side.  Leaning on his arm he covered 
his mouth and looked anywhere but at Huntar.  The far-off splashes of the lake waves only 
seemed to accentuate the silence inside. 
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 Huntar asked again for the last time, ‘Why am I here?’ 
 ‘I was just wondering that myself.’   
 Sebastien’s voice wasn’t angry or cold.  It was much worse; it was devoid of all 
emotion.  The emptiness crossed the space between them and filled his chest.  Huntar couldn’t 
breathe.  He was exhausted.  He felt woozy from exertion. Or was it the bloodloss?  Or was it 
Sebastien?  The room felt claustraphic.  This night would never end.  He would always be stuck 
right here in this place with this person.  
 Huntar stormed to the bathroom, his bare feet smacking against the tile.  
 ‘Huntar,’ Sebastien called after him, but did not follow.  ‘That came out wrong.’  
 Huntar grabbed his shirt and made a beeline for his shoes next to the front door.  He tried 
to keep his balance as he jammed his feet into them, all the while keeping his eyes on Sebastien.  
His jaw set, palms aflame. 
 Sebastien took a step forward; Huntar’s forehead throbbed even more.  Huntar’s hand 
shook as it fumbled behind him for the doorknob.  With a flick of his wrist the latch unlocked, 
and the door opened, letting in the stale air from the hallway but letting out none of the pressure.  
 ‘Huntar, I didn’t mean to—’ 
 ‘You didn’t.’  Huntar slammed the door behind him. 
 
 

Dorm Cafeteria 
11:20AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 ‘Don’t be such a drama queen.  Seriously, Loo, I did you a favor.  Do you really want to 
have an acting teacher that cries so easily?’  Huntar and Lukas sat in the cafeteria once again, 
this time eating, because they didn’t feel like drinking.  'If you’d listened to me from the start and 
just skipped, you would have never been kicked out.  You only have yourself to blame, Loo.' 
 'By my head, here comes Louise.' 
 'By her steel toes, I care not.'  Huntar remembered last night’s fight with Louise and was 
saltier than his mashed fauxtatoes.  But that could just as easily wait until he forgot.  Huntar 
waved over Louise, whose look of complete anguish quickly became one of relief.   
 ‘Why didn’t you tell me you found him?’  Louise slapped the back of Lukas’s head. 
 ‘You were looking for Huntar?’ 
 ‘Wait—what?  You were looking for me?’ 
 ‘You don’t remember me looking for him?’ 
 ‘Loo doesn’t remember something?’ 
 ‘I don’t remember anything about that.’ 
 ‘Come on, I told you about seeing Huntar.’ 
 ‘If you saw me, Lou, why were you looking for me?’ 
 ‘Well, I didn’t see you.’ 
 ‘Did you have a dream about me?  Was it a sex dream?’ 
 ‘It wasn’t a dream.’ 
 ‘But we were having sex?’  Huntar found dreams incredibly fascinating. 
 ‘You were running, Huntar.’ 
 ‘Sounds about right.’ 
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 ‘From a lecture hall.’ 
 ‘Whoa, whoa—wait—what?  That’s happened twice today.’  
 Huntar expedited the story to catch Louise up to Lukas.  The tree.  ‘Wait, what?’  The 
fight.  ‘Whoa, wait, what?’  The Sebastien.  ‘Less epic, still counts.’  Lukas caught up on the 
course timetable.   
 ‘I don’t know Huntar.  It doesn’t sound like either of those times.  You didn’t have a cut 
on your forehead.  And when you tripped, you didn’t bust a toe.’  
 ‘What did happen when I tripped?’  
 ‘You disappeared.’ 

 
 

   Sebastien’s Dorm-Sized Apartment  
3:00AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 'You came back.'   
 ‘Forgot my keys.’ 
 Sebastien’s head tilted against the door’s edge.  He didn’t move; Huntar avoided that 
grey gaze and stared at his warped reflection in the brass doorknob. 
 Without a word, Sebastien turned on his heel and left the door open.  Huntar watched 
from the door as he sat back down on the piano bench and began playing a slow song made for 
daytime television.  Huntar felt like those black keys under Sebastien’s fingers, sharp and flat 
simultaneously. 
 Huntar found his lanyard where he’d left it on the sink.  Once again he looked into the 
mirror and saw what he always saw—a boy with a big nose, a startlingly egg-shaped head, and 
disturbingly dark eyes—visual confirmation of what Sebastien had already made abundantly 
clear.  A guy like Sebastien would never be interested in a guy like Huntar.  Huntar conjured an 
air of indifference and shut the light off in the bathroom behind him, determined to win their 
final battle of who could care less. 
 Huntar took one last look at the man, whom he barely knew, with his bass-clef-posture 
and his brown treble-clef-curls turning his forehead into a metronome.  Huntar focused on the 
door.  Ten steps away.  Sebastien kept playing a slow painful waltz, but Huntar didn’t dare stop.  
Three steps.  Huntar’s resolve was fading.  He grabbed the handle; the music stopped. 
 ‘I’m sorry.’ 
 ‘You are.’  Ice cold.  Huntar tossed his bloody mask on the closest box.  ‘Just what you 
need to perfect this whole Phantom of the Soap Opera thing you got going on right now.’  
Huntar opened the door to exit, but there was a cacophony of piano keys being hit with a fist.   

‘Huntar, wait.’ 
 There it was.  Huntar had won the battle.  All he had to do was shut the door behind him 
to win the war.  Yep.  Huntar was going to shut the door any second now.  Huntar turned around. 
 'Huntar, wait, damn it.'   
 'For what?' 
 'For me.  Look, I don’t know what I’m doing.’  Sebastien got up and paced towards the 
cold fireplace as if choosing his next words carefully.  The plastic bigmouth bass mounted on the 
otherwise bare wall undercut his beastly brooding.  Sebastien turned.  ‘But I want to.’ 
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 Huntar tapped his pocket, hearing the familiar jingle of his keys.  ‘You want to.’ 
 ‘With you, I mean.’  Sebastien ran his fingers on the edges of the unpacked boxes.   
 ‘You want to know what you’re doing with me?’   
 ‘I’ve never—’ 
 ‘Me neither—’ 
 ‘There’s something—’ 
 ‘I know.’ 
 ‘When we—’ 
 ‘I know.’ 
 ‘What does it—’ 
 ‘I have no fucking clue.’ 
 Sebastien kissed Huntar, or Huntar kissed Sebastien.  Huntar had lost track. 
 
 

 Still in the Cafeteria 
Noon 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
   Seth peeked his head over the booth again. 
 ‘Thanks, guys.  That’s a great way to make me feel better about the shit-tastic day.’ 
 ‘We’re all havin’ shitty days.  You’re just the only one talking about it.’  Seth put his arm 
behind Huntar. 
 Seth popped up behind Huntar in the booth.  ‘Too much back and forth—your sex life 
sounds like tennis with less balls.’ 
 ‘Eavesdropping, Seth?’   
 ‘Yes, I was.  You had me at first and then…I don’t know, man.  Speaking as a 
heterosexual male, I barely like having emotional sex with women.  Why would I want to hear 
about it between men?’ 
 ‘What do you mean?’ 
 ‘Whips and chains and bears—’ 
 ‘Whoa—wait—what?’  Huntar looked around.  ‘No.  I’m not like that.’ 
 ‘What’s wrong with being like that?’ Louise snapped at Huntar in the voice that had 
lately been reserved for Seth.  Wait, when did he get on Louise’s bad side? 
 ‘It’d be a lot cooler if you were.  At least this story would have been hotter.  You’re not 
going to make it on to Wiscopedia with that attitude.’ 
 ‘You mean Wikipedia.’ 
 ‘No, dude, check it.  It’s for the campus elite: football players, basketball players, and 
player players.  Anybody who’s anybody on campus has an entry about their exploits—be it on 
the field or in the bedroom.’  Seth put his arm around Louise.  ‘Or a cafeteria.’ 
 Louise stood up. ‘Well, I just hit my testoster-limit.’  That was louise’s typical 
goodbye—short and abrupt.  Seth was the only one to watch her go. 
 ‘I’d love to get that ass in my class.  Am I right?’ 
 ‘Dude, she’s like our brother.’ 
 ‘Your brother’s hot.’ 
 ‘Whoa—Wait.  Why don’t you just right your own Wiscopedia entry? 
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 ‘Good people have their stories added to history.  Great people have others write their 
stories as history.’ 
 ‘Who said that?’ 
 ‘Me, right now.  Write that down.’  Lukas obliged him, and when he was finished, tore 
the page from his journal and handed it to Seth.  ‘Great job, now write it down again so I can 
read it.’ 
 Huntar liked Seth.  One minute he was naked and covered with puke in one of the stalls 
in the floor bathroom, the next he was saying some yoda-shit.  ‘So can we just gloss over this 
part right now, until your sex is more interesting?  Nobody wants to hear about the first time, all 
thumbs and snapping latex.  You put two condoms on, rubbed your sticks together, and made 
fire, right?’ 
 Huntar’s eyes went wide.  ‘Not exactly.’ 
 ‘You used protection, right?’ 
 ‘Not exactly.‘  Huntar hadn’t really thought about it.  ‘He said it was his first time too.’ 
 ‘You know girls aren’t the only ones who lie about that, right?’ 
 ‘Why’s he pissy?’  
 ‘I’m not pissy.  I’m processing.’  
 Seth hooked Huntar and Lukas under his arms, hugging them in close.  ‘Wanna talk 
about it?’   

‘Not at all.’  Lukas pushed out from under Seth but never took his eyes off Huntar, 
studying him.   

‘Then I guess, it’s back to you Fischer.’ 
‘Don’t call me that.’ 
‘A rose by any other name—‘ 
‘Would still be a prick.’  Huntar put his head down on the table.  ‘Ugh, how is this 

happening?  Wherefore art thou Sebastien?’  Huntar hated how he loved the way that name felt 
on his tongue. 
 ‘You know what’s funny?  I just heard today that they actually got Sebastien Greene to 
teach a class.’  Neither Lukas nor Huntar laughed.  ‘Why aren’t you laughing, guys?  I mean, 
what are the odds that Sebastien Greene, the most famous collegiate hockey player to come out 
of Wisconsin, has returned as a teaching assistant this year and that you slept with a guy named 
Sebastien, who’s also your teaching assistant.’  Huntar waited for Seth to make the final 
connection in his head, but instead he said it out loud, ‘I mean, unless the guy you’ve been 
speaking about is Sebastien The Sea Bass Greene, my favorite hockey player and future best 
friend.’ 
 
 

Sebastien’s Bed 
6:30AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 Huntar didn’t know how to say goodbye to Sebastien; so he planned on avoiding it 
altogether.  Sebastien lied in the bed with only a bare sheet and sunlight to accompany him. 
 ‘Good morning.’  Huntar could see the smile in Sebastien’s voice, and he didn’t even 
have to look.  Shit, this is gonna be tough. 
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 Huntar pulled on his pants and squinted into the daylight behind Sebastien, doing his best 
not to look like he just got caught sneaking out after getting down.  ‘Very good morning.’ 
 ‘Where are you off to?’ 
 Huntar found his underwear on the piano but dropped them, when he remembered he 
hadn’t worn any underwear.  ‘I’ve got class.’   
 Huntar searched for his shirt.  He lifted it up into the light; it was covered in blood.   
 ‘Take this.’  Sebastien tossed the red sweatshirt from the floor.  Huntar caught it in the 
growing hollow in his chest. 
 ‘Why’d you lie?’ 
 ‘Wait—what?’  Huntar had lost track of how many times he had lied.  He had no idea 
which one Sebastien was talking about. 
 ‘Your tattoos.’ 
 Huntar looked in the mirror.  It wasn’t Huntar’s fault he lied about that; they were new, 
and they didn’t hurt when he got them.  
 ‘How’s your head?’  
 Huntar returned to the scene of their crimes. 
 ‘Let me look at it.’  Sebastien sat up with his knee bent.  The sheet fell around him in that 
effortlessly erotic way only found on movie sets, exposing the crisscross scar over his kneecap 
that Huntar had spent so much time examining while Sebastien was sleeping.  Inside his head, 
Huntar grinned that Sebastien had been his, even if it had been only for one night.  Even though 
this was the last time he’d see him, Sebastien would always be his first. 
 Huntar acquiesced and sat down next to Sebastien.  Huntar closed his eyes as Sebastien 
cradled his head in his left hand and delicately touched the duct tape with his thumb.  With his 
right hand Sebastien started to peel the adhesive away; Huntar jumped up.   
 ‘What are you doing?’ 
 ‘Looking at your—’   

Knock! Knock! Knock!   
‘Wakey, wakey!‘  The dude’s voice on the other side of the door sounded light and 

chipper. 
 ‘Go away, Braun!’ Sebastien yelled through the door.  Huntar had already pulled on the 
sweatshirt and was scrambling for his shoes. 
 ‘Come on, buddy.  You’re not still sour ‘cause I ditched you at the party last night, are 
you? 
 ‘Not in the slightest.’ 
 ‘How’d the rest of the party go last night.  Did you get to talk to Porter?  Did you get 
some action?’ 
 ‘Something like that.‘  Sebastien smiled at Huntar.  Huntar hated his life.   
 ‘She’s in there with you right now isn’t she?  Alright, well, Kitty’s on the griddle—
flapjacks in five.’  There was the sound of a door shutting down the hall.  Sebastien looked at 
Huntar somewhat apologetically.  ‘That was my co-cap, Braun.  He and his fiancée live across 
the hall.’ 
 ‘You want breakfast?  Kitty makes great waffles.’  Sebastien leaned in, the sun in his hair 
in his face. The look on Sebastien’s face meant he understood that Huntar would not be joining 
them for breakfast.  ‘Well, I have class too.  If you wait a bit, I can walk with you.  I make great 
company.’ 
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 ‘I think I can handle it, now.’  Right now the one thing Huntar couldn’t handle was being 
this close to Sebastien. 
 ‘Why do I get the feeling that this is the last time I’m going to see you?’ 
 ‘Stranger things, right?’  Huntar opened the door and exited Sebastien’s room. 
 
 

 Still in the Cafeteria 
12:20PM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 'Holy shit, Fischer.  You hooked the Sea Bass.' 
 'Don't call me that.  And I didn't know he was the Sea Bass at the time.' 
 'Less epic, still counts.' 
 ‘Now, would you please tell me why he’s called the Sea Bass?’ 
 ‘Wait—what?  You don’t—seriously?  I—’  Seth had both hands up in sheer 
unadulterated incomprehension.  ‘Neither of you?’  He slammed his hands on the table.  ‘I’m 
speechless.  Just google him.’ 
 Lukas already had out his laptop.  He slid it a bit closer to himself when Huntar reached 
for it.  ‘He has his own Wikipedia entry.’ 
 ‘You mean Wiscopedia.’ 
 ‘No.’  Lukas looked up.  ‘I don’t.’  Lukas spun the laptop around, and Huntar got to see 
in black and white the past of the guy from last night. 

 Sebastien Adam Greene (born december 6) is a former collegiate ice 
hockey defenseman and team captain.  He earned his nickname ‘The 
Canadian Sea Bass’ because of a history of on-ice brawls with his 
competitors, teammates, and even fans.  Greene had surprised recruiters 
and fans alike, when he turned down the NHL draft in lieu of playing 
collegiate hockey after high school.  Greene survived multiple knee 
injuries in his career.  After a very public break-up with his girlfriend and 
a final, epic, on-ice brawl, Greene disappeared from college sports and 
Madison. 

 The photo was a stock photo of Sebastien in full gear.  His hair was shorter, his look a 
mixture of determination and self-satisfaction. 
 The next link was a blog post about a recent article in one of the campus papers.  The 
article was filled with meaningless numbers and stats, but the gist of it read:  

College hockey star Sebastien ‘Sea Bass’ Greene, aged 22, was seen 
leaving the dean’s office the week before school started.  Further 
investigation showed that, after his year-long absence, the former Badger 
would once again re-enroll.  In a very unorthodox move, he will earn 
credits as a teaching assistant as a means to graduate in a year.  
Speculation was swirling as to whether he would be back on the ice.  As of 
yet, neither Sea Bass nor the hockey coach could be reached for 
comment.  But most everyone else is saying— 

 ‘You lost it to a hockey player?’ asked Lukas.  ‘I knew you were a bottom.’ 
 ‘I can’t believe I slept with my TA.’ 
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 ‘I can’t believe you pulled the goalie with the biggest hockey star in the Midwest.’ 
 ‘I can’t believe you started college with a girlfriend.  I mean, come on, Lukas.  That’s 
like going to an eating contest with your stomach stapled.’  The look of disgust on Seth’s face 
was great, until Lukas started to cry.  Seth wasn’t sure how to react.  Huntar didn’t do anything, 
save pat Lukas’s knee under the table.  Lukas cried a lot—enough for the both of them. 
 Lukas looked as though he was going to deny it once again.  ‘This girl I know from the 
trumpet section was at the party.  She said hi to me, when I was on the phone.  Helena heard her 
voice and asked who she was.  Things escalated.  I told her I’d go home, if it’d make her feel 
better.  And that made things way worse.’  Lukas’s confused face was almost as sincere as 
Huntar and Seth’s groans.  ‘What?’  Lukas hated not knowing things. 
 ‘I thought you were supposed to be smart,’ said Seth. 
 ‘What?’ 
 Huntar began, ‘You—’ 
 ‘Hold up, I got this one.’  Seth oriented Lukas to look straight at him.  ‘Lukas, listen, you 
may sound like you are doing the right thing, but she’s only hearing one thing.  You don’t trust 
yourself either.’  Seth looked at Huntar.  ‘Anything to add?’ 
 ‘Not at all.’  Huntar patted Seth on the shoulder.  ‘Will you be my buttfriend?’ 
 ‘Ladies—not maties—my friend.  But I appreciate the compliment.  Now, how are we 
going to deal with your big gay situation?’ 
 ‘That whole having-a-big-fight-then-running-away-thing sounded pretty good.  Maybe 
Sebastien and I have more in common than I thought.’ 
 ‘Don’t do it.  First rule of being a man-whore is that you have to be a man, whore.  Now 
man-whore up!  Just be honest with yourself.  The two of you together doesn’t have to mean the 
end of the world.’  Seth got up to leave.  ‘Oh, and unless you want an encore, I’d suggest you 
shake your speare before dialoguing.’  And with that Seth left Lukas and Huntar alone with their 
thoughts and each other.   
 ‘I think I’m gonna take a few days, let things cool down, and then go talk to him.’ 
 Lukas leaned in close and put a comforting hand on Huntar’s cheek.  ‘Real quick like—’  
Lukas ripped the duct tape off of Huntar’s forehead. 
 
 

Fourth Floor Bathroom 
7:00AM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 Huntar splashed cold water on his face in time with the hand dryer’s intermediate 
whooshes and toothbrushes tapping on porcelain..  Around him a few floor mates were ambitious 
enough to shower—some even overachieving enough to shave.  Huntar leaned both hands on the 
sink looking at his forehead in the mirror, playing with the idea of removing his bandage.  Most 
people get woozy, if they see blood; Huntar might faint, if he didn’t.   
 Huntar decided to delay the big reveal until after class so he grabbed his shirt and pushed 
open an empty stall door. 
 ‘Ahh!’   
 The door bounced back hitting Huntar in the face, but not before he got an eyeful of a 
very naked Seth waking up on the toilet. 
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 Huntar dropped his shirt and grabbed his nose.  ‘What the fuck?’ he said, his voice 
muffled by his hands. 
 ‘Where am I?’ Seth’s voice echoed of the tiled floor and walls. 
 Huntar turned to the mirrored wall opposite the stalls.  His nose wasn’t bleeding.  ‘You’re 
in the bathroom—naked.’   
 ‘This is awkward.’ 
 ‘I bet.’ 
 Huntar pulled the hoodie off, getting another whiff of Sebastien as it passed over his 
head.   
 ‘Nice tramp stamp.’  Seth’s hair, eyes, and nose peeked over the stall door.  His 
schoolyard snicker sounded even more devious when it echoed. 
 ‘What?’  Huntar twisted around in the mirror to get a better look at his lower back.  Sure 
enough, there was a brand new tattoo that looked like two crescent moons creating a circle in the 
same place trashy girls mark exactly how much their dads didn't love them.  It had not been there 
the night before.  'Ah what the fuck?' 
 ‘Epic night?  Yeah I can relate.  Brought this girl back.  Couldn’t find a condom.  Then, 
you wouldn’t believe who I met—’ 
 ‘Seth, what is that smell?  Did you throw-up?’  Seth’s eyes got shifty.  ‘I am not dealing 
with any more bodily fluids right now.  I have to go.’  Huntar pulled on his other shirt and 
rechecked the bandage in the mirror. 
 ‘Huntar, I’m a little naked here.’ 
 ‘And?’ 
 Seth glanced at the sweatshirt in Huntar’s hand. 
 Huntar replied flatly, ‘No.’ 
 ‘Oh come on, I’ll get it back to you.  You know where I live.’ 
 ‘If you borrow it then I’ll have to burn it,’ Huntar put on his backpack.  ‘Just make a 
toilet paper-kini.’ 
 ‘There’s none left.  I just used it to clean up the puke.’  Seth wiggled his toes for added 
emphasis. 
 ‘Fine.’  Huntar tossed him the sweatshirt. 
 ‘I’ll even wash it for you—once I figure out how to do laundry.’ 
 ‘Don’t worry about it.  Just don’t let it touch your balls.’ 
 ‘Deal.’   

Huntar let the door shut behind him. 
 
 

Still in the Cafeteria 
12:30PM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 ‘Ah!’  Huntar’s hand flew to his forehead where the duct tape and most of his top layer of 
skin had been.  Huntar expected to feel broken skin, but he felt nothing.  He brought his hand 
down, expecting to see blood on his hand.  Again, nothing. 
 ‘I knew it!’  Both of Lukas’ arms shot straight into the air.  ‘Now who’s supposed to be 
smart?’ Lukas said to no one. 
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 ‘How did—’ 
 ‘No bruising around your eye.  No gash on your toe.  And your driftwood wound is 
completely healed.  Though now the skin around it is looking a little raw. 
 ‘We’ve talked about this, Hunt.  You really need to become more observant.  I figured it 
out earlier.  I was waiting to see if you would.  You didn’t.  And that’s why I'm putting an end to 
this.'  Huntar knew from the sound of his voice that Lukas was now in discipline-daddy mode.  
Huntar hated discipline-daddy. 
 'Look I can't help—' 
 'Exactly.  You can't help yourself.  You say you want to be normal and to blend in, but I 
don’t see you doing that.  I hear about you sleeping with literally the most famous person on 
campus.  I hear about you picking a fight with the president of the most powerful fraternity on 
campus.' 
 'That's like being the thinnest kid at fat camp.’ 
 ‘Then I get kicked out of my class, because you took out your own teenage angst on a 
play that hit a little too close to home.  
 ‘That’s hardly true, she was gonna reverse Luhrman you!  She still might!‘  
 ‘Huntar, you pontificate and poke fun with your irony and masturbatory meta-jokes about 
a story about teenage angst when the ulti-meta-irony is that it was coming from your teenage 
angst about losing your virginity.' 
 'See what—' 
 'Shut up, Huntar.’ 
 ‘You can’t tell me what to do.’ 
 ‘Yes, I can.  I don't tell you what to do nearly enough.  That's going to change.  You're 
going to face your problems.  Your attitude—’ 
 'I don't have an attitude—' 
 'Your powers—' 
 'I don't have powers—' 
 'But we have to start with your buttfriend.'  Just the word and suddenly Huntar could feel 
Sebastien like he was behind him.  
 ‘Let’s start with my powers.'  Huntar choked on the word a bit.  He had that uneasy 
feeling again.  Not because Lukas was lecturing him; that happened all the time.   
 ‘Okay, so you had to catch it from someone last night, right?  Who do you think it—’  

‘Sebastien!’  Huntar turned around in the booth just in time to watch Sebastien Adam 
Greene enter the room.   
 ‘Did you see him heal?’ 
 ‘No, I see him here.’  Huntar gestured over his shoulder.  'He saw us, didn't he.'   

Lukas made no gesture.  
 'And he's on his way over.'   

Lukas took a sip of his coffee.  ‘Not yet.’ 
 'Where’s the invisible freshman when you need him?'   
 ‘Ask me again.’ 
 ‘Wait—what?’ 
 ‘Ask me again why I’m in an acting class, if I have stage fright.’ 
 ‘Loo, for once can we talk about me?’ 
 ‘Just ask.’  
 ‘Fine , why are you taking an acting class if you have stage fright?’ 
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 ‘Exactly.’ 
 ‘Whoa—wait—what?’ 
 ‘All the world’s a stage, Huntar.’ 
 ‘Yeah, and all the men merely players.’ 

Lukas looked over Huntar's shoulder.  ‘Duct tape, Huntar.’ 
 ‘Right, quick and easy like the duct tape.’  
 ‘No, you’re supposed to have a gash in your head.  Where is the duct tape?’   

Huntar rolled the stress-rolled ball of tape across the table to Lukas and took a drink from 
his soda.  ‘I think I’m gonna emp.’ 

‘Do it fast.  He’s walking this way.’ 
 A flash of red light and Huntar’s can hit the far wall with an attention-whoring crash.  
Around them his fellow freshmen cheered for the latest cafeteria klutz without seeing him.   
 Lukas straightened Huntar's collar, taking care not to actually touch him.  Lukas removed 
his hat and placed it on Huntar's head, tilting it just right to cover the former point of injury.   
 Lukas moved over to the far wall where the can was mounted like modern art, 
nonchalantly pulling it out of the wall, and tossing it into the garbage can as Sebastien walked up 
to Huntar.   
 ‘What.the.fuck.my.life?’ 
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Chapisode III: 

Interrobang 
 
 

Our own physical body possesses a wisdom which we who inhabit the body lack.  We give it 
orders which make no sense. 

--Henry Miller 
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Bench Overlooking the Practice Fields 

7:45PM 
 The Second Week of Classes, Tuesday 

 
 Huntar sat on the bench on the hill on the north side of the practice fields pretending to 
study; anything to not have to watch the marching band practice. Huntar hated seeing the 
marching band this way; saxists in spandex, tubers in t-shirts, it was just wrong.  Huntar loved 
the marching band but only on game days with their heads, shoulders, knees and toes as uniform 
as their uniforms. Huntar wiped his duct-tapeless brow, somehow sweaty from just pretending to 
watch them; he did not look forward to having to train all night in that humid hospital.   

For the third time that week, Huntar contemplated running away.  And for the first time 
that week, Huntar just sat there; Lukas would be really pissed if he canceled again. Maybe he 
would get lucky, and Loo would be tired from all that boning.  

Wait, did Loo play trombone or trumpet? 
 Huntar had never seen Lukas happier than the day he found out he was in the marching 
band.  Lukas had always loved marching bands, it was probably the mixture of geometry and 
music.  Lukas said watching a marching band was the closest he'd ever feel to synesthesia.   
 Loo wasn't far off, actually.  If Huntar allowed it, sound became constantly evolving 
shapes and patterns of light in front of him. It was easiest in a crowd or in silence, but he could 
recognize the spikes, curves, and flow of any familiar voice.  For some this might seem cool or 
even beneficial, but Huntar suppressed the sound-snowflakes. If facial recognition was good 
enough for every other human, it was good enough for him.  Besides, it was distracting as shit. 
 After a while the band dispersed, taking time from slapping at mosquitos to slap one 
another some skin for another sloppy, sweaty practice.  Until last week Huntar had been 
unusually curious about mosquito-bites.  He’d often fantasized about what it might feel like—to 
have an itch you want so badly to scratch but can’t because you’re only hurting yourself.  Huntar 
was no longer curious.   

Lukas emerged from the group wearing his Rohn Hollow chess club t-shirt from junior 
year and chatting up a fellow boner.  She was petite with wild curly brown hair, a beauty mark 
on her right cheek, and no need to wear a bra.  
 Loo parted company with the lady-boner with an awkward wave and a look-back.  This 
could only mean one thing: Lukas had a crush on the petite-pixie-boner-girl. 
 Lukas had two moms, each of whom had three sisters.  Lukas was comfortable around 
every woman except those he wanted to monogamize, and judging by his one man awk-toberfest, 
Loo wanted to monogamize all over that petite-boner’s face.  The only time Lukas was around 
guys was when he was at Huntar's house when Fischer, a former Navy Seal and current volunteer 
firefighter would workout using Huntar as a punching bag, bench press or thigh-master and 
Lukas would work on the latest version of his cypher.  
 'Who’s your boner-buddy, buddy?  She’s cute.' 
 'Your term for my section is neither cute nor accurate.' 
 'I know, I know, yeesh.  Buddy, you sound like you could use a break.  Why don't we just 
cancel on ton—' 
 'Not gonna happen, Hunt.  You've put this off three times already.' 
 'The last time was legit.  I honestly didn't know where Bernard was.  It's not my fault that 
he didn’t leave a note when he was bro-napped.'   
 'Huntar, you need to train.’ 
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 ‘Who am I training with?’  
 ‘Me.’ 
 ‘No, but seriously.’ 
 ‘Seriously.’ 
 ‘And when I seriously injure you, who’s gonna train me then?  Face it, Loo, you’re a boner 
not a fighter.’  Huntar envied that Lukas didn’t have that darkness in him.  But that was okay, 
because Huntar had enough darkness for them both.  That’s why he couldn’t tell Lukas the whole 
story; if Huntar couldn't even understand what had happened with Sebastien, how could Loo? 
 ‘Speaking of fighting boners, you ready to tell me what happened with the Sea Bass?  It’s 
been a week.’ 
 ‘I took care of it.’ 
 ‘You’re sure?’ 
 ‘Sure, I’m sure.’  Huntar got up from the bench and stretched.  ‘Okay, what’s up for 
tonight?’ 
 ‘Tonight. We dialogue.' 
 'Seriously?'  Huntar sat back down on the bench, elbows on knees, head in hands. ‘Our 
dialogues are just your questions and my monologues.’ 
 'That's been our entire friendship, Hunt.  Why are you having issue with it now?' 
 
 

St Michael’s Chapel 
8:15PM 

The Second Week of Classes, Tuesday 
 
 

 Huntar lied down hidden in one of the few pews left unbroken and un-peed upon.  Lukas 
sat in the pulpit, the beam of light from his head lamp darting from Huntar to the journal and 
back with the ebb and flow of the inquisition.  The first questions were like any normal check-
up: what is your name, age, anything you are particularly concerned about.  Huntar peeked his 
head over the pew.  Lukas' legs were crossed, his toes tapping the air as if to some unheard music 
and his heels resting on a giant duffle bag that Lukas didn’t have when they walked in.  Then 
Lukas gave his signal that they were going to start talking about the prophecy. 
 'Alright, Huntar, we’re going to start talking about the prophecy.‘  That’s one thing Huntar 
loved about Lukas—he was always upfront with you.  ‘You were always superior in athletics—' 
 'Thank you.’  Huntar sat up and pointed to Lukas’ footrest.  ‘What's in the duffel?' 
 'That wasn't a compliment,’ said Lukas.  ‘And what's in what duffel?  When–' 
 'That duffel under your feet.' 
 'Oh that duffel.  There's nothing in that duffel.’ 
 ‘Clearly, there is something in that duffel.  Are you trying to piss me off?’  
 ‘When did the powers begin?' 
 'You already know that.  You were there.  You are trying to piss me off, aren’t you?  What 
is the something in the duffle, Loo?' 
 'The something is nothing, Huntar.’  Lukas cleared his throat. ‘and I wasn’t there when you 
learned about them.  Now, try to remember who—' 
 'I know what you're doing, Loo.  You're trying to get me to emp.' 
 'Emp.  That’s a good place to start.  Now that means...?' 
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 'You know what emp means; it's your word.  This is definitely not going to work on me.  
You know that right?  I don’t care what’s in the bag.' 
 ‘Define it.’ 
 ‘Electromagnetic pulse.  And you’re not going to get me to do it.’ 
 ‘I said define it.’ 
 ‘I just did.’ 
 ‘You told me what emping stands for.  Now tell me, what does it mean?’ 
 ‘It means I shoot energy out of my hands when asked stupid questions.’ Huntar slammed 
his hands down on the broken pew ahead of him.  ‘What’s in the bag, Loo?’ 
 ‘You want answers.  I have questions.‘  Lukas sat upright and slid the duffel from Huntar’s 
view.  Huntar leaned back with a pout.  ‘Now, enlighten me on the night you blacked out.’  
Lukas made Huntar explain yet again how the week before class he had blacked out at a bar and 
woke up the next morning with a hangover in his brain, an emp in his hands, and a spiral tattoo 
down his spine. 
 'And the prophecy?' 
 'Shared with me over a game of pool.' 
 ‘By whom?’ 
 ‘I can’t remember.’  
 'But you remember the prophecy...' 
 ‘Yeah, yeah...I’m the quarterlife kid...blah-blah...only you can save the world...fifteen 
people, fifteen powers...blah blah...twenty-fifth birthday...blah blah.’ 
 ‘You know, you could take this seriously, Huntar.’ 
 ‘Loo, you could take it down a notch, you know.’  
 ‘I know what I know,’ Lukas sat up, just to lean in. ‘but what I want to know is what you 
know.’ 
 Huntar squinted in the light coming from Lukas’ forehead.  ‘I know I like you better, when 
I'm the one talking.’ 
 ‘Agreed.  So talk.’  Lukas leaned back, the journal never touched his side. ‘Which powers 
have you acquired?' 
 'Emping, regeneration and...'  Huntar looked away for a moment, letting his voice trail off 
hoping Lukas wouldn't notice. 'And that's it.  Just the two perks.' 
 ‘You’re sure?’ 
 ‘Sure I’m sure.’ 
 'Okay.  I've heard enough.' 
 'We're done?' 
 'We haven't even started.  I just need some data I can be sure about, like your height and 
weight...' 
 
 

Running Out of the Cafeteria 
12:34PM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 ‘Huntar wait.‘ Sebastien’s voice called from behind him.  ‘Huntar stop.'   
Huntar did not wait, Huntar did not stop.  Huntar reached the exit to the cafeteria, and he 
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knew that he was free.  He knew that there was nothing Sebastien, Lukas or anyone could say 
that could make him turn around and dialogue with that known-stranger with those stupid-
awesome grey eyes.  Then Sebastien said something that Huntar didn’t know.  

'You forgot your backpack.' 
 'Seriously?' Huntar said under his breath, knocking his head back to really sell the 
exasperation.  By the time Huntar turned around, Sebastien was standing behind him, holding out 
Huntar's bag. 
 'Thanks.'  They stood there, framing yet another doorway, staring at one another as other 
students passed between them on their ways in and out of the dining hall.  Once again, Huntar 
tried to leave and once again, Sebastien called after him. 
 'Huntar, I just wanted to say—' 
 'Okay.  What?’ Huntar spun on his heels, and marched up to Sebastien.  It was agony being 
this close to him and not touching. What do you have to say that can’t wait until I see you 
again?’ 
 ‘When would that be?’ 
 ‘Never.’ 
 ‘Stranger things.’ 
 ‘What?’ 
 'This morning.  In bed.  Remember?’  Sebastien took a step forward; Huntar took two steps 
back. 

‘I’m trying to forget,’ said Huntar.  Sebastien looked hurt; Huntar verbally comforted 
him, before he could stop himself.  ‘Don’t take it personally, it’s kinda my thing.’ 

‘I said, “why do I get the feeling I'm not going to see you again?” And you said...’ 
 ‘Stranger things.’  Huntar looked around the cafeteria.  People were looking, eyes were 
prying and Huntar was the strangest of all.  'I can't do this right now.  I have class.’ 
 'Let me walk you.'   
 'What?'  For a guy who tried to run a fan through with his hockey skate, Sebastien certainly 
was traditional.  ‘Sure.  You wanna carry my books and give me your letterman’s jacket and then 
pin me under the bleachers?’ 

‘That’s an idea.’  
‘That’s not what I meant,’ said Huntar. They had already done the deed, the time for 

fifties flirting was over.  'and that is definitely not a good idea.' 
 ‘Come on, I have class too.'    
 'Which building?' 
 'That’s not what I meant.'  Sebastien held his arms out like he needed a hug.  'We need to 
talk.' 
 Huntar needed a hug too, just not from Sebastien.  'I'm not ready to talk.' 
 'I get the feeling you’re always ready to talk.' 
 'I'm definitely not ready to talk about feelings.' 
 'Fine, no feelings,' Sebastien said.  Huntar didn't budge. Sebastien added the caveat, 'and no 
talking until you're ready.  Now, can I walk you to class, or are you going to make me follow you 
like a puppy?' 
 Huntar held open the glass door, looked back over his shoulder and whistled.  'Come on, 
let's go for a walk.' 
 Huntar walked across the courtyard towards class with Sebastien in tow.  He took long 
purposeful strides; Sebastien's strides seemed shorter though his legs were longer.  Every time 
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Huntar glanced back, Sebastien was still there, staring intently at him like a stray pup.  But 
Sebastien was no pup, if anything, he was that stray Huntar and Lukas had found when they were 
twelve.  The dog ended up biting Huntar, but Huntar knew it wasn't her fault.  She was rabid.  
She ended up being put down, but Huntar had learned his lesson.  Not again.  No biting.  No 
more biting. 
 Huntar enjoyed the city's silence as they walked.   They stopped at one of the larger 
intersections.  Next to them a girl with a golden nose ring took out her earbuds to say hey to a 
brunette with barrettes; the earbuds were back in by the time the white walking man replaced the 
orange hand.  
 They crossed the street without crossing words—this was their first shared silence.  First. 
Huntar hated the word.  All it did was imply there would be more to follow.  Huntar had hoped 
to use this time to think of something—an insult, an escape route, an insulting escape—but all he 
could think of is how he could feel Sebastien.   
 Separate from feeling Sebastien’s gaze, Huntar could feel Sebastien.  Very literally. Was 
this going to be a regular thing? 
  Huntar’s breathing quickened, as did his pace.  He had to get away.  The idea of being this 
connected to anyone he slept with was hard enough to swallow, but the realization that he didn’t 
want to be connected to anyone else, that’s what really freaked him out.  That was why Huntar 
didn't want to talk to Sebastien.  It wasn't that Huntar didn't know what to say, he knew exactly 
what he wanted to say; he just knew he shouldn't say it.   
 They climbed the steps at the bottom of Gardner Hill.  The day had already returned to 
balmy, but the view of the ivory capitol dome from the top was always worth it.  So they began 
the trek up the sidewalk, school buildings on their left, oak trees on the right, their legs 
annoyingly syncopated.   

A few neo-rastas played frisbee and smoked what looked like joints but smelled like bad 
tobacco.  Huntar slowed slightly.  On the lawn closest to the building, in the shadow of the 
bronze Abe Lincoln, girls sunbathed in the same halters and minis they’d be wearing into class.  
They were almost to the psychology building.  Huntar stopped.  They were two islands in a sea 
of bi-directional students. 
 'You ready to talk?' 
 Huntar shook his head; he wasn't ready for anything.  He just wanted to crawl into a hole 
until this had all gone away, until it was second semester.  Huntar tried to think of a future where 
Sebastien wasn't involved in any of his drama.  Huntar couldn't think of that either. 
 So Huntar did the one thing he could do.  He thought about trying not thinking about things 
and kept moving.  
 They headed up the hill.  But this time time they didn't stop until they were at the door of 
the psychology building.  Both of them looked across the lawn at Gardner Hall, the scene of their 
revelation.  Huntar turned and entered the building; Sebastien followed. 
 'What are you doing?' 
 'You know.'  Sebastien moved past him in the lobby area of the building, picking up the 
school papers as he passed their rack.  'I think I'll just sit.'  Sebastien sat down on the bench 
outside Huntar's lecture hall and snapped open the newspaper as the bell rang in the emptying 
hall.  'But before you go—' 
 'Yeah?' said Huntar. 
 'Your backpack.'  Sebastien held up Huntar's backpack.  Sebastien had carried it the entire 
way.  Huntar grabbed it and pulled open the door to the lecture hall. 
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Huntar and Bernard's Dorm Room 
4:30AM 

The Second Week of Classes, Wednesday 
 
 
   Huntar opened the door to his dorm room hoping to find two things: Bernard’s socks off 
the floor and an empty futon upon which to pass out.  He didn’t have the energy to climb to bed.   
Huntar shut the door behind him and stood in the dark room.  Unfortunately for Huntar, there 
were more black socks on the floor and a red giant passed out naked on the futon. 
 Huntar flicked on the light.  'Seth?' 
 ‘Whoa, hey.  You gotta knock, buddy.' 
 'This is my room.' 
 'So it is.’  Seth rubbed the sleepies from his eyes.   

‘Seth, I’m tired.  Put your clothes on and get out, I want to go to bed.’ 
‘Whoa, Huntar, where’s the fire?’ 

 'Your crotch.’ Huntar looked around the room; Bernard was no where to be found.  They 
were alone, and Seth was naked.  Huntar tried to focus on looking out the window.  But it was 
dark out, so Huntar was just looking back at himself.  So, look at himself he did.  'Seth, is there 
something you need to tell me?' 
 'I'm a somnambulist.' 
 'Gesundheit.'  Huntar walked to the closet and threw the first five articles of clothing he 
touched over his shoulder and hopefully over Seth's junk.  'Now why are you naked in my room, 
and what did you do to Bernard?' 
 'No, it means sleepwalker.  Have been all my life.'  Huntar turned around to see Seth hold 
up the red hoodie.  'Whoa, this is the Sea Bass hoodie.' 
 'So?' 
 'So? You can't get rid of this.'  Seth tossed it back to Huntar.  The hoodie hit the spot where 
Huntar’s heart used to be.  Huntar watched it tumble down his chest to his feet. 
 'I just did.  Take it.’  Huntar barely flicked his foot and the sweatshirt fell back into Seth’s 
lap, doing them both a favor.  ‘It's the least he could do.' 
 'Wanna talk about it?' 
 'No, but I would like to know how you got into my room.'  Huntar checked the lock on the 
door, it didn’t look broken. ‘Did Bernard let you in?’ 
 Seth completely ignored the question.  'What time is it?' 
 ‘Four-Thirty-Two.’ 
 ‘Why are you just getting in at Four-Thirty-Two?' 
 'Gosh, Dad, I was out with my friends getting high on funny smelling cigarettes and cans 
of spray paint. Come on Seth, I already have a dad.  His name is Loo. ' 
 'I get it.  Sorry I asked.  I brospect your right to privacy,' said Seth.  Huntar raised an 
eyebrow at Seth to remind him that he was still naked on the futon.  Seth looked down.  'Oh, 
right.' 
 'Now, why are you naked on my futon in my room?' 
 'I sleep in the buff.  But then again, most buff people do.’  Seth flexed his biceps.  They 
were as big as they were freckled, two blocks of red-tinted marble cheese.  Huntar hadn’t noticed 
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before but Seth was in great shape.  ‘Come on what’s a little nudity between future bros?' 
 'I don’t have a brother, Seth.' 
 'Not yet.  We will be bros.' 
 'How can you be so sure?’ 
 ‘Because, I can see the future, future-bro.’ 
 
 

Brauer Psychology Building 
12:45PM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 

 Though the psych building was one of the older buildings on campus, the lecture hall was 
new, with comfortable chairs made for big, tall, BGH-ingesting midwestern folk.  Huntar 
enjoyed the leg room. 
 Sebastien was still out there, just on the other side of the doors, sitting.  The paper must 
have been interesting, because he hadn't really moved.  Huntar was too busy focusing on 
Sebastien's pull to notice the lecture lights dim and class begin.  ‘Welcome to abnormal 
psychology.  I'm Professor Claro, but you can call me Adriana.’ 
 Adriana Claro had a meek haircut, a faint smile, and scarf despite the humidity. Adriana 
Claro was Latina, but she was anything but fiery.  Fever-y, maybe.  She looked like she was just 
getting over a cold or just coming down with one.   
 I wonder if I’m going to ever get sick again?  Not that Huntar ever really got sick.  In fact, 
he couldn’t think of one time in his eight years of memory when he had a cold.   
 Stomach pains?  Only when he had a feeling he was about to ignore.   
 Vomming?  Only when induced by alcohol.   
 Diarrhea?  Every time he ate Indian food.  Huntar shuddered.  When Huntar ate Indian 
food, things got dark.   
 Huntar sat up in his chair.  There was movement.  Not in his intestines.  Not in the 
classroom.  In the lobby.   
 Six portraits appeared on the giant screen behind Professor Claro.  ‘These are your peers, 
taken over the past week at campus events.‘   
 Huntar didn’t attend the events, but he was appalled that he could have been photographed 
without his permission.  
 ‘Look at the faces before you.  Study them.  Notice them.  See them.  Which of them has a 
mental disorder?  Which of them has trouble staying connected to our reality?  No answer?’  The 
professor paced the stage wringing her hands, as if she knew that she had already lost the class.  
‘Well, when I do not know an answer, I exercise.  So let’s have an exercise. 
 ‘Raise your hands.  Now, look up here, look at the pictures, look at me.  Don’t look around.  
Alright, now put your hand down if you have or have been closely effected by alcoholism, 
Asperger's syndrome, or ADHD.' 
 There was the whispered sounds of posture readjustments around the room.  Huntar missed 
the squeak of Gardner Hall’s seats.  People looked around while trying to not look like they were 
looking around. 
 'Good.  Hands up.  Now, how many of you are body dysmorphic, depressed, or have 
suicidal thoughts?'   
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 'Hands up,' the teacher commanded.  Adriana Claro had found her voice.  'Disassociative 
identity disorder, pschyzophrenia, or hypochondria?'  From where Huntar was sitting, it still 
seemed like no one had dropped their hand.  ‘Alright, now stretch out those arms, cause I have a 
few more questions.’ 
 There was the sound of someone entering the hall late, but Huntar couldn't see past the 
raised hands.  Huntar thought it might be Sebastien, and then he realized he could no longer feel 
Sebastien close.  Sebastien had left the building. 
 'Put down your hand if you got drunk, misread social cues, or felt unable to focus in the 
past twenty-four hours.'  Every hand in the class went down faster than a sorority girl on roller 
skates at a Boogie Nights party.   

'How many of you felt self-conscious, confused, or just plain sad?'  Again, not a single 
hand was left in the air.   

So Sebastien had run away again.  What's the difference between a freshman and a 
senior?  The freshman goes to class while the senior has none. 
 'Now, how many of you feel like you're more than one person in a day?  And how many of 
you have found yourself conversing with yourself?  How many of you have thought that ending 
your life would be easier than facing your next challenge?'  Huntar’s hand fell among the many. 
 'Now, how many of you are starting to wonder, if you might have one of the mental 
illnesses I mentioned?'  The entire class put down their hands.  The professor gave her first 
genuine smile.  ‘Now that you have exercised, I will ask you again.  Which of these faces before 
you is the face of mental illness?'  The students did not raise their hands.  It had trick question 
written all over it.   
 'I didn't mean to silence you by questioning your sanity.  I meant to show that not only is 
every human different from every other human, but we differ within ourselves over time as well.  
Most of you are what we would consider normal. 
 'But as this is abnormal psych we aren't here to discuss that, we are here to discuss those 
with mental disorders.  People no better or worse than us, because they are us.  Unfortunately, 
we can’t go on until you choose.' 
 Students began shouting out guesses.  Hands stopped rising as the class began to realize 
that they had guessed all six of the faces, yet no one had gotten it right.  The class was silent.  
Huntar didn't know if they had figured it out yet, but he knew he didn't want to be the one to say 
it.  It was a little too close to home, and he had too many classroom encounters that day.  Huntar 
was about to take one for the team and raise his hand when— 
 Adriana Claro pointed.  'Yes?  You in the back.  The late arrival.  Stand up, would you 
please.'   
 A blonde pony-tail with red tips, looking like a bizarro-fox-tail, popped up somewhere in 
the space between Huntar and the professor.  Huntar didn't have to see her face or hear her voice; 
he’d know those tips anywhere.   

'What's your name?' asked the professor. 
 'Penelope.' 
 'What’s the answer, Penelope?’ 
 'It's you.'  Penelope said with a gravitas that didn’t suit her natural levity.  Huntar was 
happy to hear someone finally understood.  He was even happier to hear-see the right answer 
spoken by someone he didn't think he was going to see again.  ‘You’re the one who’s sick.’ 
 The accusation circulated gasps around the class but Professor Claro silenced them with a 
hand before beginning a slow clap that did not catch on.  ‘Class, remember Penelope when you 
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forget that mental health issues know no race, creed, orientation, sex, gender, or profession.  
Think of Penelope the next time you think you know the answer but are too afraid to stand up 
and say it.  Now Penelope, one other question.  What is my condition?' 
 Her ponytail shook.  ‘No.’ 
 ‘Please, Penelope, enlighten your classmates, and I will give you an A right now.  You can 
walk out that door and won't have to come back to this class all semester.'  
 Penelope turned back to the door.  Huntar could once again see her cheeks curve towards 
her pursed pink lips.  Penelope caught Huntar’s eye, she made a quick wave at him before 
turning around to address the teacher. ‘I don’t think so.’ 
 ‘Excuse me?’  Both the face and the voice of the professor expressed genuine disbelief.  
 'Oh, where are my manners?’  Penelope did the airhead-head-wiggle so prone to blondes. ‘I 
don’t think so.  Thank you anyway.’ 
 
 

The Stacks 
7:45PM 

The Second Week of Class, Wednesday  
 
 

 Huntar wandered the north stacks, lost amid the rows and rows of books alone together in 
the dark, waiting for someone’s presence to illuminate them—to permit them to illuminate.  
 Huntar liked the hollow click that the motion-sensors made—it was a constant reminder 
that you exist.  Huntar took deep breaths, trying to inhale the musty knowledge of the leather 
bound stories around him.  Huntar floated there in the serene hollows of the old library.  There 
was nothing like it. 
 His fingers grazed over the spines of the old books, giving him a tactile telling the story of 
their story—not the story the book contained but the story the book had lived.  The water 
damage, the spine-cracking, the scuffs and marks of book-borrowers that had been there before 
Huntar, permanent reminders that they existed.  Huntar wandered there, happy for a time until he 
felt it.   
 What it was, was still up for debate.  But it could only mean one thing.   
 It had been days since he had felt it so strong.  Huntar closed his eyes.  Sebastien was near.  
Not as close as in lecture but close.  Huntar had reached the stairs before he even realized he was 
crossing the stacks.  Huntar had crossed the stacks before he even realized he was walking.  
Huntar was walking before he had even made a decision to follow the feeling.   
 Huntar climbed the cramped and claustrophobic civil servant's stairway concealed in the 
corner.  Too late now.  Three flights up and a few rows down, Huntar stood in front of an empty 
carrel with a lake view.  The smudged window glass stood between the empty carrel and the 
lake.  The empty carrel stood between the steel cage door and the window.  The cage door stood 
between Huntar and the empty carrel—Sebastien's carrel. 
 Huntar's Sebastien-sense was tingling.  No, that wasn’t it.   
 It wasn’t a tingle, it wasn’t hot, or cold, or, itchy, or a burning sensation.  Huntar just 
felt...aware.  Sometimes he was more aware, other times he was less aware.  But always aware.  
Now, here in this place, Huntar couldn't have been more aware of Sebastien.   
 It was like Huntar could feel the time Sebastien spent here.  In this place, he could almost 
hear the tapping of Sebastien’s pen cap against his temple.  Smell the coffee that stained the 
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boredom-tagged desk.  Touch the— 
 Flick!  Lightning caused by sensed-motion.   
 Thud!  The heavy clap of a book hitting tile thundered behind Huntar. 
 Huntar turned around but there was no one there.  He investigated;  the newly lit motion-
sensor light fell upon a tattered, teal copy of Oedipus Rex.  Huntar bent to pick up the book. 
 ‘Hello?’  Huntar tried his best to sound intimidating whilst remaining courteous to the rules 
of the library.  ‘Sebastien?’  Huntar peered around a corner, he glimpsed the heel of a dark shoe.   
 Huntar followed the successive rubber squeaks of the shoes of his stack-stalker.  The chase 
quickened.  Huntar followed the sounds of lights coming on ahead of him; he was catching up. 
Huntar slipped on a small puddle while taking a corner, crashing into a book shelf and illiciting 
shushes from people studying along the perimeter of this impromptu manhunt.   
 Huntar stood still.  No more lights turned on, no more squeaks of footsteps. No new lights 
meant no new motion.  The stack-stalker had double-backed. 
 Huntar moved slowly back towards the corner near Sebastien’s carrell.  The lights around 
the floor clicked off in a trail that followed him.   

Huntar rounded the corner and there in full view of the empty carrel he found someone 
he’d been looking for.  'Lou?' 

Brauer Psychology Building 
2:00PM 

The First Day of Class 
 

 'You're still here?'  Huntar exited the lecture hall first, expecting an empty lobby.  For the 
eleventieth time that day, his expectations were not met.  
 'Never left.'  Sebastien stood and folded the paper under his arm. 
 He was lying.  Huntar wanted to care, but Sebastien had those Weimaraner-eyes.  He 
probably had just run to the bathroom.  Huntar checked Sebastien's shoes for a toilet-paper clue 
to his whereabouts.  All Huntar found was disbelief that he had slept with a guy who wore boat 
mocs with socks.  I’m never getting drunk again.  
 'Anything interesting in the paper?’ 
 ‘Yeah, th—’ 
 ‘Well, that’s all the small talk I can handle right now.  If we're going to do this, let’s just do 
this.' 
 'Okay, like ripping off duct tape?' 
 Huntar pulled Lukas’ fedora down around where the duct tape had been; at least the skin 
wasn't raw anymore.  ‘We have a lot to talk about, but I don’t really want to.’  The sooner Huntar 
could put puppy-dog-Sebastien down, the better.  Nobody was this cute.  Huntar reached into his 
bag and tore a notebook page in two.  ‘We each get one question.  When they are answered, we 
part company and never talk about this again.’  
 They turned away from one another and scribbled on the lined pages.  Huntar’s question 
was easy.  Sebastien’s apparently took longer to formulate.  They exchanged their folded sheets 
of paper.  Huntar opened his and found out just how wrong he was. 
 Do you like me? 
 Huntar looked up at Sebastien's face, as handsome as it was hopeful.  Huntar looked down 
and word-vom’d all over Sebastien's boat mocs.  'Yessnooidunnno.'  

‘You don’t know if you like me?’ 
 ‘Sebastien, I don’t know you.’ 
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 ‘I'm Sebastien-with-an—' 
 'I know who you are, Sebastien.'  Huntar took a deep breath.  'Sebastien Adam The Sea 
Bass Greene.  Height: six-three.  The nation’s top scoring defenseman his freshman year with 
eighteen goals, twenty-nine assists, and forty-one games before going on to become the youngest 
captain in team history.  That is, before the golden-boy captain with a history of brawls and a bad 
temper got kicked out of collegiate hockey, when he tried to stab some fan with his hockey 
skate.'   
 'So you knew...'  Determination set in Sebastien’s brow, but the puppy remained in 
Sebastien's eyes. 
  Huntar couldn't lie to him this time.  'No.  I googled.' 
 'You googled?' 
 ‘You.’ 
 ‘Me?’ 
 'Yes, I googled you.  I’m guilty of googling.  But so what if I had known?  None of that 
stuff matters.  Well maybe the hockey skate thing, cause I mean, damn.’   
 Sebastien tried to put his hand on Huntar’s shoulder.  Huntar avoided him once more.  
'Those things.  That person.  That’s all backstory.  It’s not like you go around telling people you 
are Lorelai Blackhawk’s grandson.’ 
 'My genealogy and your stabbing a guy in the back are not the same kind of back stories.' 
 'That's not what happened—' 
 'I don't care.  I really don't.  I just want to know, what were you thinking?' 
 'When?' 
 Huntar crossed his arms.  'When do you think?' 
 Sebastien thought for a moment, looking down at his boat mocs.  'Well, yesterday I was 
thinking that I was wrong to move back here.'  Huntar didn't speak, he just let Sebastien keep 
talking.  It was a trick that he'd picked up from Lukas, who had picked it up from Fischer—it 
worked on everyone.  'I thought I'd go to the party, smooth things out with Porter and the rest of 
the frat, and things would go back to normal.  And then the power went out, and I knew I was 
wrong.  And then I met you.  And then the lights came on, and then I didn't know what to think.  
So I didn't.  I just went with it.  I went with you.  And now I know.' 
 'You know?' 
 ‘Three times in one day?  That’s not just coincidence, Huntar.  That’s—’ 
 ‘What?  Destiny?  Fate?’  Huntar instantly regretted bringing those words into the 
conversation. 
 ‘One of those stranger things.’  Sebastien smiled at their in-joke, but Huntar wasn’t 
amused. 
 ‘So you’re a scientist and a fatalist?’ 
 ‘I’m more than that.’  Sebastien got closer.  ‘with me you need to expect the unexpected.’ 
 ‘Sebastien, with you I don’t know what to expect.  Next thing you know you’re going to 
tell me you’re not gay.’ 
 ‘I’m not gay.’ 
 ‘Say what?’ 
 ‘I’m not gay, per se.’ 
 ‘Then, what are you?’ 
 'I think I’m gay for you.' 
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St. Michael's Chapel 

9:00PM 
The Second Week of Classes, Tuesday 

 
 

 ‘Don’t say it, Loo.’ 
 ‘You have gained—’ 
 ‘Don’t say it, Loo.’ 
 ‘Six pounds.' 
 ‘Ah, why’d ya have to go and say it, Loo?’ 
 ‘Somebody had to.’ 
 Huntar stepped off the scale but stayed barefoot.  ‘Well, that’s not too bad for the first 
week of school right?’   
 ‘No, six pounds since I saw you weigh yourself in the bathroom this weekend.’ 
 'I want a second opinion.  I want that bathroom scale.' 
 'This is that bathroom scale, and it is accurate.  I even weighed myself before you got here.'  
Lukas pushed Huntar off the scale and demonstrated how to stand.  'Same as at the gym.' 
 'You don't go to the gym, Loo.' 
 'No, Huntar, you don't go to the gym.' 
 'I don’t need to; that’s one of the perks.  I look this good naturally.  I’ve never had to work 
out.’ 
 ‘You trained all the time with Fischer.’ 
 ‘That wasn’t working out, that was Thunderdome.’ 
 ‘It was training from where I was sitting.’  Lukas set the scale back on pulpit and resumed 
his position at the head of the chapel.  ‘So let’s talk about why you are stress-eating.’ 
 'It's not stress-eating; it’s the stress-emping.' 
 'Doubtful.'  Lukas crossed his arms and leaned his head back in the exasperated look he got 
when he knew Huntar wasn’t about to make things any easier.  'If the emp were generated by 
your biological functions, you would be much hungrier and much skinnier.‘ 
 ‘How much hungrier?’ 
 ‘Much hungrier.’ 
 ‘How much skinnier?’ 
 ‘Too much skinnier.’ 
 ‘What does that mean?’ 
 ‘I have a few theories for the emping but now is not the time.  As for the weight gain, 
you’ve been through a lot the past couple of weeks: your grandma died, you started college, and 
you lost your virginity.’ 

Huntar’s palms flared red for a moment.  He tried to hide it unsuccessfully in his lap.  'I 
don't want to talk about it.' 
 ‘You’re gonna have to find a better way to relieve your stress.  Things are about to get real, 
Huntar.’ 
 'You can’t see the future, you don't know that.' 
 'You’re right; I don't know that.  Heck, I don’t even know if slitting your throat with this 
exacto knife right now could shut you up.' 
 'Dark, Loo.  Real dark.  When it was just emping we were having fun.  Why are you hating 
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on the healing?’ 
 Lukas slammed the journal back onto the journal, it echoed around the tiny chapel.  Above 
them a bat voiced it’s annoyance. 'Your PAR is higher than I predicted,’ Lukas said softly, as if 
compensating for the noise violation. 
 'My PAR?' 
 'Power acquisition rate.  I assumed yours would lower at least at first, but two in a week is 
far faster than could be good.' 
 'So, it's bad.' 
 'Not bad.  Just, not good.  We will have to adjust the timetable.   
 ‘No, the timetable says that I don't have to start fating until second semester junior year.  
My first senior year, if I'm lucky. ‘ 
 ‘I assumed you would be acquiring one power per semester, which would give you enough 
time to assimilate before acquiring the next.  This is obviously not the case.’ 
 'So what?  I'm gonna have to start fating freshman year?’ 
 ‘At this PAR, you’re gonna be fating by Halloween.’ 
 ‘This isn’t happening.’  Huntar put his head in his hands, their red glow tickled his 
forehead. 
 ‘Whatever it is that's going to happen, already has.  Huntar, you’ve got two of the fifteen 
powers.  If this were a game of pool you'd be two balls deep.’ 
 ‘You've thought a lot about this.’ 
 ‘Someone had to.’ Loo’s voice changed from friendly sarcasm to parental concern. ‘You 
realize how difficult this is going to be, right?’ 
 ‘Can we talk about something else?  I think I’m going to be sick. 
 ‘Fine, where is my fedora?' 
 'Which fedora?’ 
 ‘My fedora.  Or did you forget that too?’ 
 ‘Ah yes, I remember the fedora.’  Huntar slowly reached for his bag; Lukas took the bait. 
 ‘Is my fedora in your backpack?’ 
 ‘Maybe.  What’s in the duffel?’ 
 ‘If I show you what’s in the duffel, will you give me back my fedora?’ 
 ‘Depends on what’s in the duffel.’ 
 ‘Fine.  Here.  Open it’ 
 Huntar knelt over the duffel bag and unzipped it.  Inside there seemed to be fifty pairs of 
gloves, an ipod, and a power drill case.’ 
 ‘The gloves are for you until you can live emp-free.  As for your musical requirements, I 
was able to procure the same ipod case NASA engineers use, when they are working around 
EMPs.  And the power drill is for...’  Lukas’s voiced trailed off.  Apparently he’d finally reached 
Huntar’s backpack.  ‘Where’s my fedora?’ 
 ‘I forgot it.' 
 'Where?' 
 'Forget about it.' 
 'My favorite fedora,' Lukas grumbled all the way back to his journal. 
 Huntar held up the power drill.  'So what’s this for?' 
 
 

Gardner Hill 
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2:10PM 
The First Day of Class 

 
 

 ‘Seriously?’ 
‘What?’ 

 ‘You’re gay for me?’ 
‘Yeah,’ Sebastien said, and Huntar knew that he meant it.  That did not make it any less 

screwed up.   
‘Dude, be gay for yourself.  You’re not doing me any favors. 

 'I thought this was supposed to be easier.  Two guys, half the drama, right?' 
 'Oh my god, you really are straight.' 
 'I don't know what I am,' said Sebastien, ‘but you make me want to find out.  What?  
What’s wrong now?’ 
 ‘It’s supposed to be harder than this.’ 
 ‘It’s plenty hard,’ Sebastien said with a wink and a slight thrust of his khaki-covered 
pelvis. 
 'Right now, that...’  Huntar gestured towards Sebastien’s groin.  ‘That is the least of my 
problems.' 
 'What problems?' 
 'Oh please, even I'm not that forgetful.' 
 'Oh, our dilemma.  I solved that.' 
 'Unless your way out of this dilemma involves a Delorean, an eccentric scientist, and a cure 
for Parkinsons, we still have a problem.' 
 'Not if you drop the class.' 
 They approached the pedestrian bridge that connected the dorms to the rest of campus.  Its 
cement was covered in chalkings offering free pizza for attendance to clubs that Huntar would 
never think about joining.    
 'Hold the banana phone.  I need this class; it's a stipulation of my scholarship.' 
 'And I need to teach it; it's the only way I can graduate.' 
 'That's not fair.  You already had your chance.'  Sebastien stopped dead center on the 
bridge; Huntar instantly regretted saying the words.  'I just mean, it seems we are at an impasse.' 
 'No.  We're not.'  Sebastien took off back towards campus.  Huntar easily caught up to him. 
 'Sebastien, where are you going?' 
 'To get fired.' 
 'Seriously?  You’re going to tell Scurville about us?' 
 'No, I'm going to quit.  Scurvy will see it coming and fire me before I get the chance.' 
 'Why?' 
 'He's a dick.  Nobody leaves Scurville, unless he wants them gone.  He's fired plenty of 
TA's before, a few already this year.  Nobody will ask questions.'  
 'No, why are you doing this?' 
 'I had my chance—' 
 'I didn't mean it.' 
 'But you're right.' 
 'Of course I'm right.' 
 'No, you're right..’  Sebastien was close enough to kiss, Huntar just had to lean forward. 
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‘You’re right for me.  Can’t you feel it?  We’re right for each other.' 
 'Wrong, there is no we.' 
 ‘But there could be.  Aren’t you curious?’ 
 'Curiosity doesn't just kill cats.’  
 ‘With you around, I have the feeling I’ll be just fine.’  Sebastien didn’t let Huntar interject.  
‘Huntar, I had my chance once, and I fucked it up.  I'm not going to make that mistake again.  I 
like you.  I don't know why.  But I know that you like me and that’s enough.' 
 'Time out, Sebastien.  We need to think about the future.’ 
 'We’ll talk about it when it gets here,' Sebastien grabbed Huntar right there on the edge of 
the bridge and Huntar resisted. 
 'I'm serious.’ 
 'I am serious too.  Huntar, why worry about something that may not even happen?  You are 
too worried about the future or what Scurville might think or what some board of bored suits has 
to say.  We aren't guaranteed the future.  So why worry about it?’  Sebastien grabbed Huntar’s 
belt loop.  Huntar’s mind reeled as the Sea Bass reeled him in.  ‘Come on Hunt, I know you 
feel—' 
 'Really? How do I feel?' 
 'You feel like summer rain and taste even sweeter.' 
 'No similes, Sebastien.’  Huntar pushed Sebastien away again, only this time he wasn’t just 
being playful.  ‘You keep telling me how I feel.  But you can't know, cause I don't know.  I close 
my eyes and try to think and know and feel.  The only thing I know is I can only think about you, 
I can only feel you.' 
 'I know what you mean.’ 
 'Really?  Cause I don’t.  I don’t know what the hell is going on anymore, with me, with 
you..’  Huntar shook his head.  ‘I think I need some time away.’ 

‘Away from college?  Away from Wisconsin?’  
‘Away from you.’  Huntar waited for a response.  After three moments too long, he got 
one. 
 ‘For how long?’ 

 ‘I don’t know.’  Huntar moved and looked over the edge of the bridge to the cement below.  
‘Is that okay?’ 
 ‘No,’ said Sebastien, ‘but it will be.’ 
 Huntar couldn’t bring himself to say any sort of goodbye so he watched Sebastien as he 
walked back towards campus.  Sebastien didn’t turn back, but then again, Huntar didn’t want 
him to. 
 
 

Huntar and Bernard’s Dorm Room 
4:40AM 

The Second Week of Class, Wednesday 
 

 ‘That’s right, dude.  I had a vision.  A brophecy if you will.’ 
 Huntar sat next to Seth on the futon before remembering that Seth was naked.  Huntar was 
back to standing before he even asked the question, ‘'Whowhatwherewhenwhy?' 
 'What?  Living it up.  When?  I'm not sure but we were popping viagra and your pubes were 
gray.  Where?  Boca baby.  Who?  You, me, some girl I marry, and my favorite hockey player.  It 
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was completely brophetic.’ 
 'Pathetic attempt, Seth.  Sebastien and I are done.  He’s not a part of my story anymore.  
That chapter of my life is over.’ 
 'First of all, chapters?  It’s the Willenium, Huntar, we live our lives in episodes.' 
 'I’m not arguing with you about that.' 
 'Agree to disagree.'  Seth still had not put on pants but was already wearing them in their 
budding brolationship.  'And second of all, why can’t you two crazy kids work this out?' 
 'Why do you think?'  Huntar slid his Theory of Evolution Textbook off his desk and into 
the trash.   
 'So you have to keep things under wraps for a little bit, big deal.’ Seth uncrossed then 
recrossed his legs in the opposite direction.  Seth’s voice lowered, his head tilted, his eyebrow 
arched. ‘You did keep things under wraps this time, didn’t you?’   
 'For the last time, I didn’t sleep with him again.’  Huntar finally found a safe spot to sit at 
Bernard’s desk.  ‘I’m smarter than that.' 
 'I doubt it.’ Seth played with the white shoelace that had replaced the red hoodie’s orignal 
drawstring.  He still made no signs of putting on anything.   ‘You know, I don’t get you.  For 
most people—‘ 

‘I’m not most —‘ 
‘Dude, come on.  Hockey-player-of-the-Willenium and all around bad boy, Sebastien The 
Sea Bass Greene, goes academic and then goes gay for you.’  Seth, rested his case palms 
up.  ‘Come on, even that gets me hot for teach.’ 
‘You sure?’ Huntar’s voice lowered, his head tilted, his eyebrow arched. ‘You’re lookin’ 
a little cold to me.’  
Seth ignored Huntar’s snark.‘You know what I think? You’re not into him cause he’s in 
to you.’ 

 'You got me, Seth. He came on too strong and now it’s too easy.’  Huntar tried to be as 
convincing as possible, shrugging and rolling his eyes. ‘I’m just not that into him.’ 
 'Doubt it.  Everyone is into him.' 
 'So I keep hearing.' 
 'Well start listening.  I don't have rules about dating, cause I don’t date.  But if I did come 
down with a case of viral monogomitis my first rule would be: at a party, it doesn't matter who's 
looking at your girl as long as your girl is looking at you.' 
 'Or guy.' 
 'The Sea Bass isn't a guy.  He’s a hockey star.’ 
 ‘More like a burning ball of gas on ice.  Speaking of which, what is that smell? Dude, did 
you puke on my futon?’ 
 'I didn't puke...oh.'  Seth noticed the dark brown spot he'd spit up while sleeping on 
Huntar's futon.  Huntar sighed.  He wasn't upset; he was jealous.  
 ‘Seriously dude, why did you sleep-break-into my room and puke?  Are you sure we aren’t 
future bro-nemesis?’ 
 ‘First off, “bro-nemesis?” I love it.  it’s my new favorite portmanbro, future-bro.  
Secondly?  My b on the v.  We’ll get you a new futon.  Thricely, I definitely didn’t break in.  
Bernard musta left the door unlocked.' 
 'Great, now I have to talk to Bernard about socks on the floor and locks on the door.'  Why 
didn't the dorms offer singles? 
 'Wait, where is Bernie?  Is he getting laid?' 
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 'Chaleted, most likely.  He’s probably in the middle of an elephant walk or something 
equally degrading and homo-erotic.'  Huntar grabbed the remote for the television only to 
remember that he’d fried it in the confrontation with John Johnson last week.  'In fact, you naked 
on my futon is only the second weirdest thing that I've walked in on this week.' 
 'So you have walked in on Bernie taking matters into his own hands.' 
 'No, thank god.  I walked in on him post-hazing.' 
 ‘He’s rushing?’ 
 ‘Omega-Phis.’ 
 'Seriously?‘  Seth explained his shock.  ‘The Omega-Phis never add anyone to the rush 
list—you either say yes, or you weren't on the list to begin with.' 
 'Well they changed it up for Bernard.  and for me.  I didn’t even get a chance to say no.  
Maybe they gave him my spot.' 
 'I knew there was something wrong with him.  Nothing good comes out of the Omega-Phis, 
trust me.' 
 'The Sea Bass is an Omega-Phi.' 
 'No, the Sea Bass was an Omega-Phi.  He had the sense to get out.  Are we going to have 
to hold a frat-ervention for Bernie?'  
 'Bernard is a big boy, Seth.  I'm sure he can handle himself.' 
 'Speaking of big boys, I have a question,' said Seth, looking down at his body.  Huntar 
looked out the window again. 
 'Yes, I looked, and no I'm not going to give you my professional opinion.' 
 
 

Badger State Bridge 
2:20PM 

The First Day of Class 
  
 
 Huntar stood on the bridge, looking left at the dorms, looking right towards Sebastien's 
office, and looking down towards the cars and trucks cruising by underneath him.  Huntar leaned 
over the railing and let the blood rush to his head like he did when he needed to think.  He 
focused on the steady whoosh of tires running on the cement above his head, trying to breathe in 
the exhaust fumes and breathe out the exhaustion of the past twenty-four hours.   

'Hey don't do it.'  Penelope's swirling pink voice popped up on the underside of Huntar's 
eyelids.   
 Huntar re-oriented himself, squinching his eyes.  'Don't do what?' 
 'Whatever it is you were about to do.'  Huntar studied Penelope's face for a moment.  He 
had never seen such pure, unadulterated sincerity.  Her smile was inviting, her cheeks full, and 
eyes a calm sea of blue.  In the light with sun in the blonde and red of her hair, she really did 
look like an angel. A dark brown spot on her right iris, was like her own isle of Crete in the great 
blue Hellenic sea; a perfect imperfection. 
 'Huntar, right?  I'm—‘ 
 ‘Penelope, yeah, I remember.  I wasn't...um..I was just trying to clear my head.'  Huntar 
took a few steps away from the ledge he had definitely not just been standing on. 
 Penelope moved in tandem in the opposite direction until Huntar was once again in the 
center of the bridge and Penelope’s pony tail was waving to the passing cars. 'What's wrong?'   
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 'You wouldn't believe me, if I tried.' 
 'Try me.' 
 'I'm trying not to think about it.  I know that I shouldn't be thinking what I'm thinking, but 
that just makes me think it harder.  It's too much right now.' 
 Penelope came in close and gave Huntar the hug he so desperately needed.  Her perfume, 
her voice and her touch made Huntar feel like he was fourteen again, slipping zanzibars from 
Valerie’s medicine cabinet.  Penelope tapped twice on Huntar’s back and he knew the hug was 
over but lingered anyway.  She pulled back and looked him in the eyes, 'You know what I do 
when I'm trying to clear my head?' 
 'What?' 
 'I run.' 
 'If I start running, I’m not sure I’ll be able to stop.' 
 'You have to stop sometime,’ said Penelope.  She checked her Hello Kitty watch.  ‘Oh! I'm 
gonna be late for class, but I can skip it if you want to keep talking.' 
 'That's okay,' said Huntar.  It kind of creeped him out how nice she was, but she was nice 
without it feeling like she was being too nice.  Penelope looked up into the sky and then back 
down at Huntar.  Huntar looked at the tiny brown island in her iris and wished he could run and 
live there.   

‘Hypochondria.'  Penelope said unprompted. 
 'What?' 
 'The teacher, she's a hypochondriac.' 
 'Why did you tell me?' 
 'Two reasons, first, you didn't ask.’  Huntar didn’t want to tell her that the reason he didn’t 
ask was because he had figured it out before she did.  It’s always easy to point out other 
hypochondriacs, even if his form was a bit atypical. 
 'What was the second reason?' 
 ‘Nobody can keep a secret completely to themselves, they’ll go crazy.  If you can't tell a 
friend a secret, then they must not be a very good friend.' 
 ‘We’re friends?’ 
 'First at the party, then in class, and now here on this bridge.  Three times means we’re 
gonna be friends.’ 
 ‘You don’t really believe that do you?’  
 ‘Stranger things, right?’ 
 ‘Right.’  Huntar’s head nodded in agreement.  ‘Stranger things.’ 
 And with that Penelope became the second person to leave him on that bridge, and he 
hadn’t even moved.  But for once in the past twenty-four hours, a conversation left him with 
more answers than questions. Huntar wasn’t going to do something or run; he was going to do 
both. 
 

 
The Stacks 

8:15AM 
The Second Week of Class, Wednesday  

 
 

 'Huntar, pay attention.  What did I just say?'   
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 'What?’' 
 'What did I just tell you?'  
 Huntar found himself leaning against one of the stacks, trying to account for the last three 
minutes and what was said.  He had been chasing someone.  He rounded the corner and then– 
 'Please, Huntar, you can do this.'  Her unseasonably leather-gloved hand grabbed his shirt.  
Huntar looked into her big baby-browns.  They begged for an answer that he was sure he didn’t 
have. 
 'I don't know, Lou.’  Huntar tried to think of something that couldn’t hold his attention. 
‘Your sex life?’  
 ‘I told you, Huntar, no sex talk.’ 
 ‘What?  I think I would remember you changing your thesis statement, Lou.  Is this 
because of our fight?  Because I forgive you.’ 
 ‘What?  No.’ 
 ‘Well then, will you please explain to me what’s going on?  You don’t return my calls, 
texts, or hate mail for an entire week.  And then when I catch you spying on me, you run away.’ 
 ‘I wasn’t spying on you.’  Louise seemed offended and nervous, and then her left ear 
wiggled.  That was her tell.  She was hiding something.  ‘Not everything is about you, Huntar.’  
 ‘Doubt it.’  Huntar put his hand around Louise’s wrist.  ‘Then why are you here?’ 
 She withdrew her hand from Huntar’s grasp with a step back. ‘I’m here to check something 
out.’   
 ‘You mean this?’  Huntar held up Oedipus Rex for Louise. 
 Louise made her ugliest face yet—a mix of fear, hatred, and sadness.  Her gloved hand 
reached for her forehead.  Before Huntar could say anything, she turned and sped away.  Huntar 
looked at the book in his hands.  What was her deal?  If anyone had the right to freak out about 
the book, it was Huntar.  He was prophecy boy after all.  
 Huntar was back on the chase, only this time he was whisper-yelling, 'Louise!'  He was 
faster than Louise and made to intercept.  Louise changed direction.  Huntar chased Louise back 
the area by the elevators, before he got a hand on her.  'Elouise Ophelia!  What was that about?’  
  Louise tapped her foot at the closed elevator doors and crossed her arms.  She pulled her 
hair over the left side of her face.  ‘Don’t call me that.’   

‘Don’t change the subject.‘  Huntar leaned his back against one of the partitions between 
the elevators and crossed his arms.  ‘Are you okay?  Where have you been?  Why are you 
ignoring me and Lukas?  Seriously, are you okay?  How are your classes?  If you weren’t 
stalking me in the stacks, who was?  Why did you run away from that book like it was Ellen’s 
biography?’ 
 ‘I wish it were as simple as Ellen.’  Louise tapped the elevator button as if it was supposed 
to get brighter with each touch.  Shaking her head, she whispered to herself, ‘Simple, simple 
Ellen.’ 
 ‘Lou, you’re starting to worry me.  Are you going to hurt yourself or Ellen?  Do I need to 
call some professionals?’ 
 ‘Huntar, don’t you get it?  We are the professionals.’ 
 ‘No, we’re college students.’ 
 ‘Huntar, I’m sorry.’   
 ‘It’s okay,‘ said Huntar.  Louise had said this to him before.  This wasn’t her first 
breakdown.  But this was definitely the weirdest.  ‘Honestly, I’m not that worried.’ 
 ‘No, Huntar, be worried.  Be worried, and know that it’s not as bad as it looks.’ 
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 ‘What?’ 
 ding!  The elevator doors opened.  ‘It doesn’t matter now.  Just know I tried.’ 
 ‘I don’t see you trying, Lou.’ 
  Huntar made a gesture and they boarded the elevator together.  Huntar looked at Louise.  
Louise smiled back.  It was the first time he’d seen her smile since his grandmother’s funeral.  
Huntar was officially worried.   
 ‘No, Huntar, you don’t see.’ The elevator doors began to close. ‘But you will.’   
 In one long swift movement, Louise pushed Huntar into the back of the elevator, holding 
on to the book in pre-meditation as Huntar let go of it in surprise.  ‘Lou?!’ 
  He stood alone in the elevator as the door closed.  Clueless and Lou-less. 

  
 

Sebastien’s Office 
2:30PM 

The First Day of Class 
 
 
 Sebastien opened the door to his office, before Huntar had the chance to knock.  He stood 
there with eyes as hopeful as the color grey had ever been. 
 ‘You’re—’ 
 ‘Do you still have the paper?’ Huntar interrupted.  They didn’t have time for another one of 
their loops. 
 ‘What?’ 
 ‘The paper with my question.’ 
 ‘Yeah?’ 
 ‘Read it.’ 
 ‘What?’ 
 ‘Read it now please.’   
 Sebastien pulled the slip of paper from his back pocket and read aloud, ‘What the fuck. 
Interrobang.’ 
 Huntar looked at him expectantly. 
 ‘That’s all it says,’ Sebastien flipped the paper over in his hand then held it up for Huntar 
to see.  There in Huntar’s handwriting was his question.  Three words and an interrobang.  
 what the fuck‽ 
 ‘Exactly.’  Huntar threw his hands in the air.  ‘I like you.  You like me.  What the fuck.  
Interrobang.’ 
 ‘But what about our dilemma?’ 
 ‘We have two options.  Run or do something.  I suggest we do both.  Whatya—’ 
 They were kissing before Huntar could finish his sentence.   
 Hands moved quick over their clothes and even quicker underneath.  Huntar pushed and 
Sebastien acquiesced all the way into the book case.  Sebastien laughed playfully with Huntar's 
lip between his teeth as books on logic and reason fell at their feet.   
 His eyes closed.  Huntar let go, let himself into their ineffable nothingness, his hands 
sliding downwards, spiraling closer and closer into the center of Sebastien's gravity. 
 Nothing made sense anymore.  Why had he ever tried to deny this?  Why couldn't this work 
out?  Why were they still wearing clothes? 
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 The cotton between them, an abomination in the eyes of a hedonistic deity that demanded a 
tribute for their knowing transgression.   Temptation became exploration.  Exploration became 
penetration.  Huntar became Sebastien's. 
 Huntar's mouth moved down Sebastien's neck leaving a trail of bite mark bread crumbs 
behind him.  For a moment Huntar rested his forehead in the crook of Sebastien's collar bone, 
breathing in the sweet bonfire of Sebastien's flesh.  He closed his eyes and listened to the quiet 
Sebastien stirred within him. 
 Between them came the jingle of Sebastien's belt buckle, the low growl of Sebastien's 
zipper, the sounds of Huntar's undoing. 
 Then they fucked.  And after they fucked, they fucked a bit more.  And when a knock came 
at the door, they got quiet, but they never stopped fucking. 
 The wanderings of sex found Sebastien on top of Huntar, Huntar on top of the desk, and all 
the former contents of the desk on top of the clothes, on top of the books on the floor. 
 Scattered documents clung to sweaty skin.  Somewhere amongst the pants and post-its, the 
boxers and books, Huntar found himself ten seconds and a helping hand away from coitus 
eruptus.  Huntar’s back arched, his toes curled, and he fell back through his body.  Through the 
desk.  Through the clothes, the books, the floor.  Huntar fell all the way down to upright.  And 
thats when things got dark.   
 
 

unknown 
unknown 
unknown 

 
 

 
 Huntar stood in a burning room.   

No, that wasn't right.  A body.  The body.  His body was a shadow standing in the 
shadow of a burning room.  Huntar seemed to be floating somewhere within.  The fire's shadow 
swirled and twisted around him, pulling at him, joining him, sharing it's secret.  The only sound 
was the steady beat of Huntar' heart. 

Then he heard it.  He was not alone.  The far darkness became a shadow became smoke 
became a body.  Running.  Lunging.  Attacking.   

A test.  His shadow-body agreed, reacting accordingly.  Falling back through the shadows 
Huntar’s body absorbed the initial inertia of his shadow-masked assailant.  Blocking kick after 
punch, punch after kick til the odds had evened.  And so like the fire and shadows around them, 
they danced through the room, constantly taking the lead from one another. 

An intricately carved blade appeared around the fingers of the opponent, cutting in on 
their fun.    Huntar’s body tensed at the sight of the bayonet brass knuckles. 

The opponents advantage now, the blade flayed and cauterized Huntar’s shadow-body 
with brutal efficiency.  with every successful jab, with every parry-less thrust, the shadow-faced 
assailant grew bolder, closer, darker.  The opponent had the strength, had the blade, had the 
advantage.  The only thing he didn't have was Huntar. 
 Another kick landed, and Huntar's body fell.  Huntar let go of his vantage and fell into 
control of the body—of his body.   
  Wounded and weak, Huntar's body cried out to stop.  He could feel the fire's power around 
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them.  Consuming them.  Feeding them.  Fusing them together.  Throughout Huntar's body, the 
flames spread its history, its spark, its expanse like prairie fire or a shot of jack.  
 The fire was not the kind that escaped unwatched mantles or forgotten bon fires.  There 
was no smoke.  This fire was true fire—the essence of fire.  This fire was the room around them.  
Its roar was the soundtrack to their shadow ninja showdown.   
 The fire burst within him as he fought his way back to standing, knocking the opponent out 
of the danger zone.  Huntar stood for the first time in the room clad in shadowed-suit.   
 The opponent took his time in the approach, brandishing the arced blade that hovered over 
his fist.  His swagger was as boisterous as it was undeserved.  The opponent hadn't won yet.  The 
opponent wasn't going to win at all. 
 Flames roared an applause as the opponent chose his darkest moment.  An uppercut when a 
right hook would have sufficed, the enemy exposed his shadowed side.   
 Jab, twist, sweep, and steal.  The rest was as easy as up-down-up-down-left-right-A-B-
select-start.  
 Huntar stood over his attacker, the blade in his left hand and this fight in his pocket.   
 That's when Huntar saw smoke.  Their bodies had become solid where the blade had sliced 
their shadow.  Blood as black, as crude as oil leaked from the assailant into puffs of smoke that 
began to encircle him.  The view began to blur as Huntar's body also bled smoke.   
 Making up with surprise-stupidity what he lacked in weaponry, the opponent leaped.  
 With a flick of Huntar’s wispy wrist, the ornate blade tore through the space between them, 
taking a vortex of shadow and fire with it as it ran through the opponent’s heart.   

Their shadows, their fire, their essence followed the blade through the opponent, like 
thread trailing its needle through canvas. 

An unknown light source brightened what was left of this dark scene.  Shed of its 
shadow-suit, the naked body of the opponent lied at Huntar's feet.  
 Huntar tried to detach, tried to force his body to look anywhere but down, but he was no 
longer in control.  Huntar's body bent to look upon the fallen.  Huntar attempted to close his 
nonexistent eyelids, he had already seen that naked body—three times.  But he'd memorized it 
the first.   
 Huntar didn't need to see the bare knee with the x-like scar, those biceps sprawled, or even 
the look of wonderment in those dead, grey eyes.  And with that Huntar fell, slipping backwards 
through his body, through the ground and back into the darkness. 
 
 

St. Michael’s Chapel 
9:10PM 

The Second Week of Classes, Tuesday 
 
 

 ‘Sebastien isn’t the one.’ 
 ‘How can you be sure, Huntar?’ 
 ‘He can’t be, he’s not a freshman,’ said Huntar, ‘and he’s had knee surgery.’ 
That wouldn’t be enough to convince Loo to drop the issue.  Huntar tried to come up with 
another reason that wasn’t Sebastien can’t regenerate because I’ve seen him die by my own 
hands.  
 ‘You don’t gain your powers until you encounter one of the fifteen, it is easy to believe the 
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opposite is true.’ 
 ‘I saw him in class today, he still has bruises from the brawl with Porter.’  Huntar hoped 
the lie was enough.  But just in case it wasn’t Huntar kept talking.  ‘I don’t know why we have to 
find the regenerating freshman anyway.  It’s not like I need to practice it.  I don't have to think 
about it.  It just happens.’ 
 ‘Huntar, we don’t know anything about how the power works.  If there are any limitations.  
What happens when it doesn't just happen?’ 
 ‘Things go back to normal?’ 
 ‘Huntar listen to me.’  Lukas put both hands on Huntar’s shoulders, Huntar braced himself.  
‘I love you, Huntar, but you are never going to be normal.’ 
 ‘Harsh, Loo.’ 
 ‘That summer when we were twelve, and Val and Fisch wouldn’t get you braces.’  Lukas’ 
head lamp shook at the memory.  ‘You made us bring home that rabid dog.  And when it bit you, 
you wouldn't leave the house until Valerie made an appointment with the ortho.’ 
 'I got braces, remember?' 
 'You didn’t need them and you got them off a week later.’ 
 ‘Yeah, cause they hurt.’ 
 ‘Okay, Huntar, it’s truth time.’ 
 ‘I don’t want Truth Time,  Loo.’ 
 ‘I don’t care, cause you—’ 
 ‘Don’t say it, Loo.’ 
 ‘Are—’ 
 ‘Don't say it, Loo.’ 
 ‘The Hero.’ 
 ‘Why'd ya have to go and say it, Loo?’ 
 ‘Somebody had to.  The sooner you admit it, the sooner your life will be easier.’ 
 ‘How does saying –hm hm hmmhmmm—make my life any easier?  What?  Can you see the 
future now?’ 
 'No, it seems I am not one of the fifteen.  I am super a-symptomatic.  No anomalies to 
report.' 
 'Except that anomaly oblongata of yours.' 
 'This brain that figured out how to prepare, despite your forgetting the syllabus.' 
 'How?' 
 'Campbell.' 
 'This is hardly the time for soup.' 
 'No, in my research I could not find anything about the prophecy, but a search on ancient 
hero prophecies kept returning one name—Joseph Campbell.’ 
 ‘The Mormon?’ 
 ‘The history professor.’ 
 ‘So, not a Mormon.’ 
 ‘Campbell hypothesized that all human fantasies and dreams were part of a greater 
unconscious that manifested itself in our stories, legends, and traditions.’ 
 ‘Get to the part where he makes my life easier.’ 
 ‘Campbell’s life work was creating the blueprint of the Hero’s journey.  It is my hypothesis 
that if your prophecy exists—' 
 'Of course it exists, Loo.  I emp therefore I am...chosen.' 
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 'I believe your prophecy will follow the same path as all the others.' 
 'Ha! You’re wrong!  I can be normal.' 
 ‘I didn’t say that.’ 
 ‘If my path is the same as with the other heroes, I’ll be doing everything they did.  That 
makes me a new kind of normal..’ 
 ‘No, that average.’ 
 ‘What’s the difference?’ 
 'Average is calculable, it is rational.’ Lukas explained, ‘Normal doesn't exist.’ 
 ‘Love isn’t rational, ergo it doesn’t exist?’ 
 ‘You can't feel normal.  You can feel love.’ 
 ‘I’m not so sure.’ 
 ‘Huntar, if we get through this, you're going to be the most powerful guy in existence.  
With fifteen individual powers working together, there’s nothing you won’t be able to do.' Lukas 
was back on his dad-voice, but this time Huntar was okay with it.  He really wanted a hug from 
Penelope but this would have to suffice. 
 ‘What’s your point, Loo?’ 
 ‘If normal is possible, it shouldn’t be difficult for someone used to doing the impossible.’  
 Huntar had the feeling that Lukas was just blowing smoke up his man-chimney. ‘Are you 
sure?’ 
 ‘Sure I’m sure.’ 
 Huntar knew that Loo was right.  Right now there was no way back to normal.  But Huntar 
also knew that if anyone could help him find it, it’d be Lukas. ‘Fine, so where do we start?’ 
 ‘Step two is finding help—from someone else.  Huntar you have to tell someone else.’ 
 ‘I don’t need to tell anyone else.  I’ve got you, Loo.’ 
 ‘What about Louise?’  What about Louise?  Huntar would have to find her before he could 
tell her.  ‘She’s going to find out, Huntar.‘  Lukas continued, ‘She probably already knows, you 
really are a terrible liar.’ 
 Lukas was right.  Huntar had been a terrible liar, but some things change.  Huntar had his 
biggest secret yet, and he wasn't sure what he was supposed to do.   
 If only he hadn’t slept with Sebastien.  If only Huntar could forget what he saw, what he 
did.  Huntar laughed a sad little laugh on the inside.  The Quarterlife Child wasn't allowed to be 
happy.  If Lukas knew, he would tell Huntar to stay away from Sebastien, or worse, he would 
make Huntar tell Sebastien the truth.   
 Most people worry about jinxing themselves when they say a desire out loud.  Huntar 
feared if he told anyone what he saw, it would make it come true.  Huntar could not let that 
happen.  These perks do bad things.  Huntar did bad things.  He didn’t want to hurt any more 
people.  It was bad enough that Lukas knew. 
 ‘I’m not telling Louise.’ 
 ‘Then tell Bernard or Seth or someone.’  Even in the dark room, Huntar could see the look 
of stress on Lukas’s face.  Lukas was tired, it was late, and Huntar wasn’t making things any 
easier.  Huntar remembered his conversation with Penelope. 
 ‘Okay, I’ll tell someone.  I’ve been meaning to get a second opinion anyway.’  The look of 
relief on Lukas’ face was almost worth the anxiety of putting another person’s life in danger. 
‘Wait, if getting help is step two, what’s step one?’ 
 ‘Step one is admitting you have a problem.  Today, that’s your newest power.’ 
 ‘Since when is never needing a shot, bandage or cast a problem?’ 
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 ‘Huntar, you may never need a casket much less a cast.  Your powers prepare you for 
what’s ahead.  And if you can’t die, what’s ahead is going to make you wish you could.’ 
 
 

Huntar and Bernard’s Dorm Room 
4:40AM 

The Second Week of Class, Wednesday 
 
 

 'So, it's settled then.  Gym partners?' 
 'Workout wingmen.' 
 'Bench bros.' 
 'Not so fast.'  Seth stood up, pulling up a pair of Bernard's boxers.  'We’re not bros yet.'   
 Huntar picked up his backpack and forgot his new gloves on the table.  'Hey, you want to 
meet me at the library later?  Louise is usually my study buddy, but—' 
 'Yeah, that's not gonna work for me.'  Seth checked himself out in the broken mirror.  
Huntar made a mental note to throw it out with the message board.  He would buy Bernard a new 
mirror, if he ever left the Chalet long enough to come home and shower. 
 Huntar held the door open for Seth, before triple checking the lock behind him.  'What's 
wrong with the library?' 
 'I’m superstitious about graveyards. 
 'What?  Libraries aren’t dead.' 
 'Seriously, dude? Open your web browser.'  Seth smacked Huntar upside the head the way 
Fischer did.  Huntar realized he left his gloves in his room.  Too late now, he didn't want to 
disappoint Scurville.  Seth continued, 'You're not gonna find the future in there.  We live in a 
time when you can download any book you want, any album you want, anytime you aren't 
looking at porn.  There are only three reasons to go into a library:  hot librarians and sex in the 
stacks.' 
 'It's always about sex with you, isn't it?' 
 'Well, I wrote the book on it.' 
 'Seriously?' Huntar played along down the hall. 
 ‘Soon-to-be-seriously,’ said Seth.  ‘But I will write it, and when I do it, it will only be 
found online, never in a library.  Just like me.' 
 'You're wrong, you know?' 
 'Agree to disagree.  I give it four years—the end of libraries as we know it by the time we 
graduate.' 
 Huntar stopped in front of the elevator.  'So, what's the third reason?  Sex in the stacks with 
hot librarians?' 
 'A day spa for bums.' 
 'Oh.' Huntar shuddered.  'Well, at least some things never change.'   
 'No,' said Seth.  ‘Dead things never change.’ 
 'Be done with all this in four years, Seth?'  Huntar hit the elevator button and smiled as the 
hollow plastic sound reminded him of the lights in the stacks.  'I'm gonna need at least six.' 
 
 

Fourth Floor Common Area 
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3:05AM 
The Moment Before the Moment Things Got Dark, Thursday 

 
 
 Huntar’s encounter with Louise had really shaken him, so he had gone out to St. Michaels 
for a few hours to think and grab a few extra pairs of gloves out of the duffel Lukas had left for 
them; just in case he emped.   
 But now he was back and he was ready to talk.  It was that quiet time after all the students 
had gone to bed.  Thankfully even John Johnson had retired from his post.  The dorm floor was 
empty.  Huntar was alone.   
 First thing’s first, Huntar knocked on Lukas' door.  He had to tell him about what Louise 
said or didn't say.  But Lukas' roommate opened the door sleepy-eyed and said that Lukas wasn't 
back yet.  From where?  He wouldn't say. 
 Next Huntar went to Seth's room—no luck.  No one even answered the door.  Huntar 
thought about calling Penelope, but they hadn't exchanged numbers. 
 Huntar, now desperate to talk to anyone, stood in front of John Johnson's door, his fist 
hovered centimeters from the door when he remembered he had someone else he could talk to.  
'Bernard.' 
 Huntar walked down the hall to his dorm room door, keys in hand.  Huntar was going to 
tell Bernard everything.  They were roommates.  They could be friends. Why shouldn't Bernard 
be part of the inner circle?   
 
 Huntar approached his dorm room door with key extended.  Neither reached their home.   
 Ting! Huntar’s keys hit the hallway’s carpet, but Huntar could barely hear them.  All his 
senses were focused on the four red words written on the white message board hanging on the 
door. 
 

 We know. 
—the body. 

 
 

Back In Sebastien's Office 
Some Time Later 

The Moment Things Changed 
 
 

Huntar opened his eyes.  He was still on the desk, and the dead body that had just been 
underneath Huntar was now on top of him—still very much alive.  

Huntar’s chest caved under the sudden gravitas of the moment.  Huntar tried to push 
Sebastien off of him, but Sebastien didn't respond, didn't acknowledge, didn't stop.  Huntar 
pushed harder, his palms itched.  Sebastien's hand was on his throat.  ‘Get off me.’  Sebastien’s 
eyes were closed, his body thrusting mechanically in a terrible tantric trance.  Panic had 
officially taken over.  His body was warm, but Sebastien felt cold.  Dead.  Unreal.   

Huntar fought the emp, but he had no fight left in him.   
The space between them filled with red light.  In that moment, in the emp’s crimson 

glow, Sebastien was a demon, a devil, an incubus.  His shoulder blades protruded like fledgling 
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wings over the crest of his collar bone; the light, the energy, the power between them made 
menace of Sebastien’s empty eyes.  

Huntar's hands burst, but it quickly faded, as if pulled in to Sebastien.  His pace picked 
up, he was more violent now.  ‘Sebastien!’ 

Sebastien’s eyes opened and Huntar stared into the twin glowing orbs that replaced them. 
They looked at him.  They didn’t seem to recognize Huntar, as if they looked right through him. 

'Get off of me!'  Huntar broke their connection and with a kick sent them both flying off 
the desk to the hard ground below. 

That was the trick, Sebastien rubbed his eye with the heel of his palm, shook his head and 
looked up in a daze.  ‘Huntar?  What happened?’ 

What happened?  How was Huntar supposed to know?   
One minute Sebastien is stabbing him, the next Huntar is stabbing Sebastien, and then the 

minute after that Huntar’s emp turned Sebastien into some sort of sex zombie. 
‘I have to go.’  Huntar didn't need to fight back any emotions as he got up and tried to 

find his clothes.  He was empty.  He looked around the office, what was left of it anyway. 
‘Huntar, wait. What's wrong?  Did I do something?’   

‘yessnoidunno‘  Huntar tried to find the fedora, but it was not easy to locate.   
Huntar looked at the naked man sitting on the office supplies, on the clothes, on the 

books on the floor of his office.  Huntar looked at the destruction, the culmination of the past 
twenty-four hours.  Huntar no longer had to choose, so for the second time that day, Huntar ran. 

 
 Huntar exited the dorm elevator; sweaty, broken, raw.  He needed to get into his room, get 
his ear plugs, and jump in the shower.  He needed to think, or not think...or something. 
 Huntar fumbled for his keys, averting his eyes from the messageless message center with 
its invitationless cork board and its blank whiteboard.  Huntar opened the door.  Someone had 
crossed out his name and written Piggy on it.  Bernard's tag was missing altogether.   

'Hey Bernard what—'  Bernard was on the ground in the middle of the dorm floor, his 
mouth duct taped shut, hog tied with a feather boa, and glitter all over his hair.  '—happened?  
Who did this to you?  Are you okay?’  Huntar grabbed the edge of the duct tape.  Bernards skin 
was cool and hard.  ‘Are you ready? This is gonna hurt.' 
 
 

Fourth Floor Common Area 
3:05AM 

The Moment Things Got Dark, Thursday 
 
 
 Huntar's palms ignited, the lights flickered.  He backed into the wall, eyes darting around 
the hallway.  No sign of life.  He was alone.  Huntar looked back at the message. 

 We know. 
  —the body. 

 Huntar tried wiping it away but it was written in permanent ink.  Huntar ripped the 
message center from the door and marched down the hall, dropping it down the trash chute on 
the way to the bathroom. 
 Huntar leaned over one of the sinks, splashing water in his face, and avoiding the mirror, 
afraid to see which secret was exposed.  He turned off the faucet, but the sound of running water 
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didn't stop.  Who would shower at this time of night?   
 Against his better judgements, Huntar began the slow creep towards investigating the 
showers.  Huntar could hear eight separate nozzles were on, a low steam with an electric blue 
glow poured out from behind the partition. 
 Crash!  Crash!  The sound of someone smashing plates on the tile.   
 He checked each stall on his way, careful to cover all his scary movie bases.  The azure 
light increased; Huntar ducked into a stall, avoiding the surprisingly windy bathroom without 
windows.  Huntar grabbed the plunger in Seth's stall, and then he remembered that he was now 
invincible.  Huntar flicked a piece of dried vomit off the handle. 
 Huntar moved more confidently now, keeping an emp at the ready until he heard the 
humming and peaked around the corner.  The source of the blue light was a body in the far 
corner—a beautifully long body, covered in a thin sheet of ice.  The blue light came from under 
the ice—little lines of light like glowing hieroglyphics.  Huntar stood there, mouth agape.  The 
way people do when they are seeing something gorgeous for the first time.   
 The ice cracked and broke off like new skin with every graceful movement.  Bits and 
pieces scattered across the floor.   
 Tap-tap-tap!  The plunger joined the ice on the tile.  It wasn't loud, but it was enough to 
open Pandora's box. 
 In one swift move, the ice sculpture turned and pointed at the unseen intruder.  Narrowed 
sapphire eyes gleamed as twin swirls of ice and sleet spiraled in a furious flurry heading straight 
at Huntar.   
 Huntar held up his hands.  'Bernard, stop, it's-!  
 That was the moment the first shard of ice cut his skin.   
 That was the moment Huntar emped. 
 That was the moment when things got dark 
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